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Video Boards
WINDOWS ACCELERATOR & GRAPHICS CARDS
SEE ALSO VIDEO CAPTURE BOARDS.

DIAMOND COMPUTER SYSTEMS
408-736-2000
The Diamond Stealth is almost an Industry standard.    In fact, many new boards compare 
themselves to this very popular board.    Diamond makes ISA and VESA LOCAL BUS 
accelerator cards at very competitive prices and has some of the most popular drivers supported 
by many of the major software applications.    And now we have a line of excellent video capture 
and sound boards as well.    

NUMBER NINE COMPUTER CORPORATION
18 HARTWELL AVE.
LEXINGTON, MA    02173
617--674-0009

ULTRA-HIGH PERFORMANCE CAD GRAPHICS 
9GXE & 9GXI BOARDS.

Both boards feature true color at high resolutions.    Special utility features include 
#9 virtual Resolutions to more than double your desktop resolution.    Its like 
having twice as much deskspace as you had before and the monitor becomes a 
windows on a wall that is twice as big as the monitor screen.    All done in software
with absolutely no flickering or jitters.    Also included is #9 Zoom to magnify 
screens up to 16 times for precision pixel editing and Color Perfect for crystal clear
color accuracy of prepress materials.    On line help is a click away.    

ORCHID TECHNOLOGY
45365 NORTHPORT LOOP W
FREMONT, CA    94538
800-7-ORCHID

Orchids Interactive Real Time (IRT) graphic accelerator cards, sounds, DE-ROM 
drive, MultiMedia upgrade kit and new digital video products are available.    New 
16 bit dsp sound cards, the Sound Wave 32 and Game Wave 32, use wavetable 
synthesis with simultaneous standards support.    

The Fahrenheit 1280I is based on S3s 86c805i graphics accelerator and with 



customized drivers runs 50 percent faster than previous models.    The Celsius 
offers a 32 bit graphics processor with 100hz refresh rates, 16 million colors an 
1600x1200 resolution. 

PARADISE/WESTERN DIGITAL
714-932-5000

Paradise has a fine selection of Video Accelerator cards that are second to none and offer great 
value for the dollar.    There are boards for the budget-minded up to the High performance needs 
of the power-user and very reasonably priced.

Radius, Inc
1710 Fortune Drive
San Jose, CA    95131
800-227-3948                                                                            MultiView 24    

Combines brilliant 24 bit color with on-board    acceleration making it the fastest Windows 
graphics board for professional graphics, color publishing, and CAD.    Four to 24 times faster 
than 8-bit SVGA cards.    Cuts wait time for complex color work for maximum productivity.

STB SYSTEMS (SIMPLY THE BEST.)
800-234-4334
Very high quality graphics capture boards in ISA and VLB standards, moderately priced.      

STB specializes in Windows Accelerators that are not high priced, and yet perform as well as 
many more expensive boards.    Look to STB if you are on a budget but need very high quality 
boards.    

Volante/National Design
1515 Capitol of Texas Hwy S.
Austin, TX    78746
512-329-5055
800-253-8831

NATIONAL DESIGN has something for every video graphics board need.

Top of the Line AT 2004 will handle any professional graphic need!    Extremely 
fast, perfect for CAD and other High End Professional Graphics

And    ...
For those on a budget you might choose our Warp 10    With 1MB on board it will 
give maximum resolution of 1280 x 1024 with 16 colors.    



The Warp 20 Boards will go up to the same high resolution but with an improved 
accelerator chip to give even faster performance.    
These are available in either ISA or VL BUS standard interface.
Prices start at $299 Retail.    

At the high end for professionals needing ultra-high resolutions is the AT - 2002 
with 2MB of VRAM and with Max resolution of as much as 1280 x 1024 with 256
colors.        MSRP of $1299

Or the AT 2004 with 4MB VRAM and max resolution at 1280 x 1024 with 86,000 
colors.    MSRP of $1399.

Both these boards carry the Texas Instruments 83584 Accelerator Chipset installed,
to give speeds that few other boards can approach.    For manipulating graphics 
around on the screen with very little waiting even for the complex, high-resolution 
images, you will be more productive.    

___________________________
VideoLogic

800-578-5644
617-494-0530

617--494-0530 FAX

VIDEO LOGIC IS PLEASE TO ANNOUNCE ITS NEWEST PRODUCT 928 MOVIE, the 
fastest and easiest way to accelerate Windows... and multimedia too!

928 Movie is an easy-to-install single slot ISA or VLBUS Windows and MultiMedia Accelerator 
which not only delivers up to six times the performance of ordinary VGAs but also visibly 
improves the quality of CD MultiMedia titles by scaling up postage stamp-sized video clips to 
full color, full screen movies.    With 928 MOVIEs digital movie acceleration, no frames are 
dropped, so jerky videos run smoothly at full motion 30 frames per second.    928MOVIE offers 
up to 16.7 million colors for photo-realistic graphics, and resolutions up to 1280 x 1024 for more
desktop and more productivity.    At 75 Hz, the refresh rate is easy on the system.    Compatibility 
for future low cost multimedia upgrades such as video capture, conferencing or MPEG playback 
is ensured by support for VESA Media Channel, the new industry standard multimedia highway. 
928MOVIE comes standard with 1MB of VRAM and is user upgradable to 2MB.    

VideoLogicss products provide an integrated strategic approach to interactive multimedia.    
Their market leading product range includes:

· DVA-4000 the award winning digital video display adapter
· MIC System software, the multimedia interactive control system
· MediaSspace, providing high quality digital video and audio hardware 



compression/decompression in MJPEG or AVI file formats
· Mediator and Mediator LC professional converters of VGA or MAC
· Captivator, a low cost video capture card.
· Rapier family of high performance true color two-page graphics.

VideoLogic is the leading independent international supplier of multimedia and graphics 
hardware and software products for personal computers including IBM PC AT and compatibles, 
PS/2s and Macintosh II and Quadra

Interested?    Call FAXBACK    800-203-8587 and well fax you more information.    



Computer Hardware Sound Cards

Media Vision    Video Capture cards, audio cards, CD-ROM kits    MultiMedia
Publishing
800-845-5870

Creative Labs    Video Blaster, SoundBlaster, CD-ROM kits
800-998-5227



Communications - Fax
BIT SOFTWARE
1510-490-2928
BITFAX FOR WINDOWS
New Faxing software under Windows that may finally compete with Winfax Pro, the standard in 
faxing.    Automatic sensor to detect voice or fax or data call on the same line.

DELRINA WINFAX PRO
Still the best Faxing software under windows
416-441-3676

HAYES MICROCOMPUTER
SMARTCOM for Windows
404-840-9200
Very nice comm pkg for Windows, has all the transfer protocals and ease of use of Windows.

NORTON -LAMBERT
805-964-6767
CLOSE-UP    5.0    Fast communications, even control the remote computer under Windows.

SYMANTEC    PC-ANYWHERE
800-441-7234
REMOTELY COMMUNICATE WITH ANY COMPUTER OVER MODEM WHICH IS ALSO 
RUNNING PC-ANYWHERE.    CONTROL THE OTHER COMPUTER FROM A REMOTE 
LOCATION.    

TRAVELING SOFTWARE
206-483-8088
Lap Link & Commworks, fax and communications & printer sharing in one.    



Communications - Email
Lighthouse Productions
P.O. Box 7885
Santa Cruz, CA    95061
(408) 423-8580
(408) 423-0131
Compuserve 72254,16
AOL    TRUEBLU4U
PRODIGY CNWE60A

Win-Basket
The easiest way to communicate these days is through the EMAIL facilities of many online 
services and networks.    Our WIN-BASKET program makes it easy to EMAIL anyone in the 
world using just WINDOWS and your modem.    There is a central message area that will take 
incoming messages and places them in an IN-BASKET.    Your outgoing messages are stored in 
your OUT-BASKET, until such time as you wish to release them.    At your leisure, browse your 
IN-BASKET and reply to the most urgent messages.    No more need for a secretary.    Secretaries
of the world, youd better get WIN-BASKET, before your Boss does and then you can show him 
how organized you are.    
 
 $19.95    Requirements are any computer running Windows 3.0 or above and a Modem.    
Communicates with anyone else who has a copy of WIN-BASKET and a modem.    No need for 
anything else.    



(Video Boards & Video Accelerators)
The Video Board is the board that snaps into the PC and which controls the monitor.    Some 
video cards only give resolution of color and pixels, such as 800 x 600 with 256 colors.    This is 
the Super VGA standard.    VGA is 640 x 480 pixels with 256 colors.    Higher-end video cards 
add up to 16,000,000 colors which greatly adds to the photographic look of the screen 



Computer Hardware Categories

Welcome to HighTech Mart - Contents
For the Best in IBM Compatible Computer Equipment at the Best Prices.

YOUR ONLINE COMPUTER STORE    -    HIGHTECHMART
JUST CLICK ON ANY CATEGORY BELOW TO QUICKLY FIND WHAT YOU NEED.

 
JUST CALL    1-800-998-4359

Click here to see our complete line of products    -    perfect for your next upgrade or new PC
Purchasing needs.    

Complete Computer Systems
Computer Hardware Categories

Hard & Floppy Drives
Motherboards & Controllers
monitors.html    -    Monitors

hwMEMRY.html    -    MEMORY
inputs.html    -    Input Devices
scsicont.html    -      Controllers

modems.html    -    Fax-Modems
hwvid.html    -    Video Accelerators & Graphics Cards

hwnet.html    -    Networking>
hwother.html    -    OTHER

Other Products Found Below

Hard Drives
Back-up-devices
CD-ROM Drives
Removable drives

Monitors
Motherboards& Controllers

MultiMedia Devices
Input Devices

Controllers
Printers/Fax-Modems

Sound cards and devices
Video Boards
Networking

OTHER





The First National Peoples Poll

Call 900-288-2248
or ...900-CUT-BAIT

(Lighthouse Productions, Santa Cruz, CA 95060 - must be 18 yrs or older or else, get parents permission.    Cost of
call is $1.99/min.    Avg. length of call 5 min. Total Cost $10.00.    Touch Tone phones only.)

COPY THIS NUMBER AND PASTE IT ON YOUR REFRIGERATOR OR
OFFICE WALL.    ITS THE MOST IMPORTANT PHONE NUMBER

YOULL EVER HAVE.

Express Your Opinion regarding all the latest and Hottest topics in Politics, 
Sports, Entertainment.    Give your opinion regarding LATE BREAKING 
STORIES such as Tonya Harding, Michael Jackson, Bill Clinton, Rush 
Limbaugh, even ELVIS and other celebrities MAKING THE NEWS OF THE 
DAY.    

The purpose of this National Peoples Poll is to give us all a better understanding of
the great American General Consensus on any given issue.    Then, we intend to 
make use of this information for better planning and development of future 
programs for this great nation.    How many of us wanted to see Tonya Harding 
punished or at least tried in a court of law for her alleged crime?    How many of us 
want to see convicted murderers put to death for their crimes?    How many of us 
would like to see the truth regarding WhiteWater?    How many of us would like to 
see the laws changed regarding the national debt or the balanced budget?    How 
many of us would like to know the truth regarding the Michael Jackson affair?    
How many of us would like to see changes in the Welfare System?    What kind of 
changes?    How many of us would like to see changes in the Income Tax system of
this country?    What kind of changes?    Most importantly, how many of us believe 
everything the News Media tells us about any of these news items of the day?    We
will attempt to answer these and many other IMPORTANT important as well as the
LESS IMPORTANT controversies of the Day.

We the publishers of The Interactive Yellow Pages, feel that its important for all of 
us to know how many are in support of our individual opinions and how many are 
in disagreement.    This can only lead to open debate and a more democratic and 
equitable distribution of all our relationships in this very complex society.    So, 
please call the National Peoples Poll, the first Poll of its kind and you will become 
part of the solutions that will come in the future.    On our part, we will endeavor to
bring you the results of all our Peoples Polls in future versions of this and other 



Electronic Books and Magazines.    Together, we can change the world!



This is an Electronic Book or 'Verbon'.
You can move around in the VERBON by clicking on the green highlighted & UNDERLINED 
words you will find throughout the verbon.    This is called HYPER-TEXT and the green words 
are connected to other parts of the verbon or they have some other little bit of information in the 
way of a POP-UP WINDOW such as this one.    

You may also search immediately for a company name or a product WHOS NAME YOU 
KNOW.
Just go to the SEARCH IN THE MENU ABOVE AND TYPE IN THE NAME OF THE 
COMPANY OR THE PRODUCT IN QUESTION AND THE PROGRAM WILL TAKE YOU 
THERE.    

Or simply browse our menu choices.    YOU CANT GET LOST.    If you do, just click on BACK 
on the menu and it will lead you back or try History of your moves.

and REMEMBER, CONTENTS, THE BEGINNING PAGE IS ALSO A CLICK AWAY FROM 
THE MENU ABOVE.    THIS IS HOW YOU CAN START ALL OVER.
SPECIAL PROMOTION FOR ADVERTISERS 



SPECIAL PROMOTION FOR advertisers 

          Everyone is familiar with the phone book, and everyone uses the Yellow
Pages-it's a consumer habit. People who consult the Yellow Pages call, write,
or visit a business they read about 83% of the time.

          InterActive Yellow Pages transfers this incredible marketing concept to the electronic
community and the electronic medium, opening vast new commercial markets to
your business from the millions of Internet users. You can easily expand your
business to new global markets that only the Internet can reach.

          InterActive Yellow Pages advertising is reasonably priced. Its electronic distribution
is worldwide via the Internet.    InterActive Yellow Pages-the solution to finding people & 
companies on the Internet

          With 20 million Internet users, it is "harder than heck" to find email
addresses or electronic contact information for businesses and organizations
on "the Net." InterActive Yellow Pages solves this problem.

          InterActive Yellow Pages lists email addresses of individuals and businesses either on
the Internet or reached through an Internet gateway. All listings are voluntary and verified for 
accuracy.

          Like the phone book, InterActive Yellow Pages is the first reference guide for most
Internet users looking for either business contact information in general, or
for your business in particular. Everyone in the world knows how to use the
phone book. So, InterActive Yellow Pages is a familiar and easy source to use.

          Your firm is easy to find in InterActive Yellow Pages. InterActive Yellow Pages' indexing 
system helps people find information about your business quickly.

          Interactive Yellow Pages has a variety of listing categories such as Books, Computers,
Magazines, Internet Service Providers, Hardware, Software allowing you the
flexibility to focus on particular markets.

          24-hours a day, 7-days a week, InterActive Yellow Pages is on-call-in or right next to
your customer's computer. Your NetPages listing provides instant contact
information, making it easy to get into "electronic" touch with you-from any
time zone at any time.

          Customers and potential customers value your "Net" presence and the
convenience it offers. Interactive Yellow Pages lets you tell your customers all the
electronic ways to reach you-email, Gopher, Mosaic/World Wide Web, FTP, and
TELNET.



Be smart, be among the first to join the information revolution. Advertise in
the InterActive Yellow Pages.
                                        

Full Page                          $500/Yr

Half Page-Vertical        $250/Yr

Half Page Horizontal    $250/Yr

Quarter Page                    $125/Yr

Find us at http://netcenter.com
_______________________________
SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT:

The InterActive Yellow Pages is now in the NETCENTER, the Center of the Internet.    You may 
have received this file by downloading it from a Bulletin Board, but if the OnLine version would 
be more helpful to you, you can go directly to our Online Version by using a URL:    Then the 
address is HTTP://Netcenter.COM.    This will get you The NetCenter, now just look for our 
menu on Mainstreet and you can look up anyone of our advertisers directly.

We are also sponsoring on The NetCenter, the FIRST ONLINE TRADE SHOW, called 
ComOnLine, an Interactive Online Trade Show where people can actually see and experiment
with the latest Hi-Tech offerings from Consumer Electronics as well as Computer Associated 
Companies.    No longer any need to travel all the way to Las Vegas, Chicago or Atlanta to find 
out whats new.    In many cases our electronic TRADE SHOW will have the latest offerings well 
ahead of a Trade Show you visit in a Hotel.    

For Information on how to exhibit your products or services in ComOnLine, please
send email to:    lite@netcom.com 

Cserve at 72254,16, AOL Trueblu4u
or call (408) 423-8580

or by FAX    (408) 423-0131

If you would like to participate in the next edition which we update monthly, please contact      
TO SEE SAMPLE FULL SCREEN AD, CLICK HERE. 

PUBLISHED BY LIGHTHOUSE PRODUCTIONS
                          P.O. Box 7885
                          Santa Cruz, CA    95061



SPECIAL PROMOTION FOR SYSOPS OR CATALOG DISTRIBUTORS
SYSOPS MAY EARN ENOUGH MONEY TO BUY A COMPLETELY NEW SYSTEM.    
SOFTWARE CATALOG DISTRIBUTORS MAY EARN ENOUGH FOR AN ENTIRE 
MAILING.

HOW?

Simply by carrying and continuing to carry this electronic magazine THE INTERACTIVE 
YELLOW PAGES.    

WHY:

We will be paying a 1% Bonus in the form of Auction Dollars which may be redeemed at our 
Auctions to be produced on Television and over the networks.    If your subscribers download 
this program and make accumulated purchases of $1,000,000 per year, this results in a $10,000 
bonus paid to the originating distribution outlet where the subscribers downloaded our program.   
These dollars are paid in Auction Dollars which may be redeemed at our Auctions where we will 
auction off Computer hardware, software, Household items, travel packages, TVs, Stereos, 
VCRs, Satellite Dishes and many other kinds of items.    The more customers you have who 
download this program the more they will use it to make their purchases and the more you will 
earn as the originating service.    

We will know how much to pay you because all purchasers get Auction dollars too and in that 
process they must tell us where they received their original program disk.    At this point we can 
easily tally up the sales of your subscribers because we have to know how many auction dollars 
they have earned. 

So, we hope that if you are a SYSOP or a Software Catalog Distributor that you will prominently
list this program and promote it so that it will be downloaded as often as is possible.    Any 
questions or suggestions??    

Call Lighthouse Productions
(408) 423-8580



Why you will want to buy ..

FROM OUR ADVERTISERS OVER ANY OTHERS.

Every time you buy from an Advertiser listed in these Yellow Pages, let him know that you found
him in the INTERACTIVE YELLOW PAGES, and he will give you a phone number and/or 
address to which you can receive a 5% Bonus in the form of AUCTION DOLLARS.    

These auction dollars can be redeemed at any time by participating in one of our periodic 
auctions you will find on TV later in the year and on the various computer networks.    In these 
auctions we will auction off several hundred Computers, software, TVs, Stereos, Automotive 
supplies, vehicles, toys, Travel Packages, household items, clothing, cameras, VCRs and the like.
Things you want and need.    You can use your accumulated Auction Dollars to make bids on 
these items which will go to the highest bidders.    

Remember, you are also getting the lowest prices available in the nation by calling our 
advertisers.    These Auction Dollars are only our way of showing our appreciation and can be a 
major benefit to you and your company or family.    So, please support our Advertisers and they 
will help you too with lower pricing and these kinds of promotional items.



Hard Drives

QUANTUM CORPORATION
800-624-5545

Highly reliable Hard Disk drives from 120 MB up to several Gigabytes.    Fast caching built into each 
drive.    Fastest access times.    High reliability and quality engineering in each drive.    

SEAGATE TECHNOLOGY
920 Disc Drive
Scotts Valley, CA    95066
(408)438-6550

Seagate has recently introduced new 1.8, 2.5, 3.5 and 5.25 inch hard drives and flash memory 
products.    Featured are the new Elite 9, a new high capacity 5.25 inch drive, the ST3243ON the 
low profile, high performance 2GIGABYTE DRIVE AND THE ST9550 AG, with Seagates 
SAFERITE shock sensor which offers high capacity in a 2.5 inch drive.    We also produce 
1.8MB Flash Memory cards, up to 9GIGABYTE Hard drives with interfaces including 
PCMCIA, AT FAST SCSI-2, and FAST-WIDE SCSI-2



MultiMedia Devices

Chinon America, Inc.    -    310-533-0274

Creative Labs    Video Blaster, SoundBlaster, CD-ROM kits
800-998-5227

Media Vision    Video Capture cards, audio cards, CD-ROM kits    MultiMedia
Publishing
800-845-5870

Mitsumi Electronics Corp.    -    214-550-7300

NEC Corp    -    508-264-8000

New Media Graphics    -    Watch-IT TV    800-288-2207
800-288-2207

Panasonic Industrial Co.    -    800-848-3979

Sony Electronics Inc.    -    201-930-7005

Teac America, Inc.    -    213-726-0303



Back-up-devices
Colorado Memory Systems    -    303-669-8000

Mfgs of tape drive back up systems.

Kalok Corp    -    408-747-1315
Mfgs Removable Hard Drives up to half a Gigabyte.

Teac America, Inc.    -    213-726-0303
Mfgs Removable Hard Drives up to half a Gigabyte.

Toshiba America Disk Products    -    714-583-3000
Mfgs Removable 128MB removable optical drives



CD-ROM Drives

Chinon America, Inc.    -    310-533-0274

Mitsumi Electronics Corp.    -    214-550-7300

NEC Corp    -    508-264-8000

Panasonic Industrial Co.    -    800-848-3979

Sony Electronics Inc.    -    201-930-7005

Teac America, Inc.    -    213-726-0303



Removable drives

Kalok Corp    -    408-747-1315
Mfgs Removable Hard Drives up to half a Gigabyte.

Teac America, Inc.    -    213-726-0303
Mfgs Removable Hard Drives up to half a Gigabyte.

Toshiba America Disk Products    -    714-583-3000
Mfgs Removable 128MB removable optical drives



Monitors
Mag Innovision    -    714-751-2008

Mitsubishi Display Products    -    800-843-2515

Nanao    USA Corp    -    514-345-8826

Panasonic Industrial Corp    -    800-848-3979

Portrait Display Labs    -    800-858-7744    Ext. 43
510-249-0444

Viewsonic    -    800-888-8583



Input Devices
Creative Labs

Voice Assist software for use with CL sound boards.
800-998-5227

inter-ACTIVE 
Mfgs telephone for voice input in Email.

800-292-2112

Logitech    -    510-795-8500
    Mouseman    Trackman    RadioMouse    FotoMan    Scanman    LeisureScan

Microsoft    -    800-882-8080
Microsoft Mouse



Controllers
Motherboards

Genoa Systems Corp.    -    408-432-9090

SCSI controllers 

Adaptec    -    800-959-SCSI

    Future Domain    -    714-253-0400



Printers/Fax-Modems
PRINTERS

Canon    -    800-848-4123

Hewlett Packard    -    800-752-0900

MODEMS

MultiTech Systems, Inc.    -    612-785-3599

U.S. Robotics    -    800-858-5323

Hayes Microcomputer Products    -    404-840-9200

Zyxel USA    -    800-255-4101



Sound cards and devices
SEE ALSO    -    CD-ROM DRIVES

ATI Stereo F/X    416-756-0718

Creative Labs    Video Blaster, SoundBlaster, CD-ROM kits
800-998-5227

Media Vision    Video Capture cards, audio cards, CD-ROM kits    MultiMedia
Publishing

800-845-5870

Turtle Beach Systems -    717-767-0200

Microsoft Sound Systems    -    800-882-8080



Accounting/Bookeeping/Taxes
Intuit      Quicken CheckBook Accounting
415-322-0573
Perfect for small business working completely out of their checkbook.

CHIPSOFT TurboTax
619-453-8722
Simply the most popular Tax Preparation software for Fed & states.

TELEWARE - M.Y.O.B. (Mind Your Own Business.)
800-322-6962    GL, A/P, A/R, Card File Inventory & more.
Full feathred program generates over 80 customizable reports.    Easy data entry.

Peachtree    CompleteAccounting for Windows & DOS
404-564-5820
Modular accounting program with GUI interface and hundreds of features.



VIDEO CAPTURE BOARDS
______________
Creative Labs
408-428-6600
Creative Labs is a leader in MultiMedia Sound cards, video capture boards such as the Video 
Blaster, SoundBlaster Pro, Soundblaster 16, CD-ROM kits, some including Voice-Assist new 
speech recognition software.
___________________________________
Hauppauge Computer Works
91 Cabot Court
Hauppauge, NY, 11788
PHONE:    (516) 434 - 1600
FAX:    (516) 434 - 3198
Hauppauge Computer Works' latest product is the Windows-based video overlay and    capture 
card called Celebrity.    An improvement over the popular Win/TV card, Celebrity's    features 
include 4:2:2 color digitizing for crystal clear image quality, no VGA limitations since Celebrity 
does not require a feature connector, has fast 320x240 clip capture with real time preview and 
built-in Video for Windows compression, 24- bit image capture capabilities, no memory size 
limitations, and more.    With Win/TV Celebrity, you can watch television or capture, cut, edit, 
and title your own videos.    Watch out for Hauppauge's new Win/TV family    members whose 
features will include sound capture, recordable video output, and Motion JPEG capture and 
playback.

__________________________
INTEL, Smart Recorder
408-998-5805
Smart Video Recorder uses Intel INDEO compression and does it on the fly.    One of the best 
video capture boards on the market.    Retail is $699

____________
Media Vision
800-684-6699
510-770-8600
Fusion CD MultiMedia Kit, Pro Audio Spectrum Sound, 5 titles.
Pro Movie Spectrum    Creates professional desktop videos on your PC smooth at 
30 fps Still frame capture up to 640x 480, also captures clips.Pro Audio PowerPak  
Allows your PC to follow your every voice command. And the Memphis fully 
integrated MultiMedia solution, includes doublespeed CD-ROM, photo CD, 
amplifier speakers & Midi, 16 bit digital audio, includes 5 titles.    Plays audio CDs
even when the PC is turned off.    Pro Audio and Pro Studio Spectrum Sound cards 
are the highest quality sound cards you can buy and many other mfgs use the 
Media vision chipsets in their own products.    Great technical support to handle 



any installation problem that can arise.

__________________________
TrueVision Targa & Bravado
317-841-0332
Truevision, a specialist in videographics cards is presenting its Bravado multimedia cards that 
feature 30 fps digital video capture and playback as well as output to videotape on both the PC 
and MAC platforms.    

___________________________
VideoLogic

800-578-5644
617-494-0530

617--494-0530 FAX

VIDEO LOGIC IS PLEASE TO ANNOUNCE ITS NEWEST PRODUCT 928 MOVIE, the 
fastest and easiest way to accelerate Windows... and multimedia too!

928 Movie is an easy-to-install single slot ISA or VLBUS Windows and MultiMedia Accelerator 
which not only delivers up to six times the performance of ordinary VGAs but also visibly 
improves the quality of CD MultiMedia titles by scaling up postage stamp-sized video clips to 
full color, full screen movies.    With 928 MOVIEs digital movie acceleration, no frames are 
dropped, so jerky videos run smoothly at full motion 30 frames per second.    928MOVIE offers 
up to 16.7 million colors for photo-realistic graphics, and resolutions up to 1280 x 1024 for more
desktop and more productivity.    At 75 Hz, the refresh rate is easy on the system.    Compatibility 
for future low cost multimedia upgrades such as video capture, conferencing or MPEG playback 
is ensured by support for VESA Media Channel, the new industry standard multimedia highway. 
928MOVIE comes standard with 1MB of VRAM and is user upgradable to 2MB.    

VideoLogicss products provide an integrated strategic approach to interactive multimedia.    
Their market leading product range includes:

· DVA-4000 the award winning digital video display adapter
· MIC System software, the multimedia interactive control system
· MediaSspace, providing high quality digital video and audio hardware 
compression/decompression in MJPEG or AVI file formats
· Mediator and Mediator LC professional converters of VGA or MAC
· Captivator, a low cost video capture card.
· Rapier family of high performance true color two-page graphics.

VideoLogic is the leading independent international supplier of multimedia and graphics 
hardware and software products for personal computers including IBM PC AT and compatibles, 
PS/2s and Macintosh II and Quadra

Interested?    Call FAXBACK    800-203-8587 and well fax you more information.    



____________________
XING TECHNOLOGY, 
Xing-it Video Capture board.
805-473-0145
Probably the only contender to the INTEL Smart Video Recorder as far as quality and capture 
ability.    It also compresses on the fly but uses MPEG standard which is about half the size of 
INDEO compression.    30fps is available at 320x200.    Excellent editing software included.    
Does not use Microsoft Video for Windows.



Connectivity

SEE ALSO    -    OPERATING SYSTEMS

Artisoft Lantastic
602-670-7326
Lantastic Peer-to-Peer Networking.    Very simple and easy to use.    Highly reliable networking 
without a huge expense.    Printer & file sharing.

Novell
801-429-7000
Novell Networks are the most widely installed networks in the world.    The new version 4.0 
offers more flexibility and ease of administration.

Microsoft Windows for Workgroups
800-882-8080
Windows for Workgroups is the easiest network system to set up and use on a daily basis.    Yet, 
it has many powerful features.    You can share your favorite software on a shared drive and/or 
directory.    You can share printers.    You can E-mail back and forth across the Net.    The cost of 
installing and maintaining this network with Windows interface is very low.    And the ease of use
is the same as the single version of Windows.



Charts & Presentations
Asymetrix Compel
206-462-0501
One of the easiest Presentation creators is Compel.    Very nice interface.    Easy to use.    

Microsoft Powerpoint
800-882-8080
Powerpoint is an easy to use Presentation creator    Very nice interface.    Easty to use.



Contact Management and PIMS
Lotus Organizer
617-577-8500
Great new Lotus program.    Organizer is by far and away the best Personal Information Manager
we have seen.

Symantec Corporation/Norton Desktop
800-441-7234
Now in version 3.0 you not only get the best Desktop organizer, but you also get a calendar a 
scheduler and many other utilities.



Database Software
Symantec Q&A
800-441-7234
One of the easiest Database Managers to use with Windows.    Very robust features.    Not fully 
relational, but you can lookup from external databases.    Comes with an excellent word 
processor that is used for letters or merge mail.    Select from anyone in anydatabase.

Lotus Approach
617-577-8500
Winner of many awards from PC magazines, approach is the best for anyone wanting a very easy
to learn database manager with fully relational capabilities under Windows.

Borland Paradox
408-438-8400
Borland Paradox is another fully relational very robust Database manager for Windows and one 
of the most popular choices.

Microsoft Access & FoxPro
800-882-8080
Access & Foxpro are for the professional developer who needs maximum ability to code his/her 
own code into the base Database Manager.



Development Tools/Languages
Borland C++ 4.0      408-438-8400    

Symantec Visual C++        800-441-7234

Microsoft Visual C++    800-882-8080

Blue Sky Software    Windows-Maker    619-459-6365
One of the easiest C++ creators on the market.    Complete with many features to convert to any

system.    



Document Management Retrieval

Delrina Pro Form 1-800-268-6082

Image Fast Software 1-800-899-6665

InterTech Imaging Corporation 800-669-1126



Educational
____________________________________________

Academic Software Development Group    Euclidean geometry, High School &
College    

1-301-405-4209
________________________________________________

CODA Music Software    Music transcription & playback.    800-843-2066
________________________________________
International Linguistics Corporation
3505 East Red Bridge
Kansas City, Missouri    64137
(800) 237-1830
(816) 765-8855

Do you want to introduce yourself, your school and/or your family to another 
language?    Try...

FOREIGN LANGUAGE PROGRAMS from INTERNATIONAL LINGUISTICS CORPORATION

THE LEARNABLES -- Programs to teach understanding of Spanish, French, 
German, Russian, Japanese, Mandarin Chinese, Hebrew and Czech.    
Appropriate for students age 7 through adult.    Excellent for families to do 
together.    Audio cassettes by native speakers;    books are only pictures    -- 
no text.    Reading is taught at the next level, in the BASIC STRUCTURES 
series.

Call (800) 237-1830 or (816) 765-8855 for ordering or more information
____________________________________

Que Software - Typing Tutor      800-992-0244



Fonts/Font Management
Adobe - Adobe Type Library        800-83-FONTS

Bitstream FaceLift for Windows    800-522-FONT

Bitstream True Type Font Packs for Windows

Microsoft True Type Font Packs    800-426-9400



Forms/Label Processing
Bear Rock Technologies    Bear Rock Bar Code Labeler      800-232-7625

Borland    object Vision Pro    800-331-0877

Delrina Form Flow    800-268-6082

JetForm Corporation    JetForm Design    800-JETFORM



Games/Hobbies
Microsoft Flight Simulator    800-426-9400

Microsoft Entertainment Packs    800-882-8080

Windows BackGammon Deluxe    815-692-2533

Pro Systems - Vegas Craps    408-997-1776

Maxix    SimEarth, SimCity    800-336-2947

WayForward Fun Pack      800-959--GAME



Illustration/Graphics

Adobe Illustrator, Acrobat, Photoshop
1415-961-4400

Fractal Design Painter    
408-688-5300 -

Very interesting package.    Allows for many styles of graphics such as Vincent VanGogh,
Rembrandt, might use.    

Aldus PhotoStyler
206-622-6500    One of the finest Paint & Photo-Retouch program to run under Windows.

InSet Systems 
800-374-6738

HiJaak Pro for Windows 2.0    Easily converts any kind of graphic file format to any other kind.
Simple and fast.    Retail price $149

Mathematica    -    Tempra Pro    800-852-MATH
Tempra Painter & Tempra Media Author

Micrografx
Picture Publisher 4.0

Creates graphic illustrations under Windows easily and fast.    Can do separate layers
1-800-733-3729

Masterclips    -    800-292-2547    Clip Art for business newsletters.

Shapeware Corporation    -    Visio    800--446-3335

T/Maker Click Art    800-944-7654

Zsoft PhotoFinish      800-523-3520



Mapping
DeLorme Mapping Systems    Street Atlas USA    207-865-1234

MapInfo Corp    MapInfo for Windows    800-FAST-MAP



Medical Applications

 REMIND4 MEDICAL DIAGNOSIS PROGRAM
                                  APPC DATA PROCESSING INC

                              ATTN: CHARLES R MEADER,M.D.
                          THREE MARYLAND FARMS,SUITE 350

                                      BRENTWOOD,    TN 37027 
                      FAX# 615 327 8365    VOICE# 615 221 4450



MultiMedia/Authoring
Asymetrix Toolbook & Compel
206-462-0501
Compel is one of the easiest to learn and use MultiMedia Presentation authoring programs in the 
business.    

Blue Sky Windows Maker & RoboHelp
619-459-6365    
One of the best ways to get involved with MultiMedia Authoring is with this company.    Highly 
advanced programming tools.    RoboHelp creates help versions of your Electronic Documents 
easier than any other we tested.    It was used in the development of this magazine you are now 
reading.. 

Microsoft MultiMedia Viewer
800-882-8080
MultiMedia Viewer is also one of the best and easiest to use MultiMedia authoring tools.    you 
combine your video, sound, hypertext etc. into one finished compiled product for viewing.

Macromedia Director
415-252-2000
MultiMedia Action for dazzling MultiMedia productions.



MultiMedia Applications
SEE ALSO MULTI-MEDIA DEVICES

Adobe Systems      Premiere 
415-961-4400

By far and away the nicest and most thorough video editing program weve seen.
 

Gold Disk    - Animation Works    
416-602-4000

Gold Hill Media Director
800-465-3375

With this program and your VCR and camcorder, you can edit your home videos.

Hauppauge Computer Works    WIN/TV    
800-443-6284    516-434-1600

The Software Toolworks
800-234-3088

Microsoft Encarta, Music, Art, Games,
800-882-8080

Broderbund - Where in the World is Carmen SanDiego
800-521-6263

New Media Graphics    -    Watch-IT TV    800-288-2207
800-288-2207

Media Vision    Video Capture cards, audio cards, CD-ROM kits    MultiMedia
Publishing
800-845-5870

Creative Labs    Video Blaster, SoundBlaster, CD-ROM kits
800-998-5227



Operating Systems
Microsoft Windows, NT, Windows for Workgroups

800-882-8080

IBM OS/2
800-IBM-3333

NEXT COMPUTER, INC.
NEXT STEP
415-366-0900

GEOWORKS - GEOS
510-644-0883



Personal Information Managers
Lotus Organizer

800-345-1043

Symantec Q&A for Windows
800-441-7234

Norton Desktop/SYMANTEC
800-441-7234

SEE ALSO WINDOWS DESKTOPS



Project Managment
Microsoft Project

800-882-8080

Symantec TIME-LINE
800-441-7234



Publishing
SEE ALSO GRAPHICS SOFTWARE

Aldus Pagemaker 5.0
Still the industry standard in professional desktop publishing.

New version adds multiple open publications, rotation of text, more import filters and easier
control palette.
800-685-3520

Microsoft Publisher
Low-end, consumer Publisher with many features of the more expensive software to get out

newsletters and brochures. $99.00
800-8822-8080

FRAME TECHNOLOGY    -    FrameMaker
408-433-3311

Ventura Publisher/Corel
800-836-3729



Spreadsheets
Borland Quattro Pro for Windows

408-438-8400

Lotus 123 for Windows
800-345-1043

Microsoft Excel
800-882-8080



Utilities - Desktop Customization
Artist Graphics - Panoramic View    
800-627-8478

Central Point Software - PC-TOOLS
503-690-8090
Desktop software & utilities on a par with Norton Desktop. 

Moon Valley    - ICON Make-it    800-473-5509
Easy Icon maker utility.

Norton Desktop    
SYMANTEC CORP.    800-441-7234

This may become your favorite program running under Windows.    It makes Windows much 
easier to use and faster.    From the picture above, you can see that all your programs are ICONS 
on one DESKTOP.    No more fooling around with many different Windows to find your files.    
Norton Desktop also acts as a great PIM or Personal Information Manager because the new 
version 4.0 now has a Calendar always available.    (Upper right corner above.)

The picture above is only the upper left hand corner of our screen to save space.    But what you 
get is a complete desktop with all your icons in one easy to find place.    Then, you can also 
access your disk drives from their icons, including CD-ROM drives for copying and pasting.    
You also get a great set of utilities that we find very useful for keeping your hard drive running 
like new.    Theres a diskscan utility that will correct any corrupted file problem or cross linked 
files.    Then, you can speed up your disk with SPEEDISK which puts all your data back in 
contiguous blocks so the hard drive can get to things faster.    And there are dozens of useful 
programs like this which can keep your system running like new.    Even a DISK DOCTOR, on 
call.    

But the best part is just the way it gives you everything you need all on one desktop.    If you 
work like we do, you use several different programs every day and you have to go in and out of 
your E-mail program and back to word processing and publishing and then over to the 
spreadsheet and so forth.    The best part of having everything on one desktop is that you can 
keep all these programs running minimized and you see their icons all at the bottom of the screen
making them quickly available for use.    With the new version 3.0, you also get a calender with 
TODO lists and everything that most PIM programs have which is the only thing I wished for 
and now got as a gift from Symantec.    This is the finest program to ever come out for Windows 
in my opinion as far as usefulness is concerned.    





Utilities - Productivity Tools
CE Software - ProKey    515-224-1995

Microhelp    - Uninstaller      800-922-3383

Symantec/Norton Computing
800-441-7234
 Norton Utilities.    If you own a computer with a hard drive, you have to have Norton Utilities.    
World famous for sets of programs that can fix almost anything that goes wrong with your hard 
drive.    We know because theyve saved us many times.

Research International Corporation
800-683-6696
Landmark WinProbe
 A complete set of trouble shooting tools that will help you find IRQ, DMA, I/O port conflicts in 
your system with simple Windows Interface.    Excellent value at $49



Utilities - Program Launchers
SYMANTEC/Norton Computing - Norton Desktop
Our favorite Desktop shell for Windows.    Everything is on a single Desktop and the utilities 
included really work well.    
800-441-7234

QuarterDeck - Desqview    310-392-9851



Utilities - System Extensions
Abacus    -    Becker Tools        800-451-4319

Lucid    Lightning    800-967--5550

Qualitas    -    386/Max    800-733-1377

Peter Norton - Norton Backup, Norton Desktop    800-441-7234



THE 1ST NETWORK AUCTION!
WE will be the first to hold an auction in the near future over the computer Networks.    AND 
YOU COULD BID AND WIN THIS MAGNIFICENT NEW PENTIUM COMPUTER.    It's our 
way of saying thanks to all the people who use the INTERACTIVE YELLOW PAGES TO DO 
RESEARCH AND MAKE PURCHASE DECISIONS.

As we grow, our list of advertisers will GROW offering you more and more information.    AND 
EVEN MORE ITEMS will be auctioned off over the Networks.    Download this magazine 
monthly to learn about the next NETWORK AUCTION.          



HARD DRIVES ARE THE BEST BUY.
For adding storage capacity to your computer, New Hard drives still offer the most bang for your
buck.    With competition being fierce and new technologies coming on line, the hard drive 
manufacturers keep packing bigger and bigger capacity into smaller and smaller space.    You can
now get over a Gigabyte of storage on a hard disk drive for well under $1,000 which is far less 
than a dollar per megabyte.      

Newer technology like FlashRam and removable hard drives are promising new methods of data 
storage.



ELECTRONIC BOOKS

FROM LIGHTHOUSE PRODUCTIONS

              MOST OF THESE TITLES ARE TOTALLY UNIQUE AND 
              CANNOT BE FOUND    ANYWHERE BUT HERE!
                              
                              And all of them will help save the environment
                because you NEVER USE PAPER when you read information on
                your computer screens and you actually save energy!
                    
                                HELP SAVE THE PLANET - TELL A FRIEND!
                                    - COPY FREELY AND PASS IT AROUND -
                    
                        <<<          IF YOU WANT TO PAY BY CHECK,    >>>
                        JUST print THE ORDER PROGRAM FORM at the BOTTOM AND SEND IT IN 
TO US WITH A CHECK. 
                                          (ADDRESS BELOW.)          OR ...

                      <<<    FOR CREDIT CARD ORDERS ONLY      >>>

You can order with MC, Visa, Amex, or Discover from PSL -Public 
(software) Library by calling 800-2424-PSL  Open Normal Business Hours. 
After Business Hours call 800-664-9042 To order any of the books below.    
or 713-524-6394 or by FAX to 713-524-6398 

or by CIS Email to 71355,470. You can also mail credit card orders to 
PsL at P.O.Box 35705, Houston, TX 77235-5705.    PLEASE ONLY CALL THIS 800# IF YOU 
ARE ORDERING by Credit Card.    They have nothing to do with Lighthouse Productions.

PRICING:

The 1st Verbon/per order    is $15.00 (All prices include shipping & 
handling in the US. Outside US add $4.00 Shipping & handling..)
The 2nd Verbon/per order is $12.50
The 3rd Verbon/per order is $10
The 4th Verbon/per order is $7.50
All Verbons over 4/per order are $5.00 Each.

                                1 Verbon is $15 (shppng included in US.)
                                2 would be $22.50
                                3 WOULD BE $37.50
                                4 would be $45
An order of five Verbons would total:    $50.00
And so on. 
              ***********************************************



ID##11268 V1        <<<      HOW TO SAVE $100,000 OR MORE ON YOUR MORTGAGE.      
$15.
                                    

                    In this book, we give you hundreds of tips, tricks
                    and ideas about how to save money on your mortgage
                    OR how to save enough money in your daily life so
                    that you can afford to buy that first home.

                    Most of these ideas will be new to you and if you
                    try them, you will find yourself on the road to 
                    financial independence. Written by specialists in
                    all major fields of finance, they are a summary of
                    all the best ideas gathered from thousands of clients
                    over the years, successful in reaching their financial
                    goals.
____________________________________________________
#11269 V2        
 <<<<<        CONTEST NEWSLETTER - THE ELECTRONIC DATABASE    >>>>>>>
                    $15

                    This publication is not found anywhere else but here.
                    It is a careful compendium of all the major National
                    Contests with complete rules for entering and prize
                    desription.    Each month, hundreds of companies decide
                    to promote their product by offering a contest with

                    a prize like a TRIP TO HAWAII FOR TWO, or A NEW CAR,
                    or $25,000 CASH.    And everything in between.    Our
                    current month's issue has over 30 of these contests
                    and a complete Database Manager so that you can quickly
                    bang out a post card or a hundred to become eligible 
                    to win.    THAT'S OVER 300 CONTESTS YOU CAN ENTER 
                    EACH YEAR!    Many READERS have already won Millions of
                    dollars in prizes and cash such as the ones we've 
                    mentioned above.    

                    If you have your own favorite Database Manager, you
                    can quickly import this ASCII file to your program
                    and print the entries that way.    Either way, if you
                    make it a habit to enter at least 5 or 10 contests
                    every month, you greatly increase your odds of winning
                    one of them.    I think it's worth mentioning that newsletter
                    subscribers are usually the winners in every major contest



                    you hear about, because they follow the rules, and more
                    IMPORTANT, the use this program to ENTER EVERYTHING.

                    THE MORE CONTESTS YOU ENTER, THE MORE YOU WILL WIN. 
                    
                    We know of one reader who won a trip for two to 
                    Hawaii, a new Honda Motorcycle, a year's supply of 
                    cereal, $25,000 CASH, a brand new BMW automobile, a
                    a new wardrobe of suits and shirts and slacks, AND
                    A VACATION CONDO IN VAIL COLORADO!    All worth over

                    $100,000 and all in ONE YEAR!    What was his secret?
                    He entered every contest in this newsletter and one
                    other.    He says that he spends about 1 hour per day
                    on average printing up entry forms and mailing them,
                    and about $30 per month on postage, but it all seems
                    to have been a very good investment for him and
                    we see this all the time.    So, if you want to make
                    a nice second income without leaving the comforts 
                    of your home, this publication may be for you. 

                    Ideal for someone with kids who get their homework
                    done early.    Make it a fun game and reward the kids
                    when you win and you've found a new family activity
                    that pays.    

                    All contests are guaranteed to have a winner.    And
                    best of all there is a federal law that makes all
                    contests open to everyone, and I'm sure you've seen
                    these words many times before, "No purchase necessary
                    to enter."            
_____________________________________________________
#11270-V3New American Bible
                
THE NEW AMERICAN BIBLE - ECOLOGY OF MIND    
            ($15.00)
                    
                    Two thousand years ago, people were inspired by the life
                    of a    great teacher to write what would later become known as
                    'The 'Bible', arguably the most important book ever published
                    by Man.    Now, the New American Bible is being compiled by 
                    people just as sincere and dedicated to the survival and betterment of

                    Mankind in the year 1987.    It begins with the first part of the
                    Bible, - Ecology of Mind.    It was inspired by conversations
                    between the author and 'Universal Mind' a concept new to most of    us but soon to 



become a household word.    It is a presence found      in everything we can see, hear, touch or 
taste.    It's the
                    Universal Force of Consciousness that produces every word we 
                    speak, every breath we take.    It's found in computers, salt, potatoes, cars, animals, 
even in the rocks.
                    
                    If you want to know how you got here, who you are, where
                    you are going, you will want to read this book that will someday
                    be bigger than the original.    It's all about the last days
                    of this millennium and the beginning days of the next.
                    
                          {PAPER BOUND ONLY}
__________________________________________________________                    
#11271-V4                    
    <<< OPERATION DESERT STORM    $15.00 
                    
                    edited by Edward R. Moro Jr.
                  
                    The Gulf War as told by the Combatants who were actually
                    there!!
                    
                    "OPERATION DESERT STORM is the full story of the Recent
                    Gulf War. It includes the stories of the pilots who flew the
                    missions to destroy the radar sites and missile sites and the 
                    ground troops who blew away the Iraqi Soviet-built tanks and 

                    artillery. It's a great story about the most successful war 
                    in history.    Over in only 100 hours, there has never been so 
                    much destruction leveled on    so many people in so short a time.
                    
                    
                    You will also read about the many acts of heroism in
                    piloting the Apache helicopters which were so decisive in this 
                    war, the tank commanders who blew away thousands of enemy tanks, artillery, 
armored personnel carriers with very accurate 
                    weapons,as well as the many interesting and intriguing stories of 
                    the ground soldiers who had to flush out all the thousands of 
                    enemy prisoners of war to rescue the country of Kuwait.    You will    also learn about 
the Iraqi atrocities in this war. (Not for the                                        
                    squeamish.)
                    
_________________________________________________________                      
#11272-V5            
                                  <<<<    RE-INVENTING AMERICA    >>>>
                                              $15.00 



                    President Bill Clinton and Vice President Al Gore, Jr., 
                    been traveling all over this nation and talking about
                    the fact that we need to RE-INVENT OUR GOVERNMENT.    
                    Well, we agree and we are certain that these two men
                    cannot handle such a large job on their own.    This 
                    Electronic Book is meant to aid them in their great 
                    cause.    With the feedback we get from the readers,
                    and with some of our own ideas we are going to tell
                    the folks in Washington DC just how to RE-INVENT OUR
                    GOVERNMENT.    

                    We desperately need your help on this one because the
                    fools are likely to throw the baby out with the bath
                    water.    WE NEED YOU to help us TELL THEM what to keep
                    and what to scrap!    We also want them to give the 
                    people some new freedoms.    We want the ability for 
                    all the voters to vote on the issues RIGHT ON THE 
                    BALLOT.    We can't wait for Congress and all their 
                    dirty laundry to get the solutions out in time to
                    solve the problems.    All they do is sit around and
                    argue with each other and try to take credit for 
                    anything good that comes along.    This book teaches
                    us all a way to OVERCOME THIS GRIDLOCK IN 
                    WASHINGTON ONCE AND FOR ALL TIME!

                    MAKE NO MISTAKE, this book is DYNAMITE!    Nothing short of a political 
REVOLUTION.    But they are the ones who
                    called for it, not us!    But WE THE PEOPLE are the ones
                    who must finish it.    If you love America, don't miss out
                    on participating in the new version.    

                    THIS BOOK IS DEMOCRACY IN ACTION .... PLEASE ORDER 
                    TODAY.    $15.00 
________________________________________________________
#11273-v6                    
 
    <<<    ELVIS PRESLEY'S GUIDE TO THE UNIVERSE! - ($15.00)

                    
                    By Elvis Presley - Post Mortem.
                    
                    Have you ever wondered why Elvis Presley's spirit seems so
                    Earthbound?    Fifteen years after his death, people still
                    see Elvis Presley's spirit walking around.    If you read this book,
                    you may agree that it could be because Elvis still has something
                    very important to say.



                    
                    Well, this author, didn't actually see 'The King', but he
                    was visited by Elvis in his dreams for forty consecutive
                    nights.    In these dreams, Elvis explains everything you will 
                    ever need now or after death and beyond what our senses can tell
                    us.    It's a very good read, a quick tour through some of the most
                    interesting concepts ever talked about.    When you finish this book, you actually find 
you have been on a trip through the center of
                    the universe and back.    You also feel as though you have
                    knowledge that will help guide you through the rest of your 
                    life. 

                    Try this one, if you're interested in the ultimate NON-FICTION
                    adventure novel!
                    
                        One of the greatest thing about this book is your
                    introduction into    what is rapidly becoming known as 
                    'Virtual Reality'.    This is the - gateway into the next century!
_________________________________________________________
#11274-V7                    
        <<<      TOURS DE FORCE - $15.00 
                    
                          Finding places to travel to that are a bit of Paradise is

                    harder and harder since sooner or later everyone finds out about
                    them and then they get crowded and - no more paradise.    This
                    guide will keep you updated on places to see that are not yet
                    discovered by everyone and ruined.    Everyone thinks that a vacation in paradise is 
expensive, but you can find in this guide Condos and rooms for less than $35/nite.    The only 
real expense is the air
                    fare and these are at an all time low too.    With advice in this
                    guide you'll learn how to cut your lowest fare in half.    
                    
                          A very off-the-beaten-path travel guide.    The authors
                    take you to places on the Earth where you can finally relax 
                    and enjoy the Earth the way God intended it to be enjoyed.    Some of the places 
visited, include the remote parts of Hawaii, Mexico, 
                    Bali, Tahiti, Europe, and even places in America where you can get to cheaply, without
a great deal of hassle and when you get there, 
                    you will honestly believe you're in Paradise.
                    
                    This guide is not meant for the traveler who wants to find
                    a Hotel with all the amenities and then hang out like most
                    Americans.    This travel guide is for the truly adventurous.    It 
                    is filled with air fares that are generally unknown to the public 
                    and much cheaper than what you would find at your local travel 



                    agent.                          

                    It gives much useful & needed information about what you can 
                    expect at each location.    Fresh new ideas about how to take the family on an 
adventure that they will never forget and renew the spirit!
                    
_________________________________________________________                    
#11275-V8
    <<<<    E-BIBLE - $15.00 
                    
                          THE ELECTRONIC BIBLE
                                        or
                          HOW TO WRITE AND CREATE 'VIRTUAL BOOKS' LIKE THESE! -By 
Michael Mathiesen.    The nations pioneer and most knowledgeable Electronic Publisher.
                    
        
                        This book explains everything you need to create 'VERBONS'
                    or the kind of books that you are now reading.    They are
                    meant to be read on a computer screen and never actually make it to paper media 
unless the reader wants or needs to print it on his own
                    personal printer.    The implications of this new industry are varied and exciting.
                    
                          Creating 'Virtual Books' is fun AND PROFITABLE.    All you
                    need is a personal computer.    You can get ideas at any time and
                    you don't know how to publish them.    This book gives you
                    step-by-step procedures for getting your ideas published
                    almost instantly.    New York publishers get thousands of
                    manuscripts each day and they must invest between $50,000 to 
                    $100,000 to manufacture, distribute and promote a book.    So, 
                    the odds are not great that you or I will ever interest a New York
                    Publishing house.    The good news is you don't have to deal 
                    with them any more because the personal computer industry has created a completely 
new market where no huge investment is required to publish your work.    With Electronic 
publishing like the
                    one you're reading now, the entire investment is only a 
                    few dollars.    And you could earn more than any New York Publisher    is going to pay 
you in royalties.
                    
                          The Electronic Bible - actually a kit - will give you
                    everything you need to make an electronic book including 
                    the program that puts it into the format that you see on your screen!

                    It's called hypertext.
                    
                          All you need is an idea for something that lots of people
                    would be interested to know, or be entertained by.    That's the



                    first rule! The second rule is, 'Don't try to re-invent the wheel'.
                    Order this kit today and you will avoid all the pitfalls!    Well
                    worth the small investment to save you a great deal of time 
                    and money. If you're a budding author, you will not regret looking into this.
                  
                          Oh yes, I should tell you that one of our electronic
                    books proved itself a hot-seller and now the New York
                    Publishers are coming to us with offers.    So, this is the best wa to become published 
that we know of, unless youre already a celebrity.    To make a name for yourself takes years, 
often decades of hard work.    This book will tell you how to cut that down by a large margin.    
______________________________________________________
#11276-V9                    
                                    <<<    NETCHESS    $15.00    >>>
ALSO CALLED FONCHESS

                    COMPLETE COMMUNICATIONS PROGRAM and Chess Game, 
                    so that you and a companion ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD, can play Chess over the
phones    OR ACROSS YOUR COMPANY NETWORK.    Play your friend in Marketing, while 
you get your work done.      

Have great fun playing this age-old, time-tested classic game
                    with a worthy opponent across the world or across the building.    Create a Chess 
Tournament.

                  Only $15.00
_________________________________________________________#11277-V10            
        <<<    "THE PENETRATORS"      Science Fiction Novel    $15.00 
                    
                    In Jurassic Park, Michael Chricton, entertains us
                    with an amazing book about a Park in which Dinosaurs
                    are re-constructed from their DNA molecules left behind
                    in Fossil form, for HumanKind to stumble upon.

                    In this Super Science Fiction Thriller, Michael 
                    Mathiesen takes us on an equally thrilling journey
                    into another time zone, another part of the unviverse
                    where Humanity is experimenting with its own DNA.

                    Since there would be far too many objectors on Earth,
                    NASA commissions a mission to the nearest star with 
                    a solar system and expected conditions of life support
                    for any creatures that might be genetically altered
                    along the way by the two Scientists on Board.    Dr.
                    Jerry Blake and his wife Ellie.

                    This is a knock out punch of a Classic Sci-fi jaunt



                    through speculative science part of which is now known
                    and part of which can be guessed at by very special
                    talents like Michael Mathiesen.    This book is a MUST-
                    READ for anyone interested in the future of the Race,
                    the Human Race and all the implications that it might
                    have for the present.    

                    "We are Penetrators of the Field", he said.    "There
                    is no front, back, left or right, in or out, past,
                    present or future, only the Field.    The atoms and 
                    sub-atoms that make up our minds and our bodies, live
                    and die, travel throughout the cosmos and are programmed
                    just as all living things are.    We penetrate the Field
                    and become more than just the sum of our parts when we
                    are aware of these facts and all others that are part 
                    of the act of Creation. But not until."
________________________________________________________
#11278-V11            
        <<<<    HOW TO GET OFF THE INCOME TAX TREADMILL        
>>>>>>
                    $99.00
        
                    The IRS has us all working until May 5th of each year
                    just to pay our tax bill.    Yet, at no time are we given
                    the chance to vote on tax issues.    This is called
                    Taxation without Representation, and this is one of

                    the main reasons that the break from England was 
                    justified by the founding fathers.    "Therefore, it is
                    not only just, but it is the right of every citizen 
                    to avoid paying taxes using every legal means at his
                    disposal."    (THE WORDS OF U.S. SUPREME COURT JUSTICE OLIVER 
WENDALL HOLMES.) 

                    This book teaches you how to get your income and 
                    your property completely sheltered and exempt from

                    income tax by setting up a TRUST.    This method is the
                    same one that some of the wealthiest people in America
                    use to avoid the tax man.    The authors have discovered
                    all the legal methods of using this trust to never have
                    to pay income taxes again.    It is foolproof and it is
                    legal.    Best of all, it will save the average tax-payer
                    thousands of dollars each year.    Work for yourself and
                    your family.    Give some of what you save to your favorite



                    charity.    This is one of the only places in the world
                    you can find this information.    Don't delay.    If you 
                    ever wondered why you were so easily "volunteering"
                    to give some of your hard-earned money to projects like
                    Welfare, Foreign Aid, Viet Nam, N.A.F.T.A., Watergate,
                    Iran/Contra, and all the waste, fraud and abuse, then
                    this book should help you reverse your financing of 
                    all this nonsense.    
_______________________________________________________
#11279-V12              
    <<<<        THE INTERACTIVE YELLOW PAGES.  >>>>      FREE
 
                    A windows Help Program.    Windows 3.0 and above required.
                    Very simple and easy to use mouse driven search engine for
                    any products for sale nationally in USA.

                    If you are familiar with the Yellow Pages probably sitting 
                    on or near your desk, then you know the power of this exciting
                    new Publication.    The First InterActive Yellow Pages.    Currently

                    there are hundreds of advertisers listed herein with 800#s and
                    Fax numbers so that you can easily research that next major
                    or minor purchase.    Eventually there will be thousands and
                    then millions of advertising listings.    We will be growing
                    by leaps and bounds.    

                    So, in the beginning we are making a very rare offer.    This
                    InterActive Yellow Pages, the first version, will be given
                    away free to anyone who purchases any of our other books

                    in this catalog.    You will also get all the upgrades up to
                    but not including the CD-ROM version for free too.

                    Let your mouse do the walking.    Fun program to learn about
                    other products coming in the same format.    Probably the
                    most used of all your programs someday.
    
                    THE DISK VERSION IS FREE.    THE CD VERSION IS $15.00
                                                                          (ORDER NOW TO GET INTRODUCTORY 
                                                                            PRICE DUE OUT IN FALL OF '94
                                                                            AND THE PRICE WILL GO TO $39)
______________________________________________________
#11280-V13
<<<<    THE ROADMAP TO THE INFORMATION SUPERHIGHWAY      >>    $15    



                      Written by the publishing pioneer on the Information
                      SuperHighway, founder of the ELECTRONIC PUBLISHERS
                      ASSOCIATION, Michael Mathiesen, this book is a Bible    
                      for anyone wanting to learn how to get the most from 
                      the information superhighway in order to promote a                
                      a product or service.    

                      The old ways of doing things are similar to the 
                      horse and buggy days.    They're gone forever, a bit
                      of nostalgia and Americana.    The way of the future
                      is to use the new technology to invent, promote, 
                      develop, test, market and advertise one's skills.
                      Laws have to change.    Intellectual property rights
                      such as Copyright and Trademark are changing.
                      Everything is changing, but if you're a reader of
                      this book, you can keep ahead of everything to
                      come over the next decade.    Don't let your company
                      become the next Packard. Learn how to adapt and
                      grow your business on the Information Superhighway
                      now under construction.    You might even be able to
                      cash in on some of the lucrative contracts to help
                      build it.

            *****************************************************
    <<<<    YOU CAN ORDER ANY OF THESE BOOKS BY PRINTING UP THE ORDER 
FORM --- JUST GOTO ORDER FORM        >>>>
    
 REMEMBER:      <<<      IF YOU WANT TO PAY BY CREDIT CARD,              >>>>

                                            CALL 800-242-4PSL 
                              AND GIVE THE OPERATOR THE ID# OF THE ITEM 
                                            Y0U WANT TO ORDER.
REMEMBER:      <<<      IF YOU WANT TO PAY BY CREDIT CARD,              
>>>>
CALL 800-242-4PSL
AND GIVE THE OPERATOR THE ID# OF THE ITEM 
Y0U WANT TO ORDER.    

The 1st Verbon/per order    is $15.00 (All prices include shipping & 
handling in the US.) Outside US add $4.00 Shipping & handling.
The 2nd Verbon/per order is $12.50
The 3rd Verbon/per order is $10
The 4th Verbon/per order is $7.50
All Verbons over 4/per order are $5.00 Each.

                                1 Verbon is $15 (shppng included in US.)



                                2 would be $22.50
                                3 WOULD BE $37.50
                                4 would be $45
An order of five Verbons would total:    $50.00
And so on. 

                    
to print out the -> ORDER FORM: GOTO ORDER FORM THEN GO UP TO the Edit Menu 
above and click on PRINT,

JUST FILL OUT FROM CATALOG ABOVE, mail to us,
or call the 800# to order by credit card.



ORDERFORM

        ************************************************        
                                  ID#

                              V1 HOW TO SAVE MONEY ON YOUR MORTGAGE ________ 

                              V2 CONTEST NEWS                                              ________ 

                              V3 THE NEW AMERICAN BIBLE ___________
                            
                              V4 OPERATION DESERT STORM ___________

              V5 RE-INVENTING GOVERNMENT __________

                              V6 ELVIS PRESLEY'S GUIDE TO THE UNIVERSE_______
            
                              V7 TOURS DE FORCE ______________              
                                          
                              V8 THE ELECTRONIC BIBLE ___________________    
                                  
               V9 PHONE CHESS _____________________
                  
                              V10 THE PENETRATORS - SCI-FI _________
                              

              V11 GET OFF THE INCOME TAX TREADMILL _________

                              V12 INTERACTIVE YELLOW PAGES (CD VERSION)________
                                      DISK VERSION FREE WITH ORDER

                              V13 THE INFORMATION SUPERHIGHWAY _

                              V14. HOW TO MAKE A MILLION IN 900#S AND
FREE ADVERTISING ON THE INTERNET. 
(SPECIAL REPORT)                                                                      $99______________

                              V15    HOW TO LOSE WEIGHT EASILY WITH
CHINESE HERBS, (SPECIAL REPORT.)                                                                      

$99______________

                              v14 Other______________________________________                                              

                      TOTAL NO. OF BOOKS                                ______________

TOTAL COST ACCORDING TO FORMULA ABOVE                (Excludes special reports.)
                                                      (Calif. residents add 8.25%) 



                                                                                        Sales Tax                  _________
                                                                                              
                                                                                                TOTAL                  _________

 Please enclose a check or money order in US Funds for total amount.
                                                                      SEND TO:                                                          

                                                          LIGHTOUSE PRODUCTIONS
                                                                  P.O. Box 7885
                                                            SANTA CRUZ, CA    95061

PAYING BY CHECK?    JUST PRINT OUT THE ORDER FORM AND MAIL.
CREDIT CARD ORDERS ONLY:...800-242-4PSL    NORMAL BUSINESS HOURS.    
AFTER HOURS CALL ... 800-664-9042

BBS WHERE YOU ORIGINALLY OBTAINED THIS PROGRAM 
_________________________________________
CITY 
_________________________________________



ELECTRONIC BOOKS OR VERBONS
ARE BOOKS THAT YOU READ ON YOUR COMPUTER SCREEN LIKE THIS ONE 
YOURE READING NOW.

We have a complete catalog of Electronic Books published by Ligthhouse Productions and other 
publishers.

If you have an electronic book, youd like to advertise in these INTER-ACTIVE YELLOW 
PAGES, please send a sample chapter, an outline, you must own the rights to the electronic 
version of your book.    We will consider it for our next issue, which is up-dated monthly.    Send 
to:    Lighthouse Productions, P.O. Box 7885, Santa Cruz, CA    95060.    If your book is accepted 
we charge a fee for to list the book, but all the sales are directed to you or whomever you assign 
as your sales agent, distributor etc.    



COMPUTER SOFTWARE
CALL SOFTWARE CITY    OR SEE LIST BELOW ...

SOFTWARE CITY
Call us at:    (800) 222-0918

Franchises Available!

COMPUTER CENTERS

THIS MONTHS SPECIAL
We are the Multimedia Metropolis!

Where you'll find:

 GREAT SELECTION - We carry thousands of IBM & Mac software 
titles for:
· Business      Entertainment      Education      Communications      Graphics
· Desktop publishing      Finance and accounting        Networking
· And, of course, MULTIMEDIA!

          Plus, a full line of hardware, peripherals, and 
· CD-ROM drives      Multimedia kits      Sound boards        Speakers
· Fax-modems      Printers      Monitors      Mice/joysticks      UPS
· Hard drives        Memory      Cables      Books      Magazines
· Complete 486 & Pentium Computer Systems      MUCH more!

 UNMATCHED Ability to Locate and Special Order Hard-to-find Products
· We maintain a HUGE database of software and hardware products
· to provide the exact solution for your computing needs.

 Call us FIRST for all your custom-orders!

 TECHNICAL EXPERTISE, FRIENDLY SERVICE
· Software City locations are owner-operated, so you can be sure 
· that our staff is courteous and responsive, in addition to being 
· thoroughly trained and knowledgeable in all facets of the industry.

 FLEXIBLE PURCHASING OPTIONS
· We accept cash, checks, Visa, Mastercard, American Express,
· Software City/GE Technology Card, corporate PO's, and offer 
· several leasing programs.    
· Ask about our 0% financing - 90 days same as cash program!



 SPECIAL PROMOTION

Software City Modem Special just for readers of this ad --

 Call 800-222-0918
 Hayes 14.4Kbps Internal Modem:    Special Price: $Call

    Hayes 14.4Kbps External Modem:    Special Price: $Call

__________________________________________________________
Accounting/Bookeeping/Taxes

Communications - Email
Communications - Fax

Connectivity
Charts & Presentations
Contact Management

Database Software
Desktop Publishing

Development Tools/Languages
Document Management Retrieval

Educational
Financial

Fonts/Font Management
Forms/Label Processing

Games/Hobbies
Illustration/Graphics

Mapping
Medical Applications

MultiMedia/Authoring
MultiMedia Applications

NETWORK PROGRAMS
Operating Systems

Personal Information Managers 
Project Managment

Publishing
Spreadsheets

Utilities - Desktop Customization
Utilities - Productivity Tools
Utilities - Program Launchers
Utilities - System Extensions
VERTICAL APPLICATIONS

Word / Text Processing



WorkGroup Applications



Networking

ONE OF THE BEST Network programs we can tell you about is coming from NETCOM in 
April of 1994.    It will be a Windows program that will tie anyone to the InterNet in a simple, 
Windows Friendly kind of way.    We proudly hail this major breakthrough in InterNet 
Communications and we want you to call NETCOM if you are considering getting an InterNet 
account.    NETCOM can be reached at 800-501-8649.    Tell them you saw this little blurb in 
InterActive Yellow Pages and that we speak highly of them.    We find their fees to be very 
inexpensive and with the new Windows Interface, it may prove to be the best InterNet 
connection there is.    

SEE NETWORK OPERATING SYSTEMS
SEE ALSO - RELATED TOPIC:    WORKGROUP SOFTWARE



OTHER

LIST YOUR COMPANYS PRODUCT OR SERVICE HERE

REASONABLE RATES ARE GUARANTEED!



BUY A LISTING HERE ... AND WATCH SALES SKYROCKET.
The INTER-ACTIVE YELLOW PAGES, is now expanding to more than 5 thousand listed 
advertisers.    We upgrade every month.    You can become an advertiser by calling (408) 423-
8580.    Dont delay because each day that goes by means sales that you could have had through 
this AMAZING NEW DIRECTORY.    We will eventually be in every computer in the world.    
People who need your goods and services.    Just like people used to buy most things from the 
BIG FLOPPY PAPER BOUND EDITION of the Yellow Pages, soon they will all get used to 
making purchases this way.    Dont lose your share of this growing marketplace.    Call today to 
get your listing.    Very reasonable rates for the first 5,000 advertisers.



BACKUP DEVICES ARE TAPE, OTHER HARD DRIVES, CARTRIDGES 
ETC.
Tape drives are the traditional way of keeping backups of important data, but today, they are 
joined by removable hard drives, optical disk drives, cartridge drives, flopticals, etc.    See 
Removable Hard Drives for more.



WORKGROUP SOFTWARE

Borland Paradox for Workgroups 
 408-438-8400

Microsoft Windows For Workgroups
800-882-8080

Microsoft Office
800-882-8080

Symantec Q&A workgroup edition
800-441-7234

Wordperfect Corporation
800-321-4566



CD-ROM OR READ ONLY MEMORY
The latest drive technology to hit the mass consumer market.    They are very nice for home 
computers where you want to use the computer to entertain and educate the kids and Mom & 
Dad at the same time.    Many exciting new titles are coming out on CD disk every day.    It is the 
way of the future at least for the next decade or so.    On each CD disk you have the equivalent of
650 Megabytes of stored information which can be text, graphics, video, sound, interaction like 
this magazine.    But WAY BIGGER!    



Word / Text Processing
Design Science - MathType    

800-827-0685

Microsoft Word For Windows    
800-426-9400

WordPerfect Corporation, WordPerfect for Dos & Windows    
800-225-5000

Que Software Right Writer    
800-992-0244



Financial
Bay Options - Option Simulator    

 510-845-6425

Forecast Pro for Windows      
617-484-5050

Intuit    Quicken for Windows 
 415-322-0573

Etter Industries, Inc. Winmortization Pro 
 800-565-2662

ChipSoft - Turbo Tax 
 800-755-1040



Communications_Services

DOMESTIC SERVICE
INTERSTATE CALLING

DAYTIME:    15C per minute
Non Day:    13C per minute.

CALLING CARDS
____________________________________________________

NO PER-CALL SURCHARGES - .20/MIN.
Anytime, Anywhere in the Domestic USA - International Access

____________________________________________________
To have your Order Processed Immediately, Call the ISI Corporate Associates Team at:    (800)

474-5200 
_______________________________________________________

____ YES, I want to take advantage of ISIs service and receive the Inbound/Outbound Interstate 
Daytimje rate of 15C per min. for all cals in the domestic U.S.A. I understand there will be no 
change or interruption in service and no fees.    

____YES, I want to save up to 50% on my calling-card charges.
                  Send me (#)    ________ISI calling cards.

____YES, I want to take advantage of ISIs 800 service.    I understand there will be no 
setup/monthly /minimum usage fees.

____YES, Im interested in ISIs Voice Mailbox service at $9.95 per month.

IMPORTANT:    In the space below, copy your billing name and address EXACTLY as they 
appear on your LOCAL phone bill:

__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

Print your Full Name:______________________________________

Date:______________________ Signature_______________________

List all lines (including 800, FAX, MODEM, etc.)



Main Business#___________________________________

Line 2 __________________________________________

Line 3 _________________________________________

FAX ____________________________________________

800 # ___________________________________________
IMPORTANT:    800 TO RINT TO:

_______________________________________________

Other ________________________________________

Sponsor Name:    Mike Mathiesen
Sponsor Telephone # (408) 423-8580

So, if you would like to lower your Long Distance phone bill and get the lowest rates in the 
nation, Please print this page, fill it out, sign it and mail it to:    Or call the 800# above with all 
the information herein.

                                                      Lighthouse Productions
                                                      P.O. Box 7885
                                                      Santa Cruz, CA 95061

We'll get to work on it right away and someone will call you to
confirm all the information. It generally takes a week or two
from the time we get your letter to set it all up.

There is no fee to begin this savings plan.    And if you would like to make money with this 
service, you can sell your friends on the service and earn an easy 5% of their long distance bill.    
Set up a couple dozen businesses and you could be earning $5,000 per month from their Long 
Distance bill through ISI.    Were looking for distributors. 

If you are part of a large corporation, an association or a Church or College or University, you 
should get on this right away, because this is an opportunity to retire just on your signing up a 
large organization.    If your organization is paying 10,000 per month in Long Distance, for 
example, you could be earning $500 per month, JUST FOR SIGNING THEM UP.    See, what I 
mean?    Get two or more large organizations and you could be set for life.    And after the set-up, 
you just collect the checks sent to you automatically by ISI.    So, dont delay.    You have to be a 
customer, before you can represent ISI.    Sign your own phones up now and then go to town 
signing up people you know.    They will get the lowest rates in the nation, and you get a nice 
COMMISSION EVERY MONTH FOR INTRODUCING BUYER TO SELLER.    Its the best 
way to make money, I know. 





THIS LIST OF CATEGORIES IS FAR FROM COMPLETE!
What you see on our CONTENTS page is only a preliminary set of categories.    We will be 
adding more and more as we gain advertisers and groups of advertisers.    If you are an advertiser
and you dont see your BUSINESS CATEGORY, please call us and we will add it to our INTER-
ACTIVE PROGRAM.    Remember that the first advertisers in here will have the best response 
because they will have fewer competitors in their category, so people will find you easier and 
more frequently.    As we grow, the number of listings will grow in number, but you will always 
have a response more than large enough to justify the cost of the ad.    IN FACT, WE 
GUARANTEE THAT.



THE WORLDS FIRST TOTALLY USELESS 900#S
Were so sick and tired of those ads on TV that give you PSYCHIC FRIENDS for $3.99 per minute that

we decided to become a real friend.    Well save you all that money and give you real information on these
two 900#s that you can use.    The first one is for people who need a little cheering up.    We think people
call these 900#s because they are a bit bored and are looking for a little entertainment to take them out of
their hum-drum lives.    So, we devised the joke of the day 900# to get you Unbored and bring you back to

the right spirit.    SO.....

If you really want to hear something truly silly and still funny, try calling
this 900# for our joke of the day.

JOKE OF THE DAY 
LIGHTEN UP.

1-900-420-3713 EXT 121
(Must be over 18 or over, avg. call costs $2.00/min. avg length of call is 5min.)

If youre really bored and you want to find out how you can 
improve your life in a very positive way, a financially rewarding
way, CALL 

.....BUSINESS TIPS & HARDWARE/SOFTWARE TIPS OF THE DAY.

1- 900-990-5343 EXT 127  
(Must be over 18 or over, avg. call costs $2.00/min. avg length of call is 5min.)



EMERGENCY & IMPORTANT PHONE NUMBERS
Government listings & Important Business numbers go here.



Windows Hot Tip of the Month
Every Windows user knows that this graphical mouse-driven interface is far superior to DOS and
its non-graphical boring C: Prompt commands.    But even Windows is not perfect and there are 
so many different kinds of computers out there with different memory management schemes its 
no wonder that sometimes Windows can go very very wrong.    

This months HOT TIP will show you how to avoid the most common and the most frustrating 
problem configuring Windows in a 386 or 486 computer.    First of all you have to know how to 
EDIT your CONFIG.SYS & AUTOEXEC.BAT & sometimes your WIN.INI OR EVEN YOUR 
SYSTEM.INI FILE.    

An often overlooked problem with Windows is its penchant for twisting files and misfiling 
pieces of them and allowing DOS to scatter them all over the hard drive making for a slower and 
slower running hard drive.    The problem is not so much with Windows but with the applications
that we all have to use daily.    I believe my fax program has a glitch somewhere that causes files 
to get crossed up.    But it could be any of the several other programs I use every day.    Many 
tech support people have told me that the problem I was experiencing was due to my Norton 
Desktop, but never has this proven to be true.    It seems to be a common suspicion of tech 
support people and a way to get people off the phone earlier.    

The fault generally lies in the fact that many programs will mix one of their files with another 
one thats residing up in memory and when it gets saved it gets combined with this other data.    
This tends to make Windows run slower and you start to experience other problems because you 
keep accessing these files and theyre not virgin and clean any longer.    

The solution to Windows Weirdess, as I call it, is to use CHKDSK C:/F command from Dos.    
You have to exit Windows completely to get this to run.    If you have Norton Utilities, its much 
easier to use NDD/Complete which un-crosses your cross-linked files.    (Trust me you have 
them, whether you know it or not.)      Then, use a disk optimizer to put all the files back in 
contiguous placement on the disk.    This not only solves most of my Windows Weirdness 
problems, but also makes it easier for your read/write heads on your hard disk to find all of your 
file at once, saving time, making Windows work faster and prolonging the life of your hard disk 
because it doesnt need to work as hard.    I swear by this system because I have a very large hard 
drive and I optimize and compress my disk quite often and I have not had a hard disk reliability 
problem ever since I started taking these steps above.    

The modern computer is great, but like a car or any other kind of machine, there are certain 
maintenance kinds of things you need to do to keep it running smoothly.    In the case of your car,
you have to hire a mechanic or bring it back to the dealer for these kinds of things.    But in the 
case of your computer, all you need is a little knowledge and/or a good support program like 
Norton Utilities.    I cant speak highly enough of Norton Utilities.    They have saved me from 
many serious problems.    Once, I thought I would have to format my entire hard drive because it 
seemed very dead to me, but Norton brought it back to life and I didnt lose a byte of information.
In my opinion to have a PC without owning the latest Norton Utilities program for Windows is 
like owning a car without keeping a spare tire in the trunk.    



One small note about Norton Desktop, mentioned above.    While the tech support people are 
ususally wrong in telling you that Norton Desktop is the cause of your problem, there is a quirk I 
have found with this desktop that probably relates to all of them.    When youre installing a new 
program to Windows.    You may find that it does not install properly because you have Norton 
Desktop on top of Windows and the program is not intelligent enough to realize this.    So, things 
dont work as expected.    In this case, unload Norton Desktop by changing a line in your 
WIN.INI File.    Change the line in the first paragraph of code, SHELL = NDW.EXE    TO 
SHELL=PROGMAN.EXE.      The best way to do this is to simply place a semicolon in front of 
the word SHELL OR ;SHELL.    Then type in the PROGMAN line beneath this line.    Then 
when its time to change back you simply move the semicolon from the Progman line to the 
NDW line.    What you are doing is telling Windows to use its native Program Manager as the 
Shell instead of Norton Desktop and THEN, YOU CAN INSTALL YOUR NEW PROGRAM, 
and it will probably work fine under Windows.    Then, when its working fine, go back to the 
WIN.INI file and change it back to SHELL = NDW.EXE by erasing the semicolon from the front
of this line of code.    Thats all there is to it and youll avoid a great deal of trouble when installing
a new program under Windows. 

I find that I install a lot of different things and when I dont like them anymore, I still have their 
device drivers clogging up my Config.sys and Autoexec.bat files and sooner or later, I figure out 
which ones they are and get rid of them.    You need to do this maintenance everytime you change
hardware. And there are software programs that will UNINSTALL for you by removing all 
unwanted drivers for you.    See SOFTWARE, UTILITIES, PRODUCTIVITY TOOLS     for a 
list.

In next months VERSION OF THIS MAGAZINE we will go further into the magical mystical 
world of Windows and how to fix problems caused by bad memory addressing.



HIGH MEMORY
The memory between the 640KB base memory and the 1 MB - 3MB you have in EXTENDED 
MEMORY.    It seems like there should be 384 KB of memory available in there, but there isn't 
because most of it is reserved by the INTEL architecture for monitor drivers, network drivers, 
even if you don't use them.    



AIR CARGO DELIVERY
Federal Express    -    800-238-5355

United Parcel Service    -    800-662-7389



BOOKS

LIST YOUR COMPANYS PRODUCT OR SERVICE HERE

REASONABLE RATES ARE GUARANTEED!

BOOK DEALERS WHOLESALE

BOOKPEOPLE    -    510-632-4700

BOOK BINDERS

DAVIS & FUTTERNICK BOOK BINDERY

510-783-9990



BUSINESS SERVICES

ATTN:    MAIL ORDER CATALOGS
 & HIGH-TECH FIRMS!

Theres a new place on the InterNet known as 
THE NETCENTER, HOME OF THE 1ST ONLINE TRADE SHOW, where,
where millions of people will soon go to shop for your products and services.
Call us today to find out how you can have your catalog go to the 50 Million

computer users around the world at no expense to you.    Set up a new location with
NO PRINTING OR MAILING COSTS    

Demonstrate your new product announcements at our OnLine Trade Show, 
ComOnLine. THE NETCENTER.... Give 24 hour service to the media and the 
consumer so they can see your latest and greatest new products immediately after 
they are ready. 

CALL
LIGHTHOUSE PRODUCTIONS  

(408)-423-8580
We practically invented Electronic Publishing.

_______________________________________________

            W H E R E ' S      T H A T      N I C H E      ? 

            Downtown Anywhere.    The Internet.    Millions wait for you to 

            bring them to it.    Ahead of the next guy.    You need every

            advantage, every extra hint.    Where to build?    Where to invest?    

            Where are the buyers?    What do they want?    What do they need?

          

            You've gotta know.... 

            If you've studied your market, you can learn more.    We're 

            specialists at squeezing more out of your study dollars.    



            We can project buyer densities in-between sampling sites, 

            second-guess statistical conclusions from a marketing group, 

            explicitly bound uncertainty, help you plan a new survey campaign.

            MATRIX MUNCHERS guides you to mastery of your spatial 

            and statistical world.    We have 17 years of technical 

            experience, much of it dealing with proprietary problems

            just like yours.    And we are as near as your portal to 

            cyberspace.    Inquire to JTGalkowski@BIX.com via 

            e-mail for fees schedule and terms.    

            

            MATRIX MUNCHERS...

JTGalkowski@BIX.com    

                                Partners in mastering your spatial world.} 

__________________________________________________

BUSINESS - FINANCE

ARICO Investment Company Inc.

2959 N. 68th Place/unit 206

Scottsdale, AZ    85251-6870

Voice-(602) 481-9734

Fax-(602) 874-0278

If you need financing in the form of Prime Bank notes, letters of credit from 5
million on up. Just fax me an abbreviated copy of your business plan and we will

assess & get back to you.
_______________________________________

Part Time Work at Home.
Address Envelopes part time at home.

Make $200 dollars a day!
For free information send a self-addressed stamped envelope inside



envelope to:
Department 27
P.O. Box 7153

Richmond, VA    23221



CARS, BOATS, AIRPLANES

LIST YOUR COMPANYS PRODUCT OR SERVICE HERE

REASONABLE RATES ARE GUARANTEED!

NEW UNITED MOTOR MANUFACTURING
510-498-5500



COLLECTIBLES

LIST YOUR COMPANYS PRODUCT OR SERVICE HERE

REASONABLE RATES ARE GUARANTEED!

ADVANCED MONEY SYSTEMS OF CALIFORNIA

800-633-9277



CLOTHING

THE COCKPIT
FREE CATALOG    &    $15 GIFT CERTIFICATE ON PURCHASE 

OF $100 OR MORE,

CALL 1-800-354-5514    ASK FOR CATALOG #: 490

· The Cockpit features timeless Mens Apparel, Accessories & Gifts 
· Made famous by the heroes and legends of Americas Heritage.    
· 30-day Unconditional Guarantee, 
· Youll find leather outerwear, sweaters, knit & woven shirts, pants, footwear, 
watches, gifts, memorabilia and collectables.      
· 1-800-354-5514        718-472-9692 FAX

33-00 47th Ave. Long Island City, NY    11101



FLORISTS

FlowerTime Florist
Exotic Bouquets                    Floral Arrangements                            Stuffed Animals

Balloons                      Fruit Baskets                        Centerpiece
. jhPlants            Bouquets                Baskets

1 - 800 - 359 - 7846
To Fax Orders - Click Here

Flowers, Gifts        One Dozen Roses            Free Reminder Service            Edible
Flowers

FOR A UNIQUE GIFT
TRY OUR EXOTIC BOUQUETS

Express Delivered From The Greenhouse

ORDER TODAY
SAME DAY
DELIVERY

LOCAL
NATIONAL

INTERNATIONAL
Commercial Accounts Welcome
Major Credit Cards Accepted

Visa *    Master Card * Discover * American Express
7 Days / 24 hours



HOUSEHOLD ITEMS
HOME MAINTENANCE

$5 WALLPAPER & BLIND CO.
TOLL FREE:    1-800-5-DOLLAR                                                              All Major 
Credit Cards Accepted
24 hour FAX line:      (610) 933 - 3930                                       Most orders 
shipped 1 - 3 days
370 Hall          Phoenixville PA    19460                                                              Open
8 - 11 M-F, 'til 7 Sat/Sun

Wholesale prices!    You can buy top brand $17 - $25 wallpaper for as 
low as $5.00 / roll, a 40 - 80% savings.    Mini blinds retailing for $19 also 
only $5.00!    Huge stock of wallpaper;    vertical, horizontal, vinyl and 
wooden blinds;    cellular & pleated shades;    even lamp shades!    Order 
from stock, or custom made.    Custom window treatments up to 82% off!    
Most shipments in 1- 3 days.    Free delivery, instructions, and Wallpaper Kit 
w/ purchase.    Altered pattern numbers identified.    Low Price Assurance!



LEGAL

LIST YOUR COMPANYS PRODUCT OR SERVICE HERE

REASONABLE RATES ARE GUARANTEED!

WESTLAW

510-434-9378



MEDICAL
SEE ALSO SOFTWARE - VERTICAL APPLICATIONS

SOFTWARE

WINMEDIC FROM TELEWARE 

WINDOWS DRIVEN - EASY TO USE, WINDOWS NETWORKS,
ELECTRONICS CLAIMS PROCESSING

 800-508-0033



MISCELLANEOUS

LIST YOUR COMPANYS PRODUCT OR SERVICE HERE

REASONABLE RATES ARE GUARANTEED!

COMPUTER HARDWARE

LET US CONFIGURE A SYSTEM FOR YOU.    We have the best prices and
services, from home systems to business networks.    We can put it all together for

you and service your training and learning needs over the Computer Networks.

408-423-8580



OUTDOOR LIFESTYLE

Pullman Campers

914-635-3280



PHOTOGRAPHY

LIST YOUR COMPANYS PRODUCT OR SERVICE HERE

REASONABLE RATES ARE GUARANTEED!

PIC COLOR LAB

800-232-2400



REAL ESTATE

LIST YOUR HOME OR COMMERCIAL PROPERTY HERE.

GUARANTEED RESULTS

CALL 408-423-8580



TRAVEL
SEE FEATURE ARTICLE ABOUT HAWAII    - CLICK HERE

_________________________

VACATION SERVICES, INTNL, INC.
619-758-1503

Cserve    71570,511

· Exchange your home for a free vacation of your choice.
· Your home is protected while you travel.    All you pay for is transportation.    Save lots of
money, make a new friend, and have much more space to enjoy the surroundings.    
· Vacation Services has an International Travelers Database, so you can trade homes with 
anyone anywhere in the world.    
· Save money on the costliest portion of your vacation, Food and Lodging.
· Enjoy more conveniences than you can get in a Hotel. 
· Nominal $30 fee puts you in our database for a complete year.    
· Call today and register.    Visa/Mastercard Accepted.
SEE THE BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES SECTION FOR MORE.

OUALIE BEACH HOTEL

OUALIE BEACH    -    NEVIS, WEST INDIES

800-682-5431

809-469-9735    Voice

809-469-9176    Fax

Our family owned and operated beachfront hotel is located on the beautiful, unspoiled, tropical 
island of Nevis.    We have 22 West Indian style gingerbread cottages situated less than 25 feet 
from the beach.    All accomodations have screened porch facing the picture perfect Caribbean 
sunset over the water.    Air conditioning (deluxe rooms), and cable (deluxe rooms).    The 
restaurant serves both Caribbean and continental cuisine and is famous for the daily seafood 
specials, based on the catch of the day.    A local string band plays Nevisian and Reggae music 
every Saturday night in our Beach Bar.    The only dive ship on the island is located on our resort 
premises, which allows for easy accessibility to SCUBA and snorkeling.    Watersports including 
deep sea fishing, sailing, windsurfing and waterskiing are also readily available at Oualie Beach. 
Other activiities can be easily arranged by our efficient, 24 hr. reception staff include island 
tours, horseback riding, rain forest hikes, historic walks, golf, tennis, and car rentals.    Oualie 
Beach offers a great value, where guests can enjoy the casual, restful, friendly Caribbean 
stmosphere.    



800-682-5431



HAWAII FEATURE ARTICLE
MY FAVORITE PLACES    -    A SLICE OF PARADISE.

Our favorite destination in the whole world is Hawaii.    Come to Hawaii and enjoy the Island 
Paradise at its best.    Hawaiian Pacific Resorts is able to find you accomodations to meet your 
every need.    Condo's, Hotel suites, etc. on all the Islands from $80/nite.    Top-rated resorts with 
all the amenities.    Swimming beaches, snorkeling, acres of pools, lagoons, sailing, surfing, 
fishing, Tennis courts, Fine Dining, Professional Golf Courses all at your feet. No need to spend 
time looking for all this luxury.    You found it.    Call Hawaiian Pacific Resorts today to plan your
vacation.

Visit our luxurious Hanalei Bay Resort.    One of the finest resorts in the world.    One Bedroom 
suites starting at $130/nite

Or try the Embassy Suites, Kauai.    One Bedroom suite starting at $240/nite<P>

                      HAWAIIAN PACIFIC RESORTS

      1150 S. King St., Honolulu, Hawaii 96814

PHONE: (808) 531-5235 FACSIMILE: (808) 533-0472

              CABLE: PACRESHAW TELEX: 723-8582

Neighbor Island Toll-Free Phone: (800) 272-6275

 U.S. & Canada Toll-Free Phone: (800) 367-5004

        INTERNATIONAL TOLL-FREE FACSIMILE LINES

COUNTRY                    FACSIMILE          COUNTRY                              FAC!31MILE

U.S. & CANADA    (800) 477-2329    Japan                              0031-12-2187

                                                              Korea                      081-800-951-8215

                                                              Mexico                      95 800-010-0637

                                                              Netherland@                    06*022-4515

                                                              New Zealand                  0800-441-101

                                                              Singapore                              800-1704

                                                              Sweden                            020-795-9-51

                                                              United Kingdom            0800-89-1968

Australia    0014-800-125-870



Belium                          11-81-80

Denmark                      8001-0118

France              19*05-90-27-89

Germany                0130-81-3004

Hong Kong                    800-6059

Italy                      1678-79006

    Mon thru Fri 6 am to 6 pm, Sat. 7 am to 5 pm, Sun 8am to noon.

Hawaiian Standard Time            *Wait for second dial tone.

                                                    Maui Palms

 Kaahumanu Avenue, Kahului, Maui, Hawaii 96732

Phone: (808) 877-0071 Facsimile: (808) 871-5797

        OTHER HAWAIIAN PACIFIC RESORTS' HOTEL8:

Queen Kapiolani Hotel, Waikiki, Oahu Maui Beach Hotel, Kahului, Maui

Waikiki Hana Hotel, Waikiki, Oahu Continental Surf Hotel, Waikiki Oahu

Hilo Hawaiian Hotel, Hilo, Hawaii Kuhio Village Resort, Wai ih, a u

              Wailea Oceanfront Hotel, Wailea/Kihei, Mauiut its still a slice of Paradise and always will
be because in relation to the rest of the world, its still slow and warm and tropical and friendly 
and clean.    As soon as you get off the plane, you know youre in a very special place because it 
still smells like beautiful exotic flowers everywhere.    If youve never been, you owe it to 
yourself to visit at least once before you pass from this life.    Hawaii is the way God intended for
us all to live, but because of climatic and other conditions, it didnt quite turn out that way.    

Below is a list of places the beckon to the traveler who wants to feel really special while on
vacation.    

HYATT REGENCY - WAIKALOA
This is the best if you have young children along.    Theres so much for them to do on the 800 acre

property, you may never get them to come home.    Boating, Snorkeling, Daycamp, Watersports etc.

800-233-1234

KIHEI KAI CONDOMINIUM



Nice beach for children, near to farmers market.

1-800-735-2357

KOKEE LODGE
(This is for the hikers, not a beach resort.    But spectacular scnerey.)

808-335-6061

KONA VILLAGE RESORT
This is my personal favorite.    Youre sure to be sharing the beach with a celebrity too.

800-533-5351.

KUAII LAGOONS
Very Romantic, largest man-made lagoon in Hawaii.

800-228-3000

WESTIN KAANAPALI
Great room with a view, wonderful private beach, plenty of activities..

1-800-228-3000



SPORTS PRODUCTS

LIST YOUR SPORTS RELATED COMPANY HERE

REASONABLE RATES ARE GUARANTEED!



CONSUMER ELECTRONICS

Crutchfield
Call for FREE Catalog

1-800-955-9009    Ask for department YPS

· Over 100 pages of the latest audio and video components from Sony, Kenwood, Pioneer, 
Carver, JVC, Advent, Bose, Infinity, Polk and many others.

· Full color photos, complete descriptions, exclusive comparison charts and helpful buying 
advice.
· Car stereo, computers and telephones, too.
· Discount prices / Total Satisfaction Guarantee



SOFTWARE - VERTICAL APPLICATIONS

WIN-MEDIC FROM TELEWARE 

WINDOWS DRIVEN - EASY TO USE, WINDOWS NETWORKS,
ELECTRONICS CLAIMS PROCESSING

1 800-508-0033



BEVERAGE

World Famous Milan Home Brew Shop

See our turn-of-the-century display at:

Milan Brew Shop                                                                        1 (800) BEER KEG
57 Spring Street                                                                                1 (212) 226-4780 (Voice)
New York    City, NY 10012                                              1 (212) 431-6985 (FAX)

Beer brew kit (beginners, 5 gal.)                              $69.95        (Includes all ingredients)
Wine making kit (5 gal. carboy)                                $89.95
Vinegar making kit (1 gal. oak barrel)            $89.95    All kits include book,
                              (Gourmet white wine vinegar              jar and "mother".
                                  1 gal. glass jar)                                                    $19.95 

All Prices Plus Shipping and Handling. Orders shipped UPS

    *    Visa and Mastercard accepted.    *    
________________________________________________

ALTERNATIVE GARDEN SUPPLY

BREW IT YOURSELF,        GROW IT YOURSELF...
MAIL ORDER SALES:    ALTERNATIVE GARDEN SUPPLY    800-444-2837

DETROIT AREA:
BREW & GROW.    LIVONIA, MI    (313) 442-7939

MILWAUKEE AREA:    
BREW & GROW    (414) 789-0555

MINNEAPOLIS AREA
BREW & GROW    (612) 780-8191

CHICAGO AREA:
CHICAGO INDOOR GARDEN SUPPLY, STREAMWOOD, IL    (708) 885-8282

--BEER BREWING SUPPLIES,    HID LIGHTS, ORGANICS, HYDROPONICS--



E-MAIL DIRECTORY
Eventually everyone will have an E-MAIL address because sending and receiving messages is so
much easier than the old-fashioned kind.    We are including E-Mail addresses for everyone who 
lists with us for free.    If you have an E-MAIL address please contact us by SENDING us your 
Company or Personal Name & E-Mail address.      
                                                                                Lighthouse Productions
                                                                                P.O. Box 7885
                                                                                Santa Cruz, CA    95061

Also, please note that the InterActive Yellow Pages is now LIVE on NETCENTER, the Heart of 
the Internet.    You may have received this file by downloading it from a Bulletin Board, but if the
OnLine version would be more helpful to you, you can go directly to our Online Version by 
using a URL:    This version is updated more often because its LIVE.    Then the address is 
HTTP://NETCENTER.COM.    This will get you to the NETCENTER, now just look for our 
menu on THE FRONT PAGE and you can look up anyone of our advertisers directly.

 
VENDOR NAME,      Local phone,    Toll Free Phone,      Tech Support,    
BBS
                    (You may have to stretch the Window wider to see the full length of text.)

H. Haines Brown    (brown@ccsu.ctstateu.edu).    DiaMat and HistoMat Consultant.
3COM,408-764-5000,800-638-3266,NONE,408-980-8204
3M DATA STORAGE PRODUCTS,213-726-6500,800-328-9438,NONE,NONE 
AAMAZING  TECHNOLOGIES,714-255-1688,NONE,NONE,NONE
ABACUS CONCEPTS,510-540-1949,800-666-7828,NONE,AppleLink
ABACUS SOFTWARE,616-698-0330,800-451-4319,NONE,616-698-8106
ABLE SOFT,804-867-9595,800-545-9009,NONE,804-867-7966
ACCESS SOFTWARE,801-359-2900,800-800-4880,800-394-3549,NONE 
ACCOLADE,408-985-1700,NONE,408-296-8400,408-296-8800 
ACCULOGIC,714-454-2441,800-234-7811,NONE,714-454-8124
ACE SOFTWARE,408-451-0100,800-345-3223,408-451-0112,NONE 
ACECAD,408-655-1900,800-676-4223,408-655-9911,408-655-1988
ACER AMERICA,408-432-6200,800-538-1542,800-637-7000,800-833-8241 
ACI US,408-252-4444,NONE,NONE,
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH,617-821-2300,800-225-9847,NONE,NONE 
ADAPTEC,408-945-8600,NONE,408-945-2550,408-945-7727 
ADDSTOR,415-688-0470,800-732-3133,415-688-0465,415-324-4077
ADOBE SYSTEMS (IBM),415-961-4400,800-833-6687,415-961-
4992,CompuServe 
ADOBE SYSTEMS (Mac),415-961-4400,800-833-6687,415-961-
0911,AppleLink 
ADIC (ADVANCED DIGITAL INFORMAT,206-881-8004,800-336-1233,206-
881-6945,NONE ADVANCED GRAVIS COMPUTER,604-434-7274,800-663-
8558,604-434-1807,CompuServe 



ADVANCED VISION RESEARCH,408-434-1115,800-544-6243,800-544-
6243,AppleLink 
AEC MANAGEMENT,703-450-1980,800-346-9413,703-450-2318,AppleLink
AFTER HOURS SOFTWARE,818-780-2220,NONE,NONE,NONE 
AGFA,508-658-0200,800-424-8973,800-424-8973,NONE
ALADDIN SYSTEMS,408-685-9175,NONE,408-761-6200,CompuServe 
ALDUS,206-622-5500,NONE,206-628-2320,NONE
ALIAS RESEARCH,416-362-9181,800-267-8697,800-267-8697,NONE
ALLIED TELESIS,415-964-2771,800-424-4284,206-821-2056,415-964-
2994
ALLOY COMPUTER PRODUCTS,508-481-8500,800-544-7551,508-481-
8200,508-460-8140 
ALPHA SOFTWARE,617-229-2924,800-451-1018,617-272-3680,617-229-
2915 
ALSOFT,713-353-4090,800-257-6381,713-353-1510,NONE
ALTEC LANSING,510-942-3108,NONE,800-548-0620,NONE 
ALTIMA,510-356-5600,800-356-9990,NONE,510-356-2456 
ALTSYS,214-680-2060,NONE,214-680-2093,214-680-8592
ALWAYS TECHNOLOGIES,818-597-1400,NONE,818-597-9595,818-597-0275 
ALYSIS,415-566-2263,800-825-9747,800-825-9747,AppleLink 
AMAZE,206-820-7007,NONE,206-820-4102,NONE AMDEK,408-435-2832,800-
722-6335,NONE,NONE
AMERICAN MICRO RESEARCH,310-492-9000,NONE,NONE,NONE
AMERICAN POWER CONVERSION,401-789-5735,800-541-8896,NONE,NONE
AMERICAN SMALL BUSINESS COMPUTE,918-825-7555,918-825-7555,918-
825-4844,918-825-4878 ANTEC,510-770-1200,NONE,NONE,NONE
APPLE COMPUTER,Ingram Micro, , , 
APPLIED ENGINEERING,214-241-6060,800-554-6227,214-241-6084,214-
241-6677 
APPLIX,310-914-0153,NONE,800-827-7549,NONE 
APPOINT,805-239-8976,800-448-1184,800-448-1184,510-463-3651
APPROACH SOFTWARE,415-306-7890,NONE,NONE,NONE 
ARCHIVE,407-263-3500,800-821-8782,800-227-6296,407-263-3502
ARES SOFTWARE,415-578-9090,800-783-2737,NONE,AppleLink 
ARISTOSOFT,510-426-5355,1-800-846-9726,NONE,NONE 
ARTISOFT,602-293-6363,NONE,NONE,602-293-0065
ASANTE Technologies,408-752-8388,800-662-9686,NONE,NONE
ASD SOFTWARE,909-624-2594,NONE,NONE,NONE
ASK SAM SYSTEMS,904-584-6590,800-800-1997,NONE,904-584-8287
AST COMPUTER,714-727-4141,800-876-4278,800-727-1278,714-727-4723 
ASYMETRIX,206-637-1500,800-624-8999,206-637-1600,206-451-1173
ATI TECHNOLOGIES,416-756-0718,NONE,416-756-0711,416-756-4591 
ATTAIN,617-776-1110,NONE,617-776-2711,ApplelInk
ATTITASH SOFTWARE,603-882-4809,800-736-4198,800-736-2803,NONE 
AUTODESK,415-331-0356,800-445-5415,800-228-3601,CompuServe
AUTODESK RETAIL,206-487-2233,800-228-3601,206-487-2934,CompuServe
AUTOMAP,602-893-2400,800-545-6626,NONE,NONE



AUTOMATED DESIGN SYSTEMS,404-394-2552,800-366-2552,404-394-
2552,404-394-7448 
AVERY LABEL,818-969-3311,800-252-8379,818-792-2102,NONE 
AXION,408-522-1900,800-829-4661,408-522-1903,AppleLink
AXXIS SOFTWARE,215-896-0576,800-394-3549,NONE,NONE
BAKER & TAYLOR LABELS,818-341-1953,NONE,NONE,NONE
BANNER BLUE,510-794-6850,NONE,NONE,NONE
BASELINE PUBLISHING,901-682-9676,800-926-9677,NONE,NONE
BATTERY TECHNOLOGY,213-728-7874,800-982-8284,NONE,NONE
BEAGLE BROTHERS,619-452-5500,800-345-1750,619-452-5502,619-558-
6151
BELKIN COMPONENTS,213-898-1100,800-223-5546,NONE,NONE
BERKELEY SYSTEMS DESIGN,510-540-5535,800-877-5535,NONE,CompuServe
BIBLESOFT,206-824-0547,800-877-0778,NONE,NONE
BIT SOFTWARE,510-490-2928,NONE,510-490-9470,NONE 
BITSTREAM,617-497-6222,800-522-3668,617-497-7514,NONE
BIZ* BASE,619-792-1367,800-833-8892,619-792-1367,NONE
BLOC PUBLISHING,305-567-9931,800-888-2562,305-445-6304,NONE
BOCA RESEARCH,407-997-6227,NONE,407-241-8088,407-241-1601 
BORLAND,408-438-8400,800-331-0877,408-438-5300,408-439-9096
BRIGHTWORK DEVELOPMENT,908-530-0440,800-552-9876,908-530-
9650,914-667-4759 
BRDERBUND SOFTWARE,415-382-4400,800-521-6263,415-382-4700,NONE
BROWN-WAGH PUBLISHING,408-378-3838,800-451-0900,NONE,NONE 
CAERE,408-395-7000,800-535-7226,800-462-2373,NONE 
CALCOMP,714-821-2000,800-225-2667,800-458-5888,714-821-2359
CALERA RECOGNITION SYSTEMS,408-720-0999,800-422-5372,800-544-
7051,408-773-9068 CAMINTONN/Z-RAM,714-454-1500,714-454-1500,800-
368-4726,800-368-4726
CAMPBELL SERVICES,313-559-5955,800-345-6747,NONE,313-559-6434
CANON (PRINTERS),516-488-6700,800-848-4123,800-423-2366,NONE
CANON (STILL VIDEO) West,714-753-4002,NONE,714--753-4323,NONE
CANON (STILL VIDEO) East,714-753-4002,NONE,516-328-5965,NONE
CARDINAL TECHNOLOGIES,717-293-3000,800-722-0094,717-293-3124,717-
293-3074 
CASADY & GREENE,408-484-9228,800-359-4920,408-496-0474,NONE 
CASTELLE,408-496-0474,800-359-7654,NONE,NONE
CAYMAN SYSTEMS,617-494-1999,800-473-4776,800-473-4776,NONE 
CC:MAIL,415-961-8800,800-448-2500,800-562-4772,415-691-0401
CD TECHNOLOGY,408-752-8500,NONE,408-752-8499,NONE
CE SOFTWARE,515-224-1995,800-523-7638,515-224-1953,NONE
CENTRAL POINT SOFTWARE,503-690-8090,NONE,503-690-8080,503-690-
6650
CENTURY MICRO ELECTRONICS,408-748-7788,408-748-7788,408-748-
7788,408-748-7788 
CENTURY SOFTWARE,801-268-3088,NONE,801-268-3088,NONE 
CERTUS,216-546-1500,800-729-6684,216-546-1050,216-546-1508



CHEYENNE SOFTWARE,516-484-5110,800-243-9462,800-243-9462,516-484-
3445 
CHINON AMERICA,310-533-0274,800-441-0222,NONE,NONE
CHIPSOFT (Personal),619-453-8722,NONE,619-453-5552,619-453-5232
CHIPSOFT (Professional),619-453-8722,NONE,619-453-6860,619-453-
5232
CH PRODUCTS,619-598-2518,800-624-5804,NONE,NONE 
CHRONOLOGIC,602-293-3100,800-848-4970,602-293-3100,NONE
CITIZEN AMERICA,310-453-0614,800-477-4683,310-453-0614,310-453-
7564
CITRIX SYSTEMS,305-755-0559,800-437-7503,800-437-7503,305-346-
9004
CLARION SOFTWARE,305-785-4555,800-354-5444,305-785-4556,305-785-
9172 
CLARIS,408-987-7000,800-325-2747,408-727-9054,CompuServe,
CLARITY,415-691-0320,800-235-6736,NONE,NONE
CLEAR SOFTWARE,617-965-6755,800-338-1759,617-965-5019,617-965-
5406 
CNET,408-954-8000,800-486-2638,408-954-8800,408-954-1787 
CODENOLL,914-965-6300,NONE,NONE,914-965-1972
COLORADO MEMORY SYSTEMS,303-669-6500,800-432-5858,303-635-
1500,303-679-0650 COLORAGE,508-667-8585,800-873-4367,508-663-
8213,NONE
COMMAND COMMUNICATIONS,303-751-7000,800-288-3491,800-288-
6794,NONE 
COMPATIBLE SYSTEMS,303-444-9532,800-356-0283,NONE,AppleLink
COMPLETE PC,408-434-0145,800-229-1753,408-434-9600,408-434-9703
COMPTONS NEWMEDIA,415-546-1866,800-533-0130,NONE,NONE 
COMPUSERVE,614-457-0802,800-848-8199,800-848-8199,CompuServe
COMPUTER ASSOCIATES,408-432-1727,800-531-5236,408-432-1764,NONE
COMPUTER PERIPHERALS,805-499-5751,800-854-7600,800-235-7618,805-
499-9646 
COMPUTER SUPPORT,214-661-8960,NONE,NONE,214-404-8652 
COMPUTONE,404-475-2725,800-241-3946,404-475-2725,404-664-1210 
COMTROL,612-631-7654,800-926-6876,NONE,612-631-8310
CONCENTRIC DATA SYSTEMS,508-366-1122,800-325-9035,800-325-
9035,NONE 
CONNECTIX,415-571-5100,800-950-5880,800-950-5880,AppleLink
CONTACT SOFTWARE,214-919-9500,800-365-0606,214-484-4349,NONE
CORE INTERNATIONAL,407-997-6044,NONE,407-997-6033,407-241-2929
COREL,613-728-8200,800-836-3729,613-728-1990,613-728-4752 
CORNERSTONE TECHNOLOGY,408-435-8900,800-562-2552,NONE,408-435-
8943 
COSMI,213-835-9687,NONE,NONE,NONE 
COSTAR,800-4COSTAR,800-426-7827,800-426-7827,NONE
CREATIVE LABS,408-428-6600,800-998-5227,408-428-6622,408-428-6660
CTX,714-595-6146,800-289-2189,800-289-2189,NONE



CURTIS MANUFACTURING,603-532-4123,800-548-4900,NONE,NONE
CYPRESS RESEARCH,408-752-2700,NONE,NONE,NONE 
CYRIX,214-234-8388,800-327-6284,800-327-6284,NONE 
DACEASY,214-248-0305,800-877-8088,214-248-0205,214-931-6617
DANTZ SOFTWARE,510-849-0293,NONE,NONE,NONE 
DARIANA,714-236-1380,NONE,714-236-1380,NONE
DATA ACCESS,305-238-0012,800-451-3539,305-232-3142,CompuServe
DATA TECHNOLOGY,408-942-4000,NONE,408-942-4153,408-942-4197 
DATADESK,503-692-9600,800-477-3473,503-692-9601,503-691-5199 
DATAEASE,203-374-8000,800-243-5123,203-374-2825,203-374-6302 
DATASHIELD/TRIPP LITE,312-329-1777,312-329-1337,312-329-1601,NONE
DATASTORM,314-443-3282,NONE,314-875-0530,314-875-0503 
DATAVIZ,203-268-0030,800-733-0030,203-268-0030,AppleLink 
DATAWATCH,919-490-1277,NONE,NONE,919-419-1602
DAVID SYSTEMS,408-720-8000,NONE,408-720-6884,408-720-0406
DAVIDSON & ASSOCIATES,310-793-0600,800-545-7677,800-556-6141,NONE
DAYNA COMMUNICATIONS,801-531-0600,800-531-0600,NONE,801-535-4205 
DAYSTAR DIGITAL,404-967-2077,800-962-2077,800-962-2077,AppleLink 
DCA/CROSSTALK,404-442-3210,800-348-3221,404-442-3210,404-740-8428
DCA/IRMA,404-740-0300,800-631-4171,800-631-4171,404-740-8428 
DELRINA TECHNOLOGY,408-363-2345,800-268-6082,716-855-
3676,CompuServe 
DELTA POINT,408-648-4000,800-367-4334,408-375-4700,CompuServe 
DENEBA SOFTWARE,305-594-6965,800-622-6827,800-622-6827,Applelink 
DESCRIBE,916-646-1111,800-448-1586,NONE,NONE 
DIAGSOFT,408-438-8247,800-342-4763,NONE,NONE
DIAMOND COMPUTER SYSTEMS,408-736-2000,NONE,NONE,408-730-1100 
DIGIBOARD,612-943-9020,800-344-4273,NONE,612-943-0812
DIGICOM SYSTEMS,408-262-1277,800-833-8900,800-833-8900,NONE 
DIGITAL SYSTEMS RESEARCH,714-455-1620,NONE,NONE,NONE
DIGITAL VISION,617-329-5400,800-346-0090,NONE,617-329-8387 
DIGITALK,310-645-1082,800-922-8255,NONE,NONE
DISCIS KNOWLEDGE RESEARCH,416-250-6537,800-567-4321,NONE,NONE 
DIVA,617-491-4147,800-394-3482,617-491-6913,AppleLink
DOVE COMPUTER,919-763-7918,800-849-3297,919-343-5610,919-343-5616
DPT,407-830-5522,NONE,NONE,407-831-6432
DR. Ts MUSIC SOFTWARE,617-455-1454,NONE,NONE,NONE
DRESSELHAUS COMPUTER,909-945-5600,800-368-7737,909-945-5600,NONE 
E-MACHINES,503-646-6699,800-344-7274,503-626-5163,NONE
EAGLE TECHNOLOGY,408-453-1200,800-359-3502,800-733-2453,NONE 
EDMARK,206-556-8400,800-426-0856,NONE,NONE 
EFI,801-977-9009,800-877-1174,800-877-1174,NONE
ELECTRONIC ARTS,415-571-7171,800-245-4525,415-572-2787,NONE
ELITE BUSINESS APPLICATIONS,410-987-7200,800-942-0018,NONE,410-
987-2335 
EVEREX,510-498-1111,800-821-0806,510-498-1115,510-226-9694
EMERALD SYSTEMS,619-673-2161,800-767-2587,800-366-4349,619-673-
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ENABLE SOFTWARE,518-877-8600,800-888-0684,518-877-8236,518-877-
6316 
ENVISIO,612-339-1008,NONE,NONE,612-339-8598 
EPSON,310-782-4000,800-338-2349,800-922-8911,310-782-4531
EQUINOX SYSTEMS,305-255-3500,800-275-3500,NONE,305-791-1633 
EVEREX,510-683-2100,800-821-0806,510-498-1115,510-226-9694
EVOLUTION COMPUTING,602-967-8633,800-874-4028,NONE,NONE
EXPERT SOFTWARE,305-567-9990,NONE,900-988-4437,NONE 
EXPERVISION,408-428-9444,800-732-3897,408-428-0660,NONE
FAIRHAVEN SOFTWARE,617-341-1990,800-582-4747,617-341-1969,NONE
FARALLON COMPUTING,510-596-9100,800-344-7489,510-596-
9000,AppleLink
FARGO ELECTRONICS,612-941-9470,800-327-4622,NONE,NONE
FGS (FIFTH GENERATION SYSTEMS),504-291-7221,800-873-4384,800-766-
7283,504-295-3344 FORESIGHT RESOURCES,816-891-1040,800-231-
8574,816-891-8418,816-891-8465
FRACTAL DESIGN,408-688-8800,NONE,408-688-5300,NONE
FRAME TECHNOLOGY,408-433-3311,800-843-7263,408-922-2744,NONE
FREESOFT,412-846-2700,NONE,NONE,NONE
FRESH TECHNOLOGY GROUP,602-497-4200,800-545-8324,NONE,602-497-
4235 
FRYE COMPUTER SYSTEMS,617-451-5400,800-234-3793,NONE,NONE 
FUJITSU PERSONAL SYSTEMS,408-982-9500,NONE,408-764-9388,NONE 
FULLMARK INTERNATIONAL,310-539-1880,800-233-3855,NONE,NONE
FUNK SOFTWARE,617-497-6339,800-822-3865,NONE,NONE
FUTURE DOMAIN,714-253-0400,NONE,714-253-0440,714-253-0432
FUTURE SOFT ENGINEERING,713-496-9400,NONE,NONE,713-588-6870 
FUTURUS,404-392-7979,800-327-8296,404-399-5390,404-392-1910 
FWB,415-474-8055,NONE,NONE,NONE
GCC TECHNOLOGIES,617-275-5800,800-422-7777,617-275-1795,NONE 
GAMETEK,305-935-3995,800-927-4263,NONE,NONE
GANDALF PREMIER,310-312-9522,NONE,NONE,NONE
GATEWAY COMMUNICATIONS,714-553-1555,800-367-6555,NONE,714-863-
7097
GAZELLE SYSTEMS,801-377-1288,800-786-3278,800-733-0383,801-375-
2548
GDT SOFTWORKS,604-291-9121,800-663-6222,604-299-3379,CompuServe 
GENICOM,703-949-1000,800-443-6426,703-949-1031,NONE
GEOWORKS (BERKELEY),510-644-0883,800-443-0100,510-644-3456,NONE
GIBSON RESEARCH,714-362-8800,800-736-0637,714-362-8800,714-362-
8848 
GIGATREND,619-931-9122,NONE,NONE,NONE
GLOBAL VILLAGE COMMUNICATION,415-329-0700,800-736-4821,415-329-
0755,415-329-9286 
GOLD DISK,416-602-4000,800-465-3375,416-602-4357,NONE
GOLDSTAR TECHNOLOGY,408-432-1331,NONE,800-777-1192,NONE



GRABERT SYSTEM HAUS,602-951-4507,800-239-3223,800-239-3223,NONE
GRAPEVINE LAN PRODUCTS,206-869-2707,NONE,206-869-2439,NONE 
GRAPHSOFT,410-290-5114,410-290-5114,410-290-5114,AppleLink
GREAT WAVE,408-438-1990,NONE,NONE,NONE
GROLIER ELECTRONIC PUBLISHING,203-797-3365,800-356-5590,800-356-
5590,NONE 
GRYPHON SOFTWARE,619-454-3803,NONE,NONE,NONE
GUPTA TECHNOLOGIES,415-321-9500,800-876-3267,415-321-4484,NONE 
HAUPPAUGE COMPUTER WORKS,516-434-1600,800-443-6284,516-434-
3197,NONE 
HAYES MICROCOMPUTER PRODUCTS,404-840-9200,NONE,404-441-1617,800-
874-2937 
HDC COMPUTER,206-885-5550,800-321-4606,NONE,206-869-2418
HELIX SOFTWARE,718-392-3100,800-451-0551,NONE,NONE
HELIX TECHNOLOGY,708-205-1669,800-364-4354,800-364-4359,NONE
HERCULES COMPUTER,510-623-6030,800-532-0600,1-510-623-6050,510-
623-7449 
HEWLETT-PACKARD,301-670-4300,800-752-0900,208-323-2551,NONE
HITACHI AMERICA,510-785-9770,NONE,NONE,NONE
HITACHI HOME ELECTRONICS,310-537-8383,800-369-0422,800-241-
6558,NONE 
HONEYWELL KEYBOARD DIVISION,915-543-5566,NONE,NONE,NONE
HOUSTON INSTRUMENTS/SUMMAGRAPHI,714-894-6436,800-444-3425,800-
444-3425,NONE 
HSC SOFTWARE,310-392-8441,NONE,NONE,NONE 
HUMANCAD,516-752-3550,800-248-2746,NONE,NONE 
HYPERGLOT,615-558-8270,800-726-5087,615-584-4379,NONE
IBM,Ingram Micro, , , 
IMC NETWORKS,714-724-1070,800-624-1070,NONE,714-724-0930
INDIVIDUAL SOFTWARE,510-734-6767,800-822-3522,800-331-3313,NONE 
INFORMIX/SMARTWARE,913-599-7100,800-438-7627,800-274-8184,NONE 
INFORMIX/SQL,913-599-7100,800-438-7627,800-274-8184,NONE 
INFORMIX/WINGZ,913-599-7100,800-438-7627,800-274-8184,NONE 
INFRALINK,703-522-4412,NONE,NONE,NONE
INLINE DESIGN,203-435-4995,NONE,NONE,NONE
INNOVATIVE DATA DESIGN,510-680-6818,NONE,NONE,NONE
INSET SYSTEMS,203-740-2400,800-374-6738,NONE,203-740-0063
INSIGNIA SOLUTIONS,415-694-7600,800-848-7677,415-694-7694,415-
694-7694 INTEGRATED INFERENCE MACHINES,714-978-6776,714-978-
6201,714-978-6202,NONE INTEGRATED INFORMATION TECH,408-727-
1885,800-832-0770,NONE,NONE 
INTEL,503-629-7354,800-538-3373,503-629-7000,503-645-6275 
INTELLICOM,818-407-3900,800-992-2882,NONE,NONE 
INTERPLAY,714-545-9001,800-969-4263,714-549-2411,NONE 
INTERPRETER,303-431-8991,800-232-4687,NONE,NONE 
INTUIT,415-322-0573,800-624-8742,415-858-6010,NONE 
IOMEGA,801-778-3000,800-456-5522,800-456-5522,801-778-4400



IQ ENGINEERING,408-733-1161,800-765-3668,NONE,NONE
IRWIN MAGNETICS,313-930-9000,800-421-1879,800-348-6242,313-930-
9380 
ISLAND GRAPHICS,415-491-1000,800-255-4499,NONE,NONE
JETFAX,415-324-0600,800-753-8329,NONE,415-324-1259 
JETFORM,613-594-3026,800-267-9976,NONE,613-563-2894 
JIAN,415-941-9191,800-346-5426,NONE,NONE
JOVIAN LOGIC,510-651-4823,NONE,NONE,NONE
KAETRON SOFTWARE,713-298-1500,713-298-1500,713-298-1500,NONE
KANSAI ELECTRIC, USA,408-377-7062,800-733-3374,800-388-7062,NONE 
KENSINGTON MICROWARE,415-572-2700,800-535-4242,NONE,NONE
KENT MARSH,713-522-5625,800-325-3587,713-522-8906,713-522-8921
KEY TRONIC,509-928-8000,800-262-6006,800-262-6006,NONE
KINGSTON TECHNOLOGY,714-435-2600,714-435-2697,714-435-2796,714-
435-2636 
KNOWLEDGE ADVENTURE,818-542-4200,800-542-4240,NONE,NONE 
KODAK,NONE,800-255-3434,800-344-0006,NONE
KRAFT SYSTEMS,619-724-7146,NONE,NONE,NONE 
KURTA,602-276-5533,800-445-8782,800-445-8782,602-243-9440 
LABTEC,206-896-2000,NONE,NONE,NONE 
LASERGO,619-450-4600,NONE,NONE,619-450-9370
LASER TOOLS,510-420-8777,800-767-8004,800-767-8005,NONE
LEADING EDGE,508-836-4800,800-874-3340,800-225-2283,508-836-3971
LEARNING COMPANY,510-792-2101,800-852-2255,NONE,NONE
LENEL SYSTEMS,716-248-9720,NONE,NONE,NONE 
LEXMARK,606-232-3000,800-453-9872,606-232-3000,606-232-5653
LIANT/RYAN MCFARLAND,508-872-8700,800-237-1874,800-833-3678,206-
236-6485 LIGHTSOURCE,415-461-8000,800-231-7226,415-461-3030,NONE
LIND ELECTRONIC DESIGN,612-927-6303,800-659-5956,800-659-
5956,NONE
LINK TECHNOLOGIES,510-651-8000,800-448-5465,NONE,NONE
LOGICAL CONNECTION,503-390-9381,800-238-9415,503-390-9375,NONE 
LOGITECH,510-795-8500,800-231-7717,510-795-8100,510-795-0408
LOTUS (WORD PROCESSING),404-391-0011,800-831-9679,404-399-
5505,404-395-7707 
LOTUS DEVELOPMENT,617-577-8500,800-345-1043,800-223-0303,617-693-
7000 
M-USA,214-386-6100,800-933-6287,214-490-0100,NONE 
MACROMEDIA,415-442-0200,800-288-4797,NONE,NONE
MADGE NETWORKS,408-441-1300,800-876-2343,408-441-1301,408-441-
1340 
MAGNA,408-282-0900,NONE,NONE,NONE 
MAGNAVOX,310-217-1300,800-722-6224,800-722-6224,310-532-6436 
MAINSTAY,818-991-6540,NONE,818-991-6540,CompuServe
MALLARD SOFTWARE,214-436-0044,NONE,214-219-0242,NONE 
MANUGISTIC,301-984-5123,800-592-0050,301-984-5489,NONE
MANZANITA SOFTWARE,916-781-3880,800-447-5700,NONE,NONE



MASS MICROSYSTEMS,408-522-1200,800-522-7979,NONE,NONE 
MATHEMATICA,813-682-1128,800-852-6284,NONE,CompuServe 
MATHSOFT,617-577-1017,800-628-4223,NONE,NONE 
MATROX,800-361-1408,800-361-1408,NONE,NONE 
MAXA,818-543-1300,NONE,NONE,NONE 
MAXELL,201-794-5900,800-533-2836,NONE,NONE
MAYNARD ELECTRONICS,407-263-3500,800-821-8782,800-227-6296,407-
263-3502 
MECA,203-256-5000,800-388-8000,203-259-2070,NONE 
MECC,805-526-5782,800-685-6322,NONE,NONE
MEDIA VISION,510-770-8600,800-845-5870,800-638-2807,510-770-0968 
MEGAHERTZ,801-272-6000,800-527-8677,NONE,NONE
MERIDIAN DATA,408-438-3100,800-767-2537,800-755-8324,408-439-9509
METRO SOFTWARE,602-292-0313,800-621-1137,NONE,NONE 
MICROCOM,617-551-1000,800-822-8224,NONE,617-762-5134
MICROCOMPUTER ACCESSORIES,310-301-9400,800-521-8270,NONE,NONE 
MICRODYNE,703-329-3700,800-255-3967,800-255-3967,703-739-0432 
MICROGRAFX,214-234-1769,800-733-3729,214-234-2694,NONE
MICROLOGIC SOFTWARE,510-652-5464,NONE,NONE,NONE 
MICROLYTICS,716-248-9150,800-828-6293,716-248-9150,NONE
MICRONET TECHNOLOGIES,714-837-6033,NONE,NONE,AppleLink 
MICRONICS,510-651-2300,NONE,510-651-2323,510-651-6837 
MICROPOLIS,818-709-3300,NONE,818-709-3325,818-709-3310
MICROPROSE SOFTWARE,301-771-1151,800-876-1151,NONE,NONE 
MICRORIM,206-649-9500,800-628-6990,206-649-9551,206-649-9836 
MICROSOFT,206-882-8080,800-227-4679,206-454-2030,206-936-6735 
MICROSPEED,510-490-1403,800-232-7888,800-232-7888,NONE
MICROTECH INTL,203-468-6223,800-777-4276,NONE,203-469-6430 
MICROTEK,310-297-5000,310-297-5000,310-297-5000,310-297-5000
MICROTEST,602-971-6464,800-526-9675,602-953-4850,602-996-4009
MICROTOUCH SYSTEMS,508-694-9900,800-866-6873,NONE,NONE 
MIDISOFT,206-881-7176,800-776-6434,NONE,NONE
MILAN TECHNOLOGY,408-752-2770,NONE,NONE,NONE 
MITSUBISHI,714-236-6352,800-843-2515,800-344-6352,714-636-6216
MMF INDUSTRIES,708-537-7890,800-445-8293,NONE,NONE 
MONOTYPE,312-855-1440,800-666-6897,NONE,AppleLink
MOTION WORKS,604-685-9975,NONE,NONE,NONE
MOUNTAIN NETWORK SOLUTIONS,408-379-4300,800-458-0300,800-458-
0300,408-438-2665 
MOUSE SYSTEMS (MSC),510-656-1117,NONE,NONE,510-683-0617
MULTI-AD SERVICES,309-692-1530,800-447-1950,800-228-9151,NONE
MUSTANG SOFTWARE,805-395-0223,800-999-9619,805-334-2240,805-395-
0650 
MUSTEK,714-833-7740,800-366-4620,714-453-1309,NONE 
MYLEX,510-796-6100,800-776-9539,800-776-9536,NONE 
MYSOFTWARE,714-965-0183,NONE,NONE,NONE
NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR,408-721-5000,800-538-8510,404-551-



1000,NONE 
NCR,714-971-4941,800-746-4722,800-531-2222,803-843-1811
NEC TECHNOLOGIES,508-264-8000,800-284-4484,800-388-8888,800-388-
8888
NEC TECHNOLOGIES (CPU),508-264-8000,800-284-4484,800-388-
8888,800-388-8888 NETWORTH,214-929-1700,800-544-5255,NONE,NONE
NEW MEDIA GRAPHICS,508-663-0666,800-288-2207,NONE,508-663-7612
NEWPORT SYSTEMS,NONE,NONE,714-752-1511,NONE
NEW VISION TECHNOLOGY,613-727-8184,NONE,613-727-0884,NONE
NEWGEN SYSTEMS,714-641-8600,800-756-0556,714-436-5150,714-434-
1744 
NISCA,214-242-9696,800-245-7226,800-245-7226,214-446-0646
NISUS SOFTWARE,619-481-1477,800-922-2993,NONE,CompuServe
NO HANDS SOFTWARE,415-321-7340,800-598-3921,415-321-2925,America 
OL 
NOESIS,213-399-8208,NONE,NONE,NONE
NOLO PRESS,510-524-1356,800-992-6656,800-992-6656,NONE 
NORTON-LAMBERT,805-964-6767,NONE,805-964-6767,NONE 
NOVELL,801-429-7000,800-453-1267,800-221-6402,801-429-3030
NOVELL DESKTOP SYSTEMS,408-649-3896,800-274-4374,408-646-
6464,408-649-3443 
NOW SOFTWARE,503-274-2800,800-237-3611,NONE,NONE
NSSI (ELGAR),619-587-7950,800-755-7078,NONE,NONE
NUMBER NINE COMPUTER,617-674-0009,800-438-6463,NONE,617-497-6463
OCCAM RESEARCH,617-923-3545,NONE,617-923-3903,America OL
OKI SEMICONDUCTOR,408-720-1900,800-832-6654,NONE,NONE
ON TECHNOLOGY,617-876-0900,NONE,NONE,NONE
OPCODE SYSTEMS,415-856-3333,NONE,415-369-1676,NONE
ORANGE MICRO,714-779-2772,NONE,714-779-2772,NONE
ORCHID TECHNOLOGY,510-683-0300,800-767-2443,510-683-0540,510-683-
0327 
ORIGIN,512-328-5490,800-999-4939,512-328-0282,512-328-8402
OUTPUT TECHNOLOGY,509-536-0468,800-468-8788,800-468-8788,NONE 
P.A.C.E.,801-753-1067,800-359-6670,NONE,NONE
PACIFIC DATA PRODUCTS,619-587-4690,619-587-4690,619-587-4690,619-
452-6329 
PACKARD BELL,818-886-9998,800-733-4422,800-733-4433,818-773-7207 
PALINDROME,708-505-3300,NONE,NONE,708-505-3336 
PALSOFT,512-854-8788,NONE,512-854-8794,NONE 
PANACEA,603-437-5022,800-729-7420,NONE,603-432-5193 
PANAMAX,415-499-3900,800-472-5555,800-472-5555,NONE
PANASONIC OFFICE AUTOMATION,201-348-7000,800-346-4768,800-726-
2797,201-863-7845 PARADISE/WESTERN DIGITAL,714-932-5000,NONE,800-
832-4778,714-753-1234 
PARANA,310-793-1351,800-472-7262,NONE,NONE 
PASSPORT,415-726-0280,NONE,NONE,NONE
PATTON & PATTON SOFTWARE,408-778-6557,800-525-0082,NONE,408-778-
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PAUL MACE SOFTWARE,503-488-2322,800-523-0258,503-488-0224,503-
482-7435 
PC GUARDIAN,415-459-0190,800-288-8126,NONE,NONE 
PC-KWIK,503-644-5644,800-888-5945,800-888-5945,NONE
PEACHTREE SOFTWARE,404-564-5800,800-247-3224,800-822-2821,NONE 
PENMAGIC SOFTWARE,604-988-9982,NONE,604-988-2616,NONE
PERFECT DATA,805-581-4000,NONE,NONE,NONE 
PERSOFT,608-273-6000,800-368-5283,608-273-4357,NONE
PERSONA TECHNOLOGIES,415-871-6000,NONE,NONE,NONE 
PERSONICS,508-897-1575,800-445-3311,508-897-1519,NONE
PINNACLE MICRO,714-727-3300,800-553-7070,714-727-3300,NONE
PINNACLE PUBLISHING,206-251-1900,800-231-1293,206-251-3513,206-
251-6217
PINPOINT PUBLISHING,707-523-0400,800-788-5236,NONE,707-523-0468 
PIXAR,510-236-4000,800-888-9856,800-937-3179,America OL 
PLI,510-657-2211,800-288-8754,800-288-8754,510-651-5948
PNY ELECTRONICS,201-438-6300,800-234-4597,NONE,NONE 
POLARIS,619-674-6500,800-722-5728,NONE,NONE
POLAROID, POLARIZER DIVISION,617-577-2000,800-225-2770,800-225-
7618,NONE 
PORTFOLIO SYSTEM,408-252-0420,800-729-3966,802-865-3300,NONE
POWER UP SOFTWARE (SEE SPINNAKE,415-345-5900,800-851-2917,415-
345-0551,NONE PRACTICAL PERIPHERALS,805-497-4774,800-442-
4774,805-496-7707,805-496-4445 
PRIMAVERA SYSTEMS,215-667-8600,800-423-0245,215-668-3030,215-660-
5833 
PRINCETON GRAPHIC SYSTEMS,404-343-8138,NONE,800-221-1490,404-664-
1210 
PRODIGY SERVICES,914-993-8658,800-333-5779,800-284-5933,NONE
PROMETHEUS PRODUCTS,503-692-9600,800-477-3473,503-692-9601,503-
691-5199 PROSONUS,818-766-5221,800-999-6191,NONE,NONE 
PROTEON,508-898-2800,800-666-4400,508-898-3100,508-898-2154
PROXIMA PDP,619-457-5500,800-447-7694,NONE,NONE
PSI INTEGRATION,408-559-8544,800-622-1722,800-758-8324,NONE 
PSYGNOSIS,617-731-3553,800-438-7794,NONE,NONE
PURE DATA,214-242-2040,NONE,800-661-8210,214-242-3225 
QMS,205-633-4300,800-523-2696,205-633-4500,205-633-3632 
QUALITAS,301-907-6700,800-733-1377,301-907-7400,301-907-8030
QUALTECH DATA PRODUCTS,510-490-8911,800-628-4413,800-628-
4413,NONE 
QUANTUM,408-894-4000,800-624-5545,900-740-4433,408-894-3214 
QUARK,303-894-8888,NONE,303-934-0784,CompuServe
QUARTERDECK OFFICE SYSTEMS,310-392-9851,NONE,310-392-9701,310-
341-3227 
QUE SOFTWARE,317-573-2500,800-992-0244,800-553-2122,NONE 
QUME,408-942-4000,800-457-4447,408-942-4100,NONE 



RACAL-INTERLAN,508-263-9929,800-526-8255,800-526-8255,508-264-
4345 
RADIUS,408-434-1010,NONE,408-434-1012,AppleLink 
RASTEROPS,408-562-4200,NONE,800-729-2656,NONE
RAY DREAM,415-960-0765,NONE,415-960-0767,AppleLink 
RAYOVAC,608-275-4694,NONE,NONE,NONE
REACH SOFTWARE,408-733-8685,800-624-5356,NONE,NONE 
REACTOR,312-573-0800,NONE,NONE,NONE
REALITY TECHNOLOGIES,215-387-6055,800-346-2024,800-521-2475,NONE 
REFERENCE SOFTWARE,415-541-0222,800-872-9933,415-541-0226,NONE
REVELATION TECHNOLOGIES,206-643-9898,800-262-4747,206-746-
1629,206-641-8110 
RICOH (DRIVES),408-432-8800,800-955-3453,NONE,NONE
RICOH (SCANNERS),714-259-1310,NONE,714-566-3602,NONE
RING KING,319-263-8144,800-272-2366,800-553-9647,NONE
ROAD SCHOLAR,714-632-7052,800-243-7623,NONE,NONE
ROLAND DG AMERICA  (plotters),714-975-0560,800-542-2307,800-542-
2307,NONE 
ROLAND (MIDI products),213-685-5141,NONE,NONE,NONE 

ROMWARE Verlags- und Produktionsgesellschaft mbH
Mendelssohnstr. 15d
D-22761 Hamburg
GERMANY
E-Mail: 100101,407 (at CompuServe)
Short Company Name: ROMWARE
Local Phone: (D)+40-89958-0
Toll free phone: NONE
Tech. Support BBS: (D)+40-89958-891
ROMWARE is working in the CD-ROM business and produces nearly any
kind of CD-ROM titles. We are distributing our own series under 
the ROMWARE label worldwide and we are also offering services for
customers incl. the whole process of  premastering, mastering and
producing a CD-ROM.

RUPP,213-850-5394,800-852-7877,602-224-0897,CompuServe
SABER SOFTWARE,214-361-8086,800-338-8754,800-526-8086,214-361-
1883 
SAMPO,404-449-6220,NONE,NONE,NONE
SAMSUNG INFORMATION SYSTEMS,408-434-5400,800-446-0262,800-446-
0262,201-691-6238 SAMTRON,310-802-8425,NONE,714-522-1282,NONE
SANTA CRUZ OPERATION,Ingram Micro, , , 
SAYETT TECHNOLOGY,800-678-7469,800-678-7469,800-678-7469,NONE
SEAGATE TECHNOLOGY,408-438-6550,800-468-3472,408-438-8222,408-
438-8771
SEIKO INSTRUMENTS USA,408-922-5900,800-888-0817,408-922-1917,NONE
SERVER TECHNOLOGY,408-988-0142,800-835-1515,NONE,NONE 



SHANA,403-463-3330,NONE,NONE,AppleLink
SHAPEWARE,206-521-4500,NONE,NONE,NONE 
SHARP,201-529-8200,800-237-4277,NONE,NONE 
SHIVA,617-252-6300,800-458-3550,617-252-6400,617-621-0190
SIERRA ON-LINE,209-683-4468,800-326-6654,209-683-8989,209-683-
4463
SIGMA DESIGNS,510-770-0100,800-845-8086,NONE,510-770-0111 
SITKA,510-769-9669,800-445-8677,510-769-8711,510-769-8774
SL WABER,609-866-8888,800-634-1485,NONE,NONE 
SLATE,602-443-7322,800-826-8071,602-991-6844,CompuServe 
SOFNET,404-984-8088,800-343-2948,404-984-9858,404-984-9926 
SOFTKLONE,904-878-8564,800-634-8670,904-878-8564,904-878-9884
SOFTLOGIC SOLUTIONS,603-627-9900,800-272-9900,603-644-5555,603-
644-5556 
SOFTRONICS,719-593-9540,800-225-8590,719-593-9550,719-593-9295
SOFTWARE GROVE,206-823-0833,800-793-0040,NONE,NONE
SOFTWARE MARKETING,602-893-2400,NONE,NONE,NONE
SOFTWARE PUBLISHING,408-986-8000,NONE,408-988-6005,NONE
SOFTWARE TOOLWORKS,415-883-3000,800-234-3088,415-883-5157,NONE 
SOFTWARE VENTURES,510-644-9277,800-336-6477,510-644-1325,510-849-
1912 SOLECTEK,619-450-1220,800-437-1518,800-437-1518,Call Tech 
Supp 
SOLIDEX,714-599-2666,800-722-1888,NONE,NONE
SONIC SYSTEMS,408-736-1900,800-535-0725,NONE,AppleLink 
SONY,408-432-0190,800-352-7669,NONE,NONE
SOPHISTICATED CIRCUITS,206-485-7979,NONE,NONE,NONE
SOUND SOURCE UNLIMITED,805-494-9996,800-877-4778,805-494-
9996,NONE 
SPECTRUM HOLOBYTE,510-522-3584,NONE,510-522-1164,NONE
SPINNAKER SOFTWARE,800-323-8088,800-826-0706,617-494-1220,NONE
SRW COMPUTER COMPONENTS,714-963-5500,800-547-7766,800-547-
7766,NONE 
STAC ELECTRONICS,619-431-7474,800-522-7822,800-431-6712,619-431-
5956 
STALLION TECHNOLOGIES,408-395-5775,800-347-7979,800-347-7979,NONE
STANDARD MICROSYSTEMS,516-273-3100,800-762-4968,800-992-
4762,CompuServe 
STB SYSTEMS,214-234-8750,800-234-4334,214-234-8750,214-437-9615
STORM TECHNOLOGY,415-691-1111,800-275-5734,NONE,AppleLink 
STRATA,801-628-5218,NONE,NONE,NONE
STREET ELECTRONICS,805-684-4593,NONE,805-684-4593,NONE 
SUMMAGRAPHICS,714-894-6436,800-444-3425,800-444-3425,NONE
SUMMIT MEMORY SYSTEMS,408-438-2660,800-523-4767,NONE,NONE
SUPERMAC TECHNOLOGY,408-245-2202,NONE,408-245-0646,408-773-4500 
SUPRA,503-967-2410,800-727-8772,503-967-2440,503-967-2444
SWFTE INTERNATIONAL,302-234-9271,800-237-9383,302-234-1750,NONE 
SYDOS,407-998-5400,800-437-9367,800-536-7936,NONE 



SYMANTEC,408-253-9600,800-441-7234,408-252-5700,408-973-9598
SYNERGY SOFTWARE,215-779-0522,NONE,NONE,NONE
SYNERGY SOLUTIONS,602-545-9797,NONE,NONE,602-545-0232 
SYNEX,718-499-6293,800-447-9639,NONE,NONE
SYNOPTICS COMMUNICATIONS,408-988-2400,800-776-8023,408-764-
1000,NONE 
SYSTEMS COMPATIBILITY,312-329-0700,800-333-1395,312-527-4357,312-
670-4239 T/MAKER,415-962-0195,NONE,NONE,NONE TARGUS,714-523-
5429,NONE,714-523-5429,NONE
TDA/WINK DATA PRODUCTS,206-742-4145,800-624-2101,NONE,NONE
TECHNOLOGY WORKS,512-794-8533,800-688-7466,800-688-7466,America 
OL 
TECMAR,216-349-1009,800-422-2587,800-344-4463,216-349-0853 
TEKNOSYS,813-620-3494,800-873-3494,813-620-3494,NONE 
TEKTRONIX,503-682-7377,800-835-6100,800-835-6100,NONE 
TELEBIT,408-734-4333,800-835-3248,800-835-3248,408-745-3803
TELEVIDEO SYSTEMS,408-954-8333,800-345-6050,800-345-6050,408-954-
8231 
TEMPLATE GARDEN SOFTWARE,914-337-0023,800-233-3569,914-337-
0982,914-337-2008 
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS,NONE,800-527-3500,1-800-TI-TEXAS,512-250-6112 
THOMAS-CONRAD,512-836-1935,800-332-8683,800-332-8683,512-836-8012
TIARA COMPUTER SYSTEMS,415-965-1700,800-638-4272,800-638-
4272,415-966-8533 TIMESLIPS,508-768-6100,800-338-5314,508-768-
7490,508-768-7581 
TIMEWORKS,708-559-1300,800-535-9497,708-559-1331,NONE
TOOL TECHNOLOGY PUBLISHING,415-459-3700,NONE,NONE,NONE
TOSHIBA AMERICA,714-583-3000,800-999-4273,800-999-4273,714-581-
7600 
TOSHIBA DISK PRODUCTS,714-583-3000,NONE,714-455-0407,NONE
TOSHIBA FACSIMILIE PRODUCTS,714-583-3580,NONE,NONE,NONE 
TOUCHSTONE,714-969-7746,800-531-0450,NONE,NONE
TRAVELING SOFTWARE,206-483-8088,800-343-8080,NONE,NONE TRIBE 
COMPUTER WORKS,510-547-7800,NONE,NONE,NONE
TRIO INFORMATION SYSTEMS,512-795-8035,NONE,919-846-4990,NONE 
TRIPP LITE,312-329-1777,312-329-1337,312-329-1601,NONE 
TRUEVISION,317-841-0332,NONE,NONE,317-577-8783
TURTLE BEACH SYSTEMS,717-843-6916,NONE,NONE,717-845-4835 
U-LEAD SYSTEMS,310-523-9393,800-858-5323,NONE,NONE
U.S. ROBOTICS,708-982-5001,800-342-5877,800-982-5151,708-982-5274
UDS / MOTOROLA,205-430-8000,800-451-2369,NONE,NONE
ULSI SYSTEMS,512-329-8220,NONE,NONE,NONE 
UNISTOR,714-581-3442,800-422-2115,NONE,NONE 
VALUESTOR,408-437-2300,800-873-8258,408-437-2310,408-437-1616 
VEN-TEL,408-436-7400,800-538-5121,800-538-5121,408-922-0988
VENTURA SOFTWARE,619-673-0172,800-822-8221,800-822-8221,619-673-
7691 



VERBATIM,408-773-3000,800-538-8589,800-538-8589,NONE
VERMONT MICROSYSTEMS,802-655-2860,800-354-0055,800-354-0055,802-
655-7461 
VIDEOLOGIC,617-494-0530,NONE,NONE,NONE
VIDEO SEVEN,510-623-7857,800-238-0101,800-248-1850,510-656-0503 
VIEWSONIC,909-869-7958,800-888-8583,NONE,NONE
VIRGIN GAMES,714-833-8710,NONE,714-833-1999,NONE
VOYAGER COMPANY, THE,213-451-1383,800-446-2001,NONE,NONE 
WACOM,206-750-8882,800-922-6613,800-922-6635,415-960-0236
WALL DATA,415-941-2550,800-755-9255,800-927-8622,NONE
WALT DISNEY COMPUTER SOFTWARE,818-973-4101,NONE,818-841-3326,818-
567-4027 
WANG LABORATORIES,NONE,800-835-9264,NONE,NONE 
WANGTEK/WANGDAT,805-583-5255,800-422-2587,800-992-9916,805-582-
3370 
WARNER NEW MEDIA,818-955-9999,NONE,NONE,NONE WEITEK,408-738-
8400,NONE,408-735-9348,408-522-7517
WESTBROOK TECHNOLOGIES,203-399-7111,800-742-2442,800-742-
2442,NONE 
WESTERN TELEMATIC,714-586-9950,800-854-7226,800-854-7226,NONE
WESTLAKE DATA,512-328-1041,NONE,512-328-1043,NONE
WHITE PINE SOFTWARE,603-886-9050,NONE,NONE,NONE 
WORDPERFECT,801-225-5000,800-321-4566,800-541-5096,801-225-4414 
WORDSTAR USA,415-382-8000,800-227-5609,812-323-8814,CompuServe 
WORLDWIDE VIDEO,201-491-5147,NONE,201-541-5149,NONE
XEROX IMAGING SYSTEMS,508-977-2000,800-248-6550,800-248-6550,NONE
XEROX/X-SOFT,415-424-0111,800-334-6200,NONE,NONE 
XIRCOM,818-878-7600,800-874-7875,800-874-4428,818-878-7618
XTEND MICRO PRODUCTS,714-753-0220,800-232-9836,NONE,NONE 
XTREE,805-541-0604,800-634-5455,800-366-6067,805-546-9150 
XYQUEST,508-671-0888,NONE,NONE,508-667-5669 
Z-RAM,714-454-1500,714-454-1500,800-368-4726,800-368-4726 
Z-SOFT,404-428-0008,800-444-4780,NONE,404-427-1045 
ZEDCOR,602-881-8101,800-482-4567,602-881-2310,NONE
ZENITH DATA SYSTEMS,708-808-4300,800-842-9000,800-227-3360,NONE 
ZENOGRAPHICS,714-851-6352,800-366-7494,714-851-2191,714-851-3860
ZOOM TELEPHONICS,617-423-1072,800-666-6191,617-423-1076,617-451-
5284 
ZYXEL USA,714-693-0808,800-255-4101,NONE,714-693-0762 
ZYLAB,708-632-1100,800-544-6339,NONE,NONE

The phone numbers included here are provided as is. 
No warranty, implied or otherwise, is given regarding the 
reliability or existence of these phone numbers. 



Read below to save 10, 15, even 25%
WE guarantee at least a 10% savings or double your phone bill paid back to you!    No 
one else gives you this guarantee.    AT&T, MCI, all the rest offer a savings, but we will always 
be at least 10% less than their best plans.    This is the guarantee.    Read on for more information. 
In order to force lower long distance rates, the consumer should always look for the cheapest 
rate.    The service is all the same.    Make no mistakes.    Theres no magic to it.    They all use the 
same wires.    But get a varying amount of income from you.    Force lower rates, go for the 
lowest.    This is what we offer.    LOWEST RATES GUARANTEED!



Door to the Future!
PLEASE NOTE:

The InterActive Yellow Pages is now on The NETCENTER.    We are the Center of
the Internet.    For more information on how you can 

ADVERTISE IN THE NETCENTER, PLEASE CALL (408) 423-8580.    

You may have received this file by downloading it from a Bulletin Board, but if the OnLine 
version would be more helpful to you, you can go directly to our Online Version by using a 
URL:    Then the address is HTTP://NETCENTER.COM.    This will get you Downtown 
Anywhere, now just look for our menu on Mainstreet and you can look up anyone of our 
advertisers directly.

We are also sponsoring on DownTown Anywhere the FIRST ONLINE TRADE SHOW, 
called ComOnLine, an Interactive Online Trade Show where people can actually see and 
experiment with the latest Hi-Tech offerings from Consumer Electronics as well as Computer 
Associated Companies.    No longer any need to travel all the way to Las Vegas, Chicago or 
Atlanta to find out whats new.    In many cases our electronic TRADE SHOW will have the latest
offerings well ahead of a Trade Show you visit in a Hotel.    

For Information on how to exhibit your products or services in ComOnLine, please
send email to:    lite@netcom.com 

or call (408) 423-8580

This HYPER-TEXT VERBON or Electronic Book, is just the beginning in a long line of 
products that you will find on the INFORMATION SUPERHIGHWAY.    That term has come to 
mean so many things to different people.    To us, its the door way to a magnificent new 
ECONOMY.    We all have the ability now to dream any kind of dream and the technology is 
there to help us reach our dream.    We can do whatever we want.    We can go wherever we want 
to go.    We can all live in peace and harmony and we can all prosper in this new DO-IT-
YOURSELF ECONOMY. 

All you need is a computer and a few skills and you can do almost anything.    This publication is
a dream come true for us.    In the future, you will be getting more and more of your 
entertainment and information from products like this.    We hope to be one of your favorite 
Electronic Sources for information.    If you have any comments or suggestions, please give us a 
call or email us.    Were on Compuserve and the address is 72254,16.    Let us hear from you. 



SAMPLE FULL SCREEN AD, CLICK HERE.

Norton Desktop    
SYMANTEC CORP.    800-441-7234

This may become your favorite program running under Windows.    It makes Windows much 
easier to use and faster.    From the picture above, you can see that all your programs are ICONS 
on one DESKTOP.    No more fooling around with many different Windows to find your files.    
Norton Desktop also acts as a great PIM or Personal Information Manager because the new 
version 4.0 now has a Calendar always available.    (Upper right corner above.)

The picture above is only the upper left hand corner of our screen to save space.    But what you 
get is a complete desktop with all your icons in one easy to find place.    Then, you can also 
access your disk drives from their icons, including CD-ROM drives for copying and pasting.    
You also get a great set of utilities that we find very useful for keeping your hard drive running 
like new.    Theres a diskscan utility that will correct any corrupted file problem or cross linked 
files.    Then, you can speed up your disk with SPEEDISK which puts all your data back in 
contiguous blocks so the hard drive can get to things faster.    And there are dozens of useful 
programs like this which can keep your system running like new.    Even a DISK DOCTOR, on 
call.    

But the best part is just the way it gives you everything you need all on one desktop.    If you 
work like we do, you use several different programs every day and you have to go in and out of 
your E-mail program and back to word processing and publishing and then over to the 
spreadsheet and so forth.    The best part of having everything on one desktop is that you can 
keep all these programs running minimized and you see their icons all at the bottom of the screen
making them quickly available for use.    With the new version 3.0, you also get a calender with 
TODO lists and everything that most PIM programs have which is the only thing I wished for 
and now got as a gift from Symantec.    This is the finest program to ever come out for Windows 
in my opinion as far as usefulness is concerned.    



FAX ORDER FORM 
NAME OF CO:
ADDRESS:
CITY:                                                                                                                                                          STATE       
ZIP

FAX NUMBER:.
RE:

NAME OF PRODUCT:
PRICE:
QTY ORDERED:
TOTAL PRICE:

SHIP TO:
ADDRESS:
CITY:                                                                                                                                                          STATE       
ZIP
PHONE:
FAX:

VISA MASTER/CARD NUMBER:
SIGNATURE:
EXP. DATE:
OTHER BILLING INFORMATION:

NOTES:



_THE NETCENTER_
_____________________________
SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT:

The InterActive Yellow Pages is now on THE INTERNET.    You may have received this file by 
downloading it from a Bulletin Board, but if the OnLine version would be more helpful to you, 
you can go directly to our Online Version by using a URL SUCH AS LYNX:    Then the address 
is HTTP://NETCENTER.COM.    This will get you THE NETCENTER, THE CENTER OF 
THE COMP-UNI-VERSE!    Once there you will find lots of interesting things, like the OnLine 
version of this InterActive Yellow Pages, the Roadmap to the Information Superhighway, the 
NETCENTER MALL, the OnOnLine Trade Show, and much much more.    

To place your ADVERTISING IN THE INTERACTIVE YELLOW PAGES
OR IN THE CENTER OF THE INTERNET, PLEASE CALL (408) 423-8580

We are also sponsoring IN THE NETCENTER - the FIRST ONLINE TRADE SHOW, 
called ComOnLine, an Interactive Online Trade Show where people can actually see and 
experiment with the latest Hi-Tech offerings from Consumer Electronics as well as Computer 
Related Companies.    No longer any need to travel all the way to Las Vegas, Chicago or Atlanta 
to find out whats new.    In many cases our electronic TRADE SHOW will have the latest 
offerings well ahead of a Trade Show you visit in a Hotel.    

For Information on how to exhibit your products or services in ComOnLine, please
send email to:    lite@netcom.com 

Cserve at 72254,16, 
AOL Trueblu4u

or call (408) 423-8580
or by FAX    (408) 423-0131

If you would like to participate in the next edition which we update monthly, please contact      
TO SEE SAMPLE FULL SCREEN AD, CLICK HERE. 

PUBLISHED BY LIGHTHOUSE PRODUCTIONS
                          P.O. Box 7885
                          Santa Cruz, CA    95061



ALTER THIS ANY WAY YOU WANT!
YOU CAN ALTER ANY PART OF THIS FORM AFTER YOU COPY IT TO YOUR WORD 
PROCESSOR.    JUST USE THE 'EDIT' MENU ABOVE AND THEN CHOOSE 'COPY' TO 
COPY THIS FORM TO YOUR CLIPBOARD.    THEN PASTE IT INTO YOUR WORD 
PROCESSOR.    NOW ALL YOU HAVE TO DO IS PRINT IT TO YOUR FAX/MODEM 
PRINTER DEVICE.



We never use paper and save trees & energy!
WE can do this because we publish books in this format on a computer for computer users.    If 
you have a computer, you should use it more and more for pleasure and reading entertainment as 
well as for business.    This is the future.    This way we can all join to save millions of acres of 
trees.    Pacific Telehone is going to chop down the last major stretch of old Rain Forest in British
Columbia over the next few months and the ENTIRE FOREST IS GOING TO BE USED FOR 
THEIR PRINTED COPIES OF THEIR YELLOW PAGES!

Become an E.A.R. for the Earth,    become an Environmentally Aware Reader.    Get as much of 
your information and entertainment from Electronic Books, we call them Verbons, and buy less 
and less paper products.    Even paper towels are trees that can no longer produce oxygen for us 
or be a home to animals.    



GARDENING
SEE ALSO HYDROPONICS

MANTIS
AMERICAS FAVORITE SMALL TILLER/CULTIVATOR

And, here are 12 Great Reasons to Own a Mantis Tiller ....

1.    Weighs just 20 pounds... but it is all Muscle!
2.    Tills 10 inches deep... even hard clay soil.
3.    Digs Planting Holes for shrubs and Trees.
4.    Has Unique, Patented Serpentine Tines
5.    Weeds Faster than Hand Tools ... and saves your back!
6.    Digs Planting Furrows for onion sets, etc.
7.    Cuts Neat Borders along garden edges
8.    Dethatches your Lawn, with optional attachment.
9.    Trims Bushes and Hedges with optional trimmer bars.
10.    One Year Risk-Free Trial.
11.    Great Warranties ... the tiller is warranted for 2 Full Yrs.,
              and the tines are guaranteed forever against breakage.
12.    Fun to use ... the Mantis Tiller is actually fun to use.
              Youll have a better lawn and garden, and youll have fun
              doing it!

For Free Iinformation and a Free Soil Booklet, call
1-800-366-6268 TOLL FREE MON-FRI    9 AM to 9 PM EST
                                                                          or SATURDAY      9 AM to 5 PM

or Write to:      Mantis
Dept 8927
1028 Street Rd.
Southampton, PA    18966

or Fax to:    Mantis    -    Dept 8927
(215) 364-1409    



                              MANTIS
                                                          The Mantis ONE-YEAR, RISK-FREE TRIAL is called ...

                                                          The Mantis Promise

                                                          Try any product that you buy directly from Mantis
                                                          with NO RISK!    If you're not completely satisfied,
                                                          send it back to us within one year for a complete
                                                          NO-HASSLE REFUND.



HYDROPONICS
SEE ALSO BEER BREWING

BREW IT YOURSELF,        GROW IT YOURSELF...
MAIL ORDER SALES:    ALTERNATIVE GARDEN SUPPLY    800-444-2837

DETROIT AREA:
    BREW & GROW.    LIVONIA, MI    (313) 442-7939

MILWAUKEE AREA:    
BREW & GROW    (414) 789-0555

MINNEAPOLIS AREA
:    BREW & GROW    (612) 780-8191

CHICAGO AREA:
CHICAGO INDOOR GARDEN SUPPLY, STREAMWOOD, IL    (708) 885-8282

--BEER BREWING SUPPLIES,    HID LIGHTS, ORGANICS, HYDROPONICS--



E-MAIL IS ANY MEANS OF COMMUNICATION ....
WHERE you are not using the traditional US Postal System, or the Telephone in a voice 
communication.    E-Mail is becoming more and more popular because it's less expensive than 
having someone man a phone all day long, and you can respond to your messages at your 
convenience, saving time and money once again.    In E-Mail communications, the essence of the
message is sent and there is very little time or energy wasted in talking about the latest sporting 
event the weather, saving $$ again!    E-mail is more efficient, less expensive and far more 
productive and applicable to almost any business.    



Fax Orders - Flower Time
To fax this form, 1.    Choose Edit Copy from Menu Above;
                                                        2.    Highlight all of the form below in the copy box
                                                        3.    Choose Copy again.
                                                        4.    Open a word processor
                                                        5.    Paste the form into it.
                                                        6.    Print it and fax the form in a fax machine or
                                                        7.    Use Computer Fax Driver to send fax
                                                        8.    Our Fax Number is 201-691-1475
________________________________________________________
Ordered by:

Name:
Address:
City:                                                                                                                        State:              Zip:
Phone 1:                                                                                                                Phone 2:
Credit Card #:                                                                                                Date Expires:

Deliver to:

Name:
Address:
City:                                                                                                                          State:                Zip:
Phone 1:                                                                                                              Phone 2:

Flower Order:
Card Message:
Delivery Date:
Comments:

Thank You

Thank You
_________________________________________________________



HEALTH & BEAUTY
Do you SNORE?  

SNORE - EZE can help control your snoring and Sleep Apnea.    You and youur family can 
sleep better!    We make an excellent individually crafted snore device for men and women in two
or three visits.    We have been having excellent results with this device.    You may contact us:

SNORE - EZE
5150 Graves Ave.    #12H
San Jose, CA    95129
(408) 253-3770 or (408) 253-1867
Supervising Consultant:
                      Herbert C. Berquist, D.M.D., MS.
                      Oral and Maxillofacial Surgeon

__________________________________
NF FORMULAS, INC.
9775 S.W. Commerce Circle, Suite C5
Wilsonville OR    97070-9602
PHONE: 800-547-4891
FAX: 503-682-9529

NF Formulas has been serving the health and wellness community since 1978. We are known for
our unique and creative blends of herbs, vitamins and minerals. Our formulas have led the way in
the renaissance of botanical pharmacology. We use the finest quality ingredients , the latest 
scientific knowledge and the clinical needs of physicians across the country to design our 
formulas.

We provide our services and products primarily to health care professionals . We also produce a 
retail line and a line of products designed specifically for pharmacies.

NF Formulas was the first to develop Echinacea Vitamin C and its liquid and chewable 
versions. We're leaders in the production of superior quality herbal liquid extracts made from    
freshly harvested wildcrafted or naturally cultivated plants. We have created a wide range of 
products including single nutrients such as Beta Carotene, Vitamin E, and our Calcium 1000 
combining 8 different mineral forms of calcium to increase bioavailability.

Our omega fatty acid products include MAX EPA (encapsulated concentrated fish oils), 
unrefined, virgin Flax Seed Oil, which is the best vegetable source of Omega 3 Fatty Acids, and 
encapsulated Borage and Flax which is rich in GLA's, Omega 3 and Omega 6 Fatty Acids.

We have a selection of daily multiple vitamin mineral formulas designed for maximum 
absorbability and bioavailability, using thoroughly researched state-of-the-art ingredients. For 
example, our highly respected Spectrum 2C is a high-potency, scientifically formulated daily 
multiple vitamin-mineral designed to meet the physiologic demands of persons engaged in high 



output mental and physical performance. Women's Formula, is a full spectrum response to the 
nutritional needs of today's active woman. Prenatal Formula    is designed to encourage a 
pregnant woman to establish a solid foundation of health for her pregnancy and child's future. 
Children's Chewable    is well-balanced with trace minerals to meet the needs of growing 
children. VMR FortŽ is rich in antioxidants, contains a selection of concentrated herbs and has 
a unique combination of digestive enzymes.

Use our toll-free number to order a catalog or ask for more information.
800-547-4891

Botanical Liquid Calcium Magnesium, and Liquid Iron. 
Spectra Probiotic which combines acidophilus with 7 other strains of beneficial bacteria yet 
requires no refrigeration. 
Vitamin C and Vitamin B-Complex, Omega Fatty Acids, Glandular Formulas, Chinese Herbal 
Formulas, Amino Acids, and homeopathics.    Orders received by Noon Pacific Time will be 
shipped the same day. We can ship UPS Ground, Next Day or 2nd Service or Federal Express.

_______________________________
B & M    LABS
P.0. BOX 185
Maybee, Michigan
Phone: 1-800-382-3919
Fax: 1-419-698-4918

STIMULANTS AND ALERTNESS AIDS
THE STRONGEST AVAILABLE AT ONE LOW PRICEÑHIGH POWERÑLOW PRICE

JARS OF 100 $10.00, JARS OF 500 $27.50

TABLETS CAPSULES DECONGESTANTS
30-30 LARGE BLACK WHITE CROSS
357 MAGNUM BLUE & CLEAR MINI-HEARTS
20-20 LARGE YELLOW
PINK HEARTS SMALL BLACK

PERKOTRIN
DEPEND ON B.& M. LABS FOR HIGHEST QUALITY

SERVING THE OTC INDUSTRY FOR OVER 10 YEARS.

TO ORDER: MAIL-FAX-OR CALL 1-800-382-3919
          FAX# 1-419-698-4918

INFORMATION REQUIRED TO ORDER:



NAME_______________________________________________
ADDRESS_______________________APT #_____

CITY________________________STATE                  ZIP CODE

PHONE

DESCRIPTION JAR SIZE QTY OF JARS UNIT COST TOTAL COST

MASTER CARD & VISA                          SHIPPING FOR PREPAID ORDERS                                    $1.00
ACCEPTED                                                                              *C.O.D. ORDERS SHIPPING WILL BE ADDED

VOLUME DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE                                                                            TOTAL
B.& M. LABS, P.O. BOX 185, MAYBEE, MICHIGAN    48159

___________________________
JO MAR LABORATORIES
251 Hacendia Ave. Ste. # B
Campbell, CA 95008
Phone: 1-(800)-538-4545
Fax: 1-(408)-374-5922

AMINO ACIDS -- For over 14 years, Jo Mar Labs has offered a full line of U.S.P. 
grade crystalline free form amino acids.    All products are produced at our 
manufacturing facility in Campbell, CA.    Our friendly, personalized service makes
it easy    for you to order what you need.    Case discounts, private labeling, bulk 
quantities and custom formulations are easily arranged.    Please call us for a free 
info package.    Current information on the status of amino acids with the FDA is 
available.    
_________________________________
FOREVER GREEN FARMS
P.O. BOX 2976
Petaluma, CA 94953

1-800-373-5715

FOOD ALIVE! Overnight.    Enjoy fast energy and superior nutrition.    Fresh 
sprouts $1 pkg.    Sunflower and Buckwheat Greens $6 lb.    Great for sandwiches 
and salads.    Wheat grass for juicing $7 lb., a popular daily diet supplement.    
California certified organic.    Guaranteed fresh.    Mastercard and Visa accepted.    
Free recipes and information with orders.    Discount wheat grass juicers.    





BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

BE YOUR OWN BOSS!    
OWN YOUR OWN HOME-EXCHANGE BUSINESS.

800-796-3333
The Travel Industry is one of the fastest growing industries in the world.    Join us.
· Develop a profitable business by offering one of the fastest growing and most appealing 

products in the vacation industry.    
· Work from home Part-Time/Full-Time.
· Great second Income opportunities for teachers, retirees, anyone in interested in Travel.
· Travel Industry is fastest growing industry in the world.    
· Recession proof, Home-Exchange Service is growing even faster as more and more 
families travel and need to get more travel for their travel dollars. 
· Low investment membership fee.    Great potential for building a profitable business.
· VSI is looking for new affiliates all over the world.    

800-796-3333

SEE THE TRAVEL SECTION FOR MORE INFO

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY. $150,000+/YR.

YOU NEED MONEY, WE NEED BUSINESS DISTRIBUTORS!!! EASCO AND 
ASSOCIATES gives you the opportunity to earn over $150,000 a year within six(6) months as an
Easco distributor,    with no business experience necessary.    The Easco 
Business Opportunity is ideal for the SELF MOTIVATED and ENTHUSIASTIC    
person who would like to own a HOME BASED business. There are THREE(3) 
parts to our business plan.

AN INCREDIBLE PRODUCT. The amazing ENDURA-GLAZE POLISHING WAX is a one 
step high-tech    reconditioning polishing formula that CLEANS, RESTORES COLOR, 
POLISHES, WAXES, AND PLACES A HIGH GLOSS GLAZE SHIELD ON THE SURFACE 
OF YOUR VEHICLE that lasts up to 12 mos.    At $13 for a 16 oz. supply 
Endura-Glaze sells ON THE SPOT to anyone, including car dealers and 
professional car detail shops.    

AN EXTRAORDINARY MARKETING PLAN. Easco and Associates will place 584 
distributors in a multi-level business organization under you, using an 
international business advertising audience of over 100 million business 
opportunity seekers.    Now is the time to become an Easco business 
distributor because we highly anticipate placing a substantial number of these distributors within 
the next six months.    Many of whom will be placed under your down line organization.

KEEP READING, IT GETS BETTER!!!



AN ATTRACTIVE COMPENSATION PLAN.    (1) You will earn $18-25,000/mo. within 6 mos.
as an Easco distributor, from residual commissions on sales of 
corporate sponsored distributors.    (2)You can earn $1000/mo. from ordering 
and retailing Endura-Glaze at 40-55% profit directly from the company.    (3) 
You will earn $10-15,000/mo. from residual commissions on sales of 
distributors you personally sponsor.

In order to become an Easco distributor please send a LSASE (2 stamps 
please).    You will receive your Distributor Application Kit, which includes 
your DISTRIBUTOR APPLICATION AND A DETAILED INFORMATION BROCHURE ON 
THE BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY.      For a 16 oz. supply of Endura-Glaze to use and 
demonstrate to customers please send $13 plus $5 for S/H to: Easco and 
Associates, 6115 N. Hydraulic, Wichita, KS. 67219, (316) 266-6948, Voice 
mail message 1-800-995-6281.

WBE-Net, The World Business Exchange Network 
 

WBE-Net, the World Business Exchange Network, is a computerized    Global marketplace of 
business-to-business networking that carries the message of your products or services to potential
clients around the world, using a personal computer and modem via telephone
lines.
 
WBE-Net is accessible 24 hours a day.    Once you log-on to the Network, you'll find a world of 
information and ideas that will help you develop global contacts and assist you in operating in 
the international arena.
 
The database provides information on thousands of entrepreneurs, industry specific vendors, 
manufacturers, international traders, services supporting import/export activities, and all the 
buyers and sellers of your products and services that you will ever need.
 
WBE-Net keeps you informed of worldwide trade shows and events, daily trade opportunities, 
and global issues affecting your business.    Plus, our International Bookstore helps you find 
resources and hard-to-find publications.
 
For beginners, The Basic Guide to Exporting is a valuable on-line resource to help you get 
started and answer your questions regarding international trade.    Plus, with on-line conferencing
and e-mail, you can interact and learn from other members as you
explore all the other options.

You can even open your own computerized business office, accessible to all our Network 
members, where you can display product information, price lists, and news about your particular 
service. 

There's a one-time set-up fee of $60 to get started, and a $10 minimum monthly access fee.    On-
line offices start at just $450 per year.    Enroll now and you'll receive one FREE hour of access 



time valued at $30.    We accept MasterCard, VISA and American Express.

For a FREE Modem Demo, call WBE-Net at 310-828-0182.    For voice recorded information 
call 1-800-537-7347.    WBE-Net is a registered trademark of REIS Network, a Researched 
Entrepreneurial Ideas Specialists Group; 2450 Broadway Avenue, Suite 550, Santa Monica, 
California 90404.

COME JOIN US IN BUILDING THE INFORMATION SUPERHIGHWAY

WE NEED PROGRAMMERS, SALESPEOPLE, MOST IMPORTANTLY -PEOPLE 
WHO LIKE OR NEED TO WORK OUT OF THEIR HOME AND HELP BUILD THE 
NETCENTER, THE NATIONS FINEST COMMUNITY IN THE VIRTUAL SPACE OF 
THE INFORMATION    SUPERHIGHWAY.    

There is a great opportunity today for those with a little knowledge and imagination.    

If you have any skills that you believe to be helpful in building an On-Line Community, 
please contact Ligthhouse Productions by sending E-mail to lite@netcom.com or 
Compuserve at 72254,16



DOWNTOWN ANYWHERE CONVENTION CENTER
TO visit Downtown Anywhere on the Internet, just point your URL to:    
'HTTP://WWW.AWA.COM.'

Also available through your Mosaic or Lynx reader.    We are building what we believe will be 
the Hub of the Internet because we have people dedicated to making this the most exciting 
Virtual Town on the Information Superhighway.    

Come and Join us! 



RECORDING SERVICES
DB PLUS DIGITAL SERVICES, INC.
250 West 57th St., Suite 725
New York City, NY    10107
(212) 397-4099    Voice
(212) 397-2207    Fax

· DB Plus is a full service mastering facility which features the SONY 1630 and Sonic 
Solutions editing systems.

· Services include mastering Analog & Digital EQ, PMCD & CD Reference Disks.

· Cloning, DAT copies, A-D Transfers, CD Production.

· Affordable book rates also include flat rate 1630 cloning and package rates for 1630 
conversions.    

· A staff that combines many years of studio, production and label experience provides a wide 
variety of clients with personalized attention for their individual needs.    



Video Board Menu
There are basically three kinds of Video Cards on the market today.    

Click on the one you are more interested in and you can always come back here.    

·  VIDEO CARDS, no accelerator chip.    VGA, XGA, CGA, etc.

·  VIDEO ACCELERATOR Cards for Windows Applications

 VIDEO CAPTURE Cards for Capturing video from an external TV signal.



VGA

TRIDENT MAKES VERY INEXPENSIVE AND RELIABLE BOARDS IN ANY OF THE 
FOLLOWING CATEGORIES.

DESCRIPTION:800 X 600 (ACUMOS CHIP) W/256K

DESCRIPTION:1024 X 768 (TRIDENT CHIP) W/512KB

DESCRIPTION:1024 X 768 (TRIDENT CHIP) W/1MB

DESCRIPTION:PCI 1024 X 768 W/1MB



FOOD PRODUCTS

CHEF PAUL PRUDHOMMES
K-PAULS LOUISIANA MAIL ORDER

Americas most recognized Chef, Paul Prudhomme, offers a great selection of seasonings, 
meats, autographed cookbooks & cooking accessories from Louisiana.    
Latest Catalog Features.
· Fork In The Road Cookbook (Autographed)
· Overnight Mail-A-Meals
Call or FAX for Free Catalog.    Mention this ad for $5 Certificate

1-800-457-2857    FAX    504-731-3576
Credit Cards Accepted    -    Yellow Page Special:    7-Pack of Magic Seasonic Blends

              $19.95 Delivered)



EYE CARE

LENS EXPRESS    -    OPTINET
Contact Lenses at Lowest Prices

* 100% Money-Back Guarantee
* Over 1 Million Lenses in Stock!

* Same Day Federal Express Shipping
* Frequent Replacement Plans

* Free Sunglasses Offer

Browse through our FREE 24-page color catalog for substantial
savings on all major brands of Contact Lenses!      You can save 50% on

eye exams, eye glasses and fashion frames, through an associated
doctor in your area.

800-USA-LENS 

Don't forget about our FREE 24-page Designer Sunglass Brochure.    The
hottest styles at discounted prices . You'll marvel over a display of
the most popular selections of Ray-Ban, Polo, Serengeti, Giorgio

Armani and more!    Why wait?



VIDEOS

FIVE HOURS FREE ACCESS
 TO THE INFORMATION SUPER-HIGHWAY

 WITH A PERSONAL TOUR GUIDE.

NEW COMPLETE TRAINING VIDEO

INTRODUCTION TO INTERNET
<< for a limited time >>

SPECIAL BONUS OFFER:

70 Min. Introduction to Internet Training Video
Trial Subscription to:
Internet World Magazine
Free Netcom Netcruiser
Free Windows InterFace to the Internet
      a $395 Value
Five Hours Free Access to the Internet

$39.95 Special Offer
(plus $5.95 shipping & handling.
Ca residents add 8.25% sales tax.)

If you mention the InterActive Yellow Pages

LEARN EASILY HOW TO USE:
· E-MAIL
· TELNET
· FTP (Anonymous)
· GOPHER (VERONICA)
· ARCHIE
· WAIS
· WORLD WIDE WEB (WWW)
· SLIP/PPP
· TALK
· IRC
· FINGER
· USENET/E-NEWS



CALL 1-800-335-LEARN
TO ORDER BY CREDIT CARD
OR send check, money order to:

Digital Data Express
1072 S. Saratoga/Sunnyvale Rd. #A107 #406

San Jose, CA    95129



CD ROMs

GAMELINK CD-ROMS

Hundreds of CD-ROMs - OnLine Store - Great Prices!

Shop ONLINE from hundreds of Adult Videos and CD-ROMs!
We carry them all, from the classics to the most recent releases.
Inter-Active CDs, photo collections, Digital movies!
Huge selection!    Great Prices!    User Friendly Interface!
To Access:    Have your modem dial:    

310-372-4050 
and type,GO GL <enter> at any prompt.    

Must be of legal age.    Offer void where prohibited!

Also available:    Hundreds of general purpose CD-ROMs, the latest in:
Games, Music, Desktop Publishing, Business, Kids Stuff & More at
Low Prices!    To Access modem: 

 310-372-4050
 & type GO CDROM <enter>. 

 Also, see our OnLine CD-STORE LIVE ON THE INTERNET.
With your Mosaic or Lynx Reader connect to:    HTTP://NETCENTER.COM    

Just follow the prompts to the NetCenter Mall.    Go to the GAMELINK STORE!



THE INTERNET ON VIDEO

FIVE HOURS FREE ACCESS
 TO THE INFORMATION SUPER-HIGHWAY
 WITH A PERSONAL TOUR GUIDE.

NEW COMPLETE TRAINING VIDEO

INTRODUCTION TO INTERNET
<< for a limited time >>
SPECIAL BONUS OFFER:

70 Min. Introduction to Internet Training Video
Trial Subscription to:
Internet World Magazine
Free Netcom Netcruiser
Free Windows InterFace to the Internet
      a $395 Value
Five Hours Free Access to the Internet

$49.95 Special Offer
(plus $5.95 shipping & handling.
Ca residents add 8.25% sales tax.)

Now, Mention the InterActive Yellow Pages and save another $10.00    Your Price, for all this, 
$39.95

LEARN EASILY HOW TO USE:

· E-MAIL

· TELNET
· FTP (Anonymous)
· GOPHER (VERONICA)
· ARCHIE
· WAIS
· WORLD WIDE WEB (WWW)
· SLIP/PPP
· TALK
· IRC
· FINGER
· USENET/E-NEWS

CALL 1-800-335-LEARN



TO ORDER BY CREDIT CARD
OR send check, money order to:

Digital Data Express
1072 S. Saratoga/Sunnyvale Rd. #A107 #406

San Jose, CA    95129



HOW-TO.VIDEOS

Special Interest Videos
Special Interest Videos - Contents Page

CHOOSE FROM ALL CATEGORIES OF EXCELLENT HOW-TO VIDEOS.

ACADEMIC TITLES
BUSINESS TITLES
CHILD CARE
Childrens Videos
Computer Related
Cooking
Crafts
Dance
Fitness
Games
Garden
Health
Home Improvement
Martial Artsl
Music
Nature
Photo
Sports
Travel
Call 1-800-xxx-xxxx for your free catalog or to order.    

___________________________________________________________
 First Internet Video Series

Marketing Concepts & Strategies      888 8th Ave. Suite 9K      New York, 
N.Y. 10019    74407,2700 

Subject: Internet Video Series - IBM & Mac. 
                  Finally! The First Internet Video Series

The Video is finally here. This consist of two different parts depending on your own knowledge
of the Internet. The first Video covers all aspects o. the 3 Major on-line services, Compuserve,
America On Line,and Delphi. How to access, what to look for,    different services, & E-Mail.

The Video runs over 1 hour.

The second Video (Part 2 covers the other aspects of the Internet such as World Wide Web,
Netcom, Pipeline, Gopher, FTP, Mosaic. This Video also over 1 hour. Learn the Super-Highway -

reach millions.

The Internet Video - Part l $49,95 -IBM (Windows) The Internet Video -
Part 2 $49.95 -IBM (Windows)



The Internet Video _ Mac Version soon to be released -l Video - $49.95

To order call 1-800-246-2233 and leave with the operator your name, address, phone #. Credit
card # for Visa, Mastercard, your expiration date.

If you wish to pay by check or Money Order send to:

Marketing Concepts & Strategies
888 8th Ave. make Checks payable to Marketing Concepts

& Strategies

If you wish to order both videos -IBM- purchase price will be $85.00 
plus shipping & handling $5.50 Join the Superhighway and have fun.



HIGHTECHLINE

FOR COMPLETE SYSTEMS, YOU NEED TO CALL AND WELL CUSTOMIZE
ONE FOR YOU.    BEST PRICES ON ANY CONFIGURATION.

MOTHERBOARDS & CONTROLLERS

1-800-998-4359

THESE MOTHERBOARDS VARY IN MAKE AND MODEL.    WE GIVE THE BASIC 
FEATURES HERE THAT YOUR MOTHERBOARD IS GUARANTEED TO CONTAIN.    
However, the best prices are available here on these Generic Brand Boards because they are 
manufactured in limited quantities and then improved to meet the latest introductions of new 
standards, new chips, etc. and then a newer Generic Brand is brought to market with these 
improved features.    These are the best buy for the buck because of the ability of these 
manufacturers to build boards to the latest specs.    If you specify a brand name for your 
motherboards, you will pay more, but the quality and compatibility will not be as high as these 
boards because they are made in very large numbers to protect the brand name and are not 
updated as often as Generic brand motherboards.      

PART #:MB102
DESCRIPTION:386DX-40 128 K CACHE, WITH CPU
PRICE:$92

PART #:MB103
DESCRIPTION:486DX-33 128 K CACHE, WITH CPU
PRICE:$320

PART #:MB104
DESCRIPTION:486DX-33, 256 K CACHE, W/CPU
PRICE:$335

PART #:MB105ISA
DESCRIPTION:486DX-50 256K CACHE, W/CPU ISA or VESA
PRICE:$505

PART #:MB106ISA
DESCRIPTION:486DX2-66 256K CACHE, W/CPU ISA &/or VESA
PRICE:$370

Hard Drives
PART #:HD101 170 MB 
DESCRIPTION:210MB HARD DRIVES 



PRICE:$170

PART #:HD103    340 MB 
DESCRIPTION:250MB HARD DRIVES 
PRICE:$225

PART #:HD104    420 MB 
DESCRIPTION:420 MB HARD DRIVES 
PRICE:$230

PART #:HD105    540 MB 
DESCRIPTION:540 MB HARD DRIVES 
PRICE:$315

PART #:fD106    Teac 1.2 MB 
DESCRIPTION:1.2 MB Floppy DRIVES 
PRICE:$46

PART #:fD107    Teac 1.44 MB 
DESCRIPTION:1.44 MB, 3.5" Floppy DRIVES 
PRICE:$36

PART #:MB108PVLB
DESCRIPTION:PENTIUM VLB 60 MHZ 512 K CACHE, W/CPU
PRICE:$790

PART #:MB109PVLB
DESCRIPTION:PENTIUM VLB 66 MHZ 512 K CACHE, W/CPU
PRICE:$900

PART #:MB110PVLB
DESCRIPTION:PENTIUM PCI 60 MHZ 256 K CACHE, W/CPU
PRICE:$810

PART #:MB111PVLB
DESCRIPTION:PENTIUM PCI 66 MHZ 256 K CACHE, W/CPU
PRICE:$915

MEMORY

PART #:MEM101    4 X 9 4MB
DESCRIPTION:4 MB X 9 SIMM - 70 NS
PRICE:$140



PART #:MEM102 4 X 9 1 MB
DESCRIPTION:1 MB X 9 SIMM - 70 NS
PRICE:$39

PART #:MEM103    256 KB X 9 SIMMS
DESCRIPTION:256 KB X 9 SIMM - 80 NS
PRICE:$12

Networking Cards

PART #:NE101
DESCRIPTION:NE-2000 Compatible Ethernet Card 16-bit (BNC)
PRICE:$31

PART #:NE102
DESCRIPTION:NE-2000 Compatible Ethernet Card 16-bit (10 B/T)
PRICE:$31

PART #:NE103
DESCRIPTION:NE-2000 Compatible Ethernet Card 16-bit (COMBO)
PRICE:35

Computer Other

Cooling Fans    $8.00

Cases    -    Baby AT Case w/Power Supply      $45
Mini-Tower Case w/PS    $40
Mid Towwer Case w/PS    $60
Full Tower Case w/PS    $85



CLASSIFIEDS

WORK-AT-HOME

$$$ MAKE MONEY NOW $$$ 

You can make quick money at home using your computer and modem just a few
hours a week!

YOU CAN START IMMEDIATELY! 

Most people put my program to work the same day they receive it. I've already made more
money off this program than I ever thought possible. That's why I'm willing to share it with a

select few who will take full advantage of this incredible CASH COW!!!

I WILL SEND YOU EVERYTHING YOU NEED 
TO GET STARTED RIGHT AWAY 

 FOR FREE! 

That's RIGHT! It won't cost you anything to receive this FREE Program, but it may cost you a
small fortune if you choose to ignore it.

Don't delay. Email me today! You can Email me at America On Line 
at RHMoore 

-or-
on the INTERNET at:    - rhm@primenet.com. 

Include your mailing address and I'll ship you the program absolutely FREE!

And please, once you've used the program and made some serious money, just
Email me in the future and say THANK YOU... my wife really likes stuff like that. 

BYE!
__________________________________________________

HOME MAILING
EARN AN EXTRA INCOME STUFFING ENVELOPES

You will be securing, stuffing, mailing and processing orders for our business and opportunity
publicaions.    Please send a SASE to:

Opportunity Knocks
P.O. Box 591

914 Westwood Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA    90024



_________________________________________________



TV SHOW

We are taking orders for companies who want to advertise on TV and on the Innternent in a very 
exciting new format where we combine the INTERNET and TV formats.    

The Show is Called, The Netsurfers Marathon.

In the show we will surf the net and do all kinds of fun and interesting things on Cable TV.    The 
viewers of this program will all be upper income people with all the right demographics because 
we know that they are interested in computer related topics.    This always tends to be the upper 
income levels of society.    

Your companny will benefit from DOUBLE EXPOSURE.    Your products will be seen on the 
Internet 24 hours a day and they will be seen once a week on our TV Program viewed all over 
the country on millions of TV sets.    This way, you will know that a large number of people will 
be able to find your continuously running listing, advertisement, demonstrations, etc. that we 
place on the Internet for you and all at ONE LOW PRICE.    

SO, please call (408) 423-8580 
if you represent a company that has a need to expose their products or

services on a NATIONAL BASIS IN A 24 HOUR PER DAY FORMAT THAT
MILLIONS OF PEOPLE WILL SEE AND RESPOND TO.    



Multi-Level Marketing Opportunities

Everyone knows that you can become WEALTHY if you get in on the ground floor of a Multi-
Level Marketing Opportunity.    

Why does this happen?    Because if you get even one person to come into your organization, 
chances are that they will get others to come in under them.    This DOWNLINE can build until 
you suddenly have quite a large organization selling products in your downline from which you 
can make up to $9,000 per month, per leg.    This means that everyone you sponspor under you 
have the ability to make you $9,000 per month.    If you sponsor 10 people, this adds up to 
$90,000 per month.    It can happen within just a few months.

IT WILL HAPPEN TO YOU IF YOU PAY ATTENTION TO THIS
OPPORTUNITY IN NETWORK MARKETING. 

All you need is the desire to make lots of money and a few friends, relatives, or business
associates to talk to.    Thats all you need and about $500 for start-up inventory.    There is no

other business that can pay you this much for so little invested, that I know of and Ive tried them
all.

Now, Ill tell you why this is the best of all Multi-Level Marketing products.

The base product is beautiful, high-quality jewelry.    Its not vitamins, soap, food, or phone
service.    Its something that is a luxury item for most of us, but the beauty of it is that when you

find a customer, you make hundreds of dollars in commissions.    All other Multi-Level
Marketing plans that I know of, including AMWAY, Herbalife, Etc., only pay back a few dollars

and the first you months of hard work returns for most people, only a few dollars profit, thats
why most of them drop out of the other MLMs.    

In our case, your first check is going to be an average of $250 profit.    With just a little work, you
can be earning $2,000 the first month!    Within 3 months, you can be earning $6,000 per month.

This is not impossible.    Within a year, you can be earning over one million dollars in pure,
taxable income.    Imagine, being able to report to Uncle Sam that you earned over 1 Million

dollars for the year.    Youd better save some of it because Uncle will want his cut.    But if youre
making a million in one year, youre probably going to double that in the second year.    

So, if you want to make tons of money in multi-level marketing, and get in on a ground floor
organization which means everyone you meet is a potential downline for you, then, please send
email to lite@ix.netcom.com    Leave your mailing address and I will send you an info packet

that will knock your socks off and get you going into the most lucrative career of your life.    

You have to like talking to people.    Preferably youre a female who likes to wear nice jewelry, or
a man who knows a woman, your wife, your mother, your aunt, who likes to wear fine jewelry.

I say this because, while your mother, your wife, or you are wearing this fine jewelry, people will
compliment you and ask where you got it.    BINGO, theres a new customer or downline who



will find more customers for you. 

Isnt that easy?    It truly is and this is the fastest growing MLM in the world because it is only a
few years old.    The company is established with perfect credit and references.    This is no fly-
by-night thing.    If you do your job, they pay you millions in commissions and they will even

buy you a car of your choice.    The more expensive the better.    You can be at this level within a
few months.    So, please email me, Mike Mathiesen, at lite@ix.netcom.com or send snail mail to

me at P.O. Box 7885, Santa Cruz, CA    95061

The reason I dont want personal phone calls?    Im too busy enjoying life and all I want is serious
people who will be able to make a decision and get going to keep my income growing and
growing.    Dont worry Ill teach you the secret of marketing yourself, if you havent already

guessed.    You do in on the Internet.    Thats how I made a million!

REMEMBER, AS LONG AS THERE IS LOVE, THERE WILL BE JEWELRY!



HOME MORTGAGE PRODUCTS

Ever wondered if you have been over charged on your adjustable
rate Mortgage? 

Our company will review your mortgage at NO COST. We have found that 49.7% of all ARM 
mortgage holders are being over charged. This is a perfect way to find out what is really going 
on. There are NO FEES up front. This is NOT A SCAM!!! We have developed a software 
program that can find any mistakes in your ARM mortgage. We handle all the paperwork. It is 
totally Risk Free. Find out now before you've spent thousands of dollars you might of saved. 

For more information E-mail Nedfred@com.aol. Please leave Name and telephone Number. 

Do to the overwhelming internet response, Serious inquiries Only! This is your
opportunity to have your Adjustable Rate Mortgages checked at

 NO COST Upfront!

Why are so many ARMs wrong?        In the first place, these loans are extremely complicated. 
Index values change (hourly in some cases). Determining the right change dates of new interest 
rates can be difficult. Values get rounded off incorrecdy. In some cases, the interest rates changed
are higher than the cap allows. And that's only the beginning! 

      To make matters worse, the task of servicing these loans often falls to the most poorly paid 
employees of the bank - clerks who lack the training necessary to perform in a competent 
manner. 

          But the most serious source of problems with ARMs results from the sale of loans by banks,
S&Ls and mortgage brokers to other banks, the government,(Fannie Mae) and investors. As data 
is transferred between computers, it s common for overcharges to crop up.    

Even a small error can cause a huge overcharge.        In the analysis of 11,300 Adjustable Rate 
Mortgages, overcharges were found on 47.S% of them. The average overcharge was found to be 
$1,588. On home equity loans the percentages are much higher with a whopping 74.7% found to 
be in error at an average of $1,511.        Overcharges Ihat are not corrected continue to compound 
monthly with each payment at the rate being charged on the note. To understand how quickly 
even small errors can skyrocket, consider this example:        On a $65,000 loan at 10%, the 
yearly.rate would only have to he off 0.462% (less than one half of one percent) to result in an 
ouercharge of $25 each month. If not corrected, the total    overcharges in just 3 years would 
amount to $1,053.25. 

Are you being overcharged? Here's How to fight back with ARI.

At A.R.M. Recovery, Inc. (ARI), we will analyze your 6-loan documents and payment records 
using ARMtech, our copyrighted computer software program developed exclusively for us by 



former Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation analyst, John Geddes, whom WE ARE 
AFFILIATED. Mr. Geddes has appeared on every      major television network, newspaper, and 
radio network in America exposing this problem he is credited with uncovering while still 
employed with the FSLIC. In addition, Mr. Geddes has testified before congress extensively on 
this issue and the Federal Trade Commission is officially on record as concurring with his 
findings. after spawning their own independent investigation.

With your written authorization, we'll obtain necessary papers from your bank. We will advise 
you of any errors and provide the bank with the necessary documentation to recover the over-
charges.

Our Fee is based upon results.

For our services, ARI receives 50% of the past recovery amount. All future savings derived from 
our services is yours to keep with our compli-ments in addition to 50% of the past recovery go-
ing directly to you. IF WE DO NOT OBTAIN ARECOVERY, YOU DO NOT PAY US A CENT!

NOTE: If you have paid off your adjustable rate mortgage or home equity loan, you may still 
recover the overcharges.

What can you lose?

When ARI analyzes your ARM payments, you will either (1) recover money due to you, or (2) 
you'll enjoy the peace of mind that comes with knowing you are not being overcharged. And best
of all, you risk NOTHING with our guarantee of "no recovery, no fee.

Call us toll free at 800-876-7577 
and leave us a voice message to call you back 

at our expense so we can answer all of your questions
and get you the refund YOU DESERVE!!!

A.R.M. RECOVERY, INC.
4616 West Sahara Ave.

Building 201
Las Vegas, Nevada 89102

Voicemail Phone it (800) 876-7577
Email at: netfred@aol.com

Please leave your name and number and a represen-
tative will immediately retum your Call at our expense.

______________________________________________



            Free Quote on the Value of any Mortgage or Trust Deed
                            You Hold the Note For (a $100 value)!

          My company is currently offering free, no obligation, quotes
on the value of any mortgage or trust deed you hold the note for;
a seller take-back where you receive the payments. This quote can
be used for: 
-investment reviews                      -portfolio evaluations
-determination of net worth      -investment and counseling
-estates and trusts                      -return on investment analysis
          We also offer a 15% referral fee (about $150 - $1500), based
on a percentage of my comission, if my company purchases the
mortgage or trust deed of someone you referred to us. That's up to
$1,500 for giving me a name!
          If you or someone you know wishes to sell their mortgage or
trust deed, and their mortgage or trust deed qualifies, my company
can find a buyer free of charge! The best part is that the buyer of
your mortgage or trust deed pays any fees, points, comissions or
charges. You pay nothing! We do ALL the work and pay ALL the costs
for the transaction.
          If you have any other questions or wish to get more
information please send an E-mail to tme-faq @ tme.com. Leave the
subject line blank and type SEND MORTGAGE INFO in the body of the
message. Also you can contact me at markr @ tme.com or by phone at
(904) 239- 6963.



PRIVATE EYES

F&M Investigation
Personal-Legal-Corporate

                                                            
 *Missing Persons      -      Skip Trace

 *Personal Injury            -      Worker's Compensation

 Pre-Employment/Background Check(undrln)
    *Negligent Hiring        -      Employer Responsibilty

                                                                  
 Save costs on; turnover, theft, & workman's comp.

For more information EMail HJJG75A@Prodigy.com or
call (714)545-7350.

State Lic # 5389                                                                                                                            Over 25yrs
Experience

                                                                      National Organization based in CA



900#S & FAX-ON-DEMAND

 Custom 900 Start up Pkg $500

"Custom" 900 start up program includes :

* Idea Development
* Program scripting and organization

* National 900 phone number
* Application programming

* MCI approved Billing and Collection Program
* No Middleman costs

* Market analysis and promotional advice

Enhanced services available including Fax on Demand

Call now or send e-mail to DeanAtSwi@aol.com to consult with a 900    program specialist,
about how to make money with your own pay-per-call information service.        

Call the fax room at 909.927.8700, from your fax phone to receive a 2 page company document
about 800 and 900 service programs, via. fax on demand.    Select department 1, then 2 to receive

your fax.
 

Southwestern Interconnect
26190 Thacker Dr., Hemet, Ca., 92544

(909) 927 - 8686
DeanAtSwi@aol.com (e-mail)

____________________________________________

                                                        VALUE TEL
        HAS THE BEST VALUE ON THE PROFESSIONAL

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
                                                SERVICES YOU NEED

    No changes are made to your local phone service or equipment.
 Lowest flat rates, 24 hours per day when you need it most, on:
                                                                
              Interstate Long Distance                                              Free    800
Numbers
              International Long Distance                                    Calling
Cards, surcharge free
              International Call Back*
Professionally itemized bills

                                                                
                                    *ATTENTION FOREIGN CUSTOMERS



New,    INTERNATIONAL    CALLBACK service allows    you    to    call    from
anywhere    in the world, to anywhere in the world as if your    call
was    being placed from the United States.    International Callback
allows    any    foreign company or individual access to    the    lowest
international long distance rates in the world,    No    changes    are
made to your local or long distance phone service or equipment.

Simply:
          * Call our International Callback computer in the US, and
hang up after two rings.
          * Our computer calls you back with a USA dial tone.
          * Place your international call and enjoy savings of 40% to
80%.
                                                                
                                                                
                                                  Value Tel Rates
          Call anywhere in continental US    24 hours per day for:
Interstate Long Distance - 13.5 cents per minute, 6 second
billing intervals.
800 Service - 13.5 cents per minute, 6 second billing intervals.
Calling Cards, surcharge free - 19.5 cents per minute, 6 second
billing intervals

                              International/Foreign Long Distance
International LD, varies by country.    (Germany and Japan, 54
cents per min.)
International Callback, varies by country.    Save 40% to 80%.

                                                                
    Value Tel, Inc., 42436 Majestic, Suite 100N, Canton, MI,    USA
                                                      48188-1137
Phone within USA:    1-800-391-4977        Outside USA:    1-313-844-7725
                        Internet E-Mail:    ValueTel@ix.netcom.com



Lottery

GAMBLERS! GET YOUR SPORT PICKS VIA E-MAIL!

                                                      <<<      ON CREDIT      >>>

                                      FREE INFO E-MAILED TO YOU ABOUT AMERICA'S 
                                      NUMBER 1 SPORT PICK SERVICE.

                                      OUR MOTTO IS "YOU DON'T PAY, IF WE DON'T HIT 
EM!" 
                                      HOT PICKS FOR ALL SPORTS! 

                                      RESPOND TO OUR INTERNET ADDRESS IS:

                                      SPORTPIK@AOL.COM 

                                      SEND THE FREE INFORMATION

______________________________________________________
LOTTO CLUBS OF AMERICA INC. invites you to participate in the Florida Lottery through 
membership in one our lotto clubs. Each club receives 100 chances at the weekly jackpot. You 
can join a 20 member club for just $7.50 per week and receive 5% of the winnings oor join a 10 
member club for just $15 per week and receive 10% of the winnings. We also offer a special rate 
of $12.50 per week for those who join as a group of 10. For more information call any time 1-
800-522-5181. 

        My name is Jim Campbell, President of LCA, Inc After hitting the Michigan Lottery in a 
Club on September 9, 1989, (copy of check on last page), I tried to get into other clubs. I found 
clubs with 100 members or more, or clubs with 25 members, but they wanted $200.00 for 4% of 
the winnings and only bought 1200 numbers. After finding no clubs of any value, I spent two 
years researching and thousands of dollars in attorney's fees to start Lotto Clubs of America. 
LCA, Inc. has been in business since October 1992 and has members all over the country. 

        I have set LCA, Inc. up the easiest way I could, by law. If you decide to try us out, you will 
get l00 chances per week in the Florida 6/49 drawing every Saturday night. I picked the Florida 
lottery because they start out with a $7 million jackpot and only have one drawing a week. 

        LCA, Inc. offers two options: (1) the ten member club, $15.00 per week for 10% of the 
winnings, or (2) the twenty member club, $7.50 per week for 5% of the winnings. All tickets are 
purchased for the whole month and all money is collected on a monthly basis. There is also a 
one-time registration fee of $10.00 to register you in the state of Florida as a club. We will mail 



or fax each member a copy of their 100 numbers for the month.    You will also receive a copy of 
the winning numbers and how much your club won every week. At the end of the month, LCA, 
Inc. will send a check for your share of the winnings. If the amount won for the month is less 
than $50.00 for ten member clubs and $100.00 for twenty member clubs, the balance will be 
carried over to the next month.

        As a member, you will need to have a check or money order to us by the 15th of the previous
mont you want to be in. After you join, an invoice will be sent to you in plenty of time to meet 
the deadline. there are four Saturdays in the month, you will need to send $60.00 or $30.00 for 
that month; if there are five Saturdays, you will need to send $75.00 or $37.50 for the month. If 
your check or money order is not to us by the 15th, you will not be in the next month's club. 
LCA, Inc. will not take credit cards for two reasons: (1) to keep our costs down, and (2) we feel 
that if you do not have the cash to play lotter-
tes, you shauldn't be playing.

        Fverybody needs a dream. Winning $7 or $15 or $25 million is a long-shot dream-but it does
happen. Winning a lottery and getting $75,000 a vear for twenty years is a great feeling to have. l
started this company because I know lottries can be hit. l cannot promise you will hit the lottery, 
but can promise you 100 chances a week to hit one. So fill out the registration form, send your 
check or money order for $10.00 and whatever month you want to start in, and if you're not 
satished with our service, we will refund your $10.00 registration fee. Thank you and GOOD 
LUCK in your lottery
endeavors.

Jim Campbell
President, LCA, INC.



Mail Order

$175.00 IS YOURS ABSOLUTELY FREE!!!..

MOST VALUED FRIEND, 

THIS IS A VERY PERSONAL LETTER, I ASK ONLY ONE THING,
 PLEASE GIVE ME THE COURTESY OF READING IT.    IT WILL ONLY TAKE YOU A 
COUPLE OF MINUTES, IF YOU DO READ IT, WE
WILL BOTH WIN, IF YOU DON'T, WE BOTH LOSE!!!!

....Mail order has created many millionaires,
and guess what?    You're next!!!!Lets get right down to business,
how can I help you get rich? I certainly hope that's why you asked 
for this information, because you can get rich very quickly. (Not
Overnight-thats hog wash)    You can sell valuable money making
information through the mail for super big profits.    Let me tell
you exactly what I do.    But more importantly, what you can do too!!
There's $$millions of dollars in the classifieds$$,    You see what I
do is run tiny little inexpensive ads,    just like the one you answered. 

These ads are run in the classified sections of hundreds of
newspapers across the country.    Let's say, for example, you run a 
tiny little ad that costs you $25.00 for one month.    No that's not
a mistake.    I mean $25.00 for one whole month of advertising.    Let's 
also say this very same ad makes you a profit of just $75.00 for the 
same month. 

Twelve years ago when I first started in the mail order business, 
my reaction was much the same as yours.    I said "BIG DEAL"    how can 
I get rich on just a $75.00 profit for the whole month? 
YOU JUST HIT THE BIGGEST LOTTERY EVER!!!!....

And this lottery never stops paying you big money.    Let me tell you
why!!Did you know there are over 3,000 newspapers throughout the
United States?    Now take that $75.00 profit you made in one month, 
on just one newspaper, and multiply it by 3000 newspapers, and that's 
over $200.000 income in just one month!!!!    

Just think if you ran ads in only 200 newspapers thats    $15,000 per month.    Sound like a 
dream? You bet it is, a dream come true for all those who know the secret. When you are finished
reading you will also know the secret!!    

Let's talk about the ads you will be running in the newspapers.    First of all, and most 
importantly, you don't have to be a master copy writer and 



know how to write big money making ads.    Why?    Because I will give you
my top ten mail order ads, the very same ads I run all over the country. 
The same ads that make money 7 days a week, 365 days a year, my top ten.
Indeed the best of the best!!!    These ads will make you money for the 
rest your life. YOUR SHIP JUST CAME IN!!!IT GETS BETTER!!!....

Where do you run these ads? Not to worry, I will give you over 300 
hand picked newspapers, all proven to pull in the big mail order profits. 
I will show you how to set up your own advertising agency which won't cost
you even one penny, and you will receive a 15% discount from all the 
newspapers that offer it.    I will even show you how to get thousands 
of dollars per year in free advertising, the free advertising alone 
will make you rich!!!!

IT EVEN GETS BETTER!!!....What I have done is written a book
( ONE OF MANY).    This is a no nonsense, step by step book with over 
ten years experience in it.    Let me say right now that my book is 
different than anyone else's in the world.    My book, I believe for the 
very first time, will actually give you everything you need to start
making money right now, today!!!THE BEST HAS YET TO COME!!!....

I'm a published author and have written many books on the subject 
of mail order, and have many more great books available, in what I
call my mail order schoolhouse. (SCHOOLHOUSE ENCLOSED WITH THIS LETTER).    
You have the opportunity to offer for sale each and every book and 
every report in the schoolhouse and make a whopping 50% profit without
ever paying one penny up front.    In fact you pay nothing at all
until you have made your money and banked your profits!!!!

O.K. HERE'S HOW IT WORKS!!!!....When you run my ads in the
newspapers, and people request information from you about your
opportunity, you will send them your sales package. (I WILL PROVIDE 
YOU WITH MASTER COPIES OF ALL YOUR SALES PACKAGE MATERIALS.)    When 
they receive your package and study it over, let's say, for
example, they order $500 worth of books from you.    At that 
time you keep $250 and send my company $250, along with your 
customer's names and addresses, and the names of the books
they ordered.    We will then package the orders and ship them
to your customers.    We will also put your name and address on 
their return labels so when your customers receive their orders 
they will believe they came directly from you!!!!

REMEMBER YOU PAY NOTHING AT ALL, UNTIL YOU MAKE YOUR MONEY, AND 
BANK YOUR 
PROFITS!!!!THIS IS THE CLINCHER -- I HAVE SAVED THE BEST FOR LAST!!!



I WILL GIVE YOU ONE YEAR FREE COUNSELING, I WILL WORK WITH YOU 
PERSONALLY!!!...

I know of no other successful person in This business that
will offer free counseling on a daily basis.    I will work with 
you, each step of your journey, in order to ensure your success. 
If there were only one ingredient that would determine the difference
between success and failure, it would be personal guidance.    
Without it your chances of success are, at best, slim.    Indeed, 
the vast majority of people who will try to succeed in the mail 
order business will know only failure.    Why? They will do it wrong-- 
period!!!!!

IF YOU ARE ONE OF THE SERIOUS PEOPLE IN LIFE WHO TRULY DESIRES 
TO BECOME RICH, YOU NOW HAVE NO EXCUSE NOT TO!! YOU GET EVERYTHING 
MENTIONED IN THIS LETTER INCLUDING:

(1)    My best selling book $$ MAIL ORDER MAGIC $$. This book, in my
opinion, is without question one of best books ever written on the
subject of mail order!!! 

With this book, and my personal counseling you can't
miss!!!!

(2)    You get my top ten mail order ads!!    The very same ads I run 
in hundreds of newspapers across the country.    These ads will make 
you money 7 days a week, 365 days a year!!!! Truly the best of the best!!!
(3)    You get over 300 of the hottest hand picked newspapers in the country.    All proven to pull 
in the big mail order profits!!!! 

(4)    You get the entire MAIL ORDER SCHOOLHOUSE to offer for sale
at a WHOPPING 50% PROFIT on every item.    And remember, YOU PAY 
NOTHING AT ALL, UNTIL YOU MAKE YOUR MONEY, AND
BANK YOUR PROFITS-$$$$

(5)    You get one year free counseling, this is the
difference between success and failure---PERIOD!!!!    I know of 
only one other person who offers a year of counseling and he 
charges $2000........YOU GET ALL THIS, PLUS MY EIGHT BONUS ITEMS, 
FOR ONLY $35.00 WITH MY 30 day UNCONDITIONALLY GUARANTEED 
SPECIAL OFFER!! WITH THE $175.00 IN BONUSES , MY BEST SELLING BOOK 
$$MAIL ORDER MAGIC$$ IS ABSOLUTELY FREE!!!

P.S. AS A SPECIAL BONUS IF YOU ORDER WITHIN THE NEXT 14 DAYS, I WILL 
INCLUDE EIGHT OF MY TOP RATED SUCCESS TOOLS!!!!!



(6)    You will receive an issue of $$ MILLERS INSIDERS SECRETS $$ 
 This is a critically acclaimed newsletter, considered by many 
to be the bible of the industry. The INSIDERS SECRETS is a must 
for anyone who wishes to maximize their profits!
(A $30 VALUE) YOURS FREE!!!

(7)
HOW TO MAKE $1000 CASH EVERY DAY$$$
Uncle Sam has money that belongs to people all across
the nation, it's their money and you can easily get it
to them.    Everything is provided for you in this wonderful
money making book (A $20 VALUE) YOURS FREE!!!

(8) AMERICAN CLASSIFIED NEWSPAPER NETWORK!!!!
Did you know you can run a 25 word ad in 180 newspapers with
a circulation over 3.5 million for a super low price? 
You can with this bonus. And it's yours free!!!!
(A $24VALUE) FREE!!!!

(9) UNITED STATES MAILING LIST BROKERS!!!!!
This list will make you rich!!    When you build up your 
list of names, (And this happens very quickly running my ads)
The list brokers will rent your names from you.    The average
rental fee you can charge is about $50 per month, per one
thousand names. When your list has 100.000 names, That's a 
TEN THOUSAND DOLLAR A MONTH INCOME JUST SITTING AT HOME & 
RENTING YOUR NAME LIST (A $20 VALUE) YOURS FREE!!!!

(10) HOW TO GET FREE ADVERTISING---I MEAN ABSOLUTELY FREE!!!!
This is a most valuable report, perhaps the most valuable 
of them all.    This report by itself could very easily make
you rich!! (A $20 VALUE) And it's Yours free!!!!!!

(11) HOW TO MAKE MONEY WITH A NEWSPAPER CLIPPING SERVICE!!!!

You could make anywhere from $100 per day to $1000 per day with this system.    It is making
a lot a money for a lot of people all around the country, you could easily be one of the lucky 
ones!!    (A $10 VALUE) YOURS FREE!!!!.

(12) HOW TO MAKE $30, $40, $50 THOUSAND PER YEAR, AND YES,
EVEN MORE$$$ Here's a sure fire way to make a ton of money. 
It takes no special education, no special training, no 
special skills.    Here's one you can do right away in the 
comfort of your own home!!!
(A $10 VALUE) YOURS FREE!!!!



(13) SIXTY OF THE HOTTEST MONEY MAKING REPORTS IN THE COUNTRY!!!! These 
sixty reports are considered by top experts to be among the best.    They are short, concise, and to
the point, and they are powerful!!    These reports are designed to do but one thing, make money 
now!!!
(A $30 VALUE) YOURS FREE!!!!$175.00 TOTAL BONUS VALUE "FREE"
IF ORDERED WITHIN 14 DAYS SEE-NO RISK ORDER FORM!!!!AS ALWAYS,
I WISH YOU HEALTH, HAPPINESS, AND MUCH SUCCESS!!!!!

If you have any questions, please dont hesitate
to call me (ED MILLER) between my work hours    1:P.M. to 6:P.M. 
pacific time Monday through Friday!    (714) 999-6586.    Make checks
and money orders payable, and mail to: QUANTUM
MARKETING 211 SOUTH STATE COLLEGE BLVD., SUITE 429 ANAHEIM,
CALIFORNIA 92806
(The book will go out in 24 hours after receipt of your check.)



Lottery & Gambling
(New topic text goes here.)



The PEOPLES POLL

                        THE HOT NEWS TELEPOLL LINE
                    1-900-988-8849          1.99 PER CALL

            IF UNDER 18 MUST GET PARENTAL PERMISSION
                          "TOUCHTONE PHONE REQUIRED"

                                Poll Commissioned by:
              T. D. International*Memphis,TN*901-762-9058

The November mid-term elections ushered in a tremendous mandate for the Republican Party, 
giving the GOP control of both the House and Senate for the first time in 40 years. They say they
will move with all deliberate speed in the first 100 days to make good on the "Contract with 
America." 

Do you think the Republican Party will make the proper changes that will really move the nation 
forward in a positive direction?

    -Register your vote now in this national news telepoll-



ANTI-VIRUS SOFTWARE

VDS - INTERNET VIRUS PROTECTION!
INTERNET IS GREAT.... 

TO EXCHANGE INFECTED FILES !

Computer viruses are spreading today through a new way: Internet. 
While you are reading this, thousands of files are downloaded to
machines like yours, several dozens getting infected.Thus, using 
an anti-virus tool is no moer a luxury, but a real necessity for you,
 unless you really want to have problems !

VDS Pro 3.0 IS THE SOLUTION TO YOUR SAFETY NEEDS:

 Detects BOTH known and unknown viruses, through a powerfull scanner 
    & an integrity checker 

- Keeps a constant look over your system (TSR availability)

- Easy to use for any Beginner.

- Many options available for computer Wizards (too many to describe here !)

- Works on ANY PC Network

- BLAZINGLY FAST (Waiting for 3 minutes every morning is no more a necessity !)

- Easy installation (System Managers donot even have to move from their desk !)

- Rated by FEDERAL COMPUTER WEEK as a BEST BUY

- Chosen by the US Marines to protect their worldwide network 

- And    coming soon, a Windows interface !

OK ! BUT AN ANTI-VIRUS IS EXPENSIVE... NOT !

The time when you had to pay $120 at least to get a similar protection    is over:

A SINGLE LICENSE ONLY WILL ONLY COST YOU $49 ! (Compare with others !) 

ORDER TODAY BY CLICKING ON THIS ICON AND GET          
IMMEDIATLY YOUR COMPLETE PROTECTION FOR $49*
ORDER FORM



TRY FOR FREE VDS Pro 3.0 AND GET A LIMITED VERSION 
(SCANNER ONLY, NO PURCHASE NECESSARY)

* The downloaded version is temporary only.    You will be 
mailed your non-expirable version within two weeks after 
your order.    

SPECIAL FREE OFFER
To Download a DEMO TIMED VERSION of the Internet Virus Protection Program

Free of Charge, Send Email to:    lite@ix.netcom.com    
We will give you complete instructions from there.    



# $ KTHE INTER-ACTIVE YELLOW PAGEStm

The Interactive Yellow Pages that you see in your hand is a modest effort to create 
a hierarchy of companies who are involved in doing business electronically.    Most
of the companies here may also be found on the Internet.    My company, 
Lighthouse Productions helps companies like yours market their products and 
services on the Information Superhighway.    We have hundreds of other companies
listed ONLINE in the Internet Version of this Directory at the NETCENTER, the 
Center of the Internet, also developed by us.    On the Internet, there is a whole new
electronic community developing and if you are not part of it, you should seriously
explore the possibilities because if not, you will lose lots of money.    I can tell you 
from experience that the Internet is the best opportunity for making money than 
any other medium can provide.    

This can mean that we create a book or catalog like this one for you or we can 
place you directly on the Internet, or we can do a combination of both.    

The GOOD NEWS is that more and more people today are doing business on the 
Internet and we are one of the primary providers of Internet services and 
distribution.    So, if you are interested in getting your product or service onto the 
Internent, please call ...

 800-664-9042    

CALL TODAY

 




